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This revised and expanded edition takes the reader step by step through the history and
techniques of over forty-five print-making methods.From the traditional etching, engraving,
lithography, and relief print processes to today’s computer prints, Mylar lithography, copier prints,
water-based screen printing, helio-reliefs, and monotypes, The Complete Printmaker covers
various aspects of fine printmaking. The book also includes a survey of issues and
contemporary concerns in the printmakers world.

"While a serious work, Heather's writing style and informality makes this book a good read not
only for scholars, but also for the reasonably educated layman."--A. A. Nofi, The NYMAS
Review"The transition from the first empire to the present is wonderfully retold... Heather's style
is seductive and his British wit enlivens this engrossing history of the piecemeal 'restoration' of a
Rome that lingers still." --Publishers Weekly"Underlying this rollicking narrative of sieges, sea
battles and palace coups is a clever argument about the enduring dream of a universal
European realm."--Sunday Times Books of the Year"In this brilliant account... Peter Heather
explains how and why efforts to reconstruct the Roman empire ultimately failed, and how they
unwittingly laid the foundation for a new sort of Roman empire... This is a beautifully written book
that combines sprightly narrative with detailed analysis, but never loses the big picture." --Peter
Jones, BBC History Magazine"The Restoration of Rome presents an exciting and learned
argument in a convincing, passionate way designed to be intelligible to a popular audience.
Heather is a masterly interrogator of evidence, questioning the texts he quotes in such a way to
make his book feel at times like a historical detective puzzle... This is a keenly conceived, deeply
intelligent and very timely history." --Dan Jones, Sunday Times"This is the story of the birth of
Europe, with its profusion of competitive states. It is told with energy and zest, full of lurid detail
and enthralling biographical portraits." --Ben Wilson, Telegraph"A tightly argued and highly
stimulating book that will be of obvious interest to readers curious about the aftermath of Rome's
fall and the cultural and ideological legacy of Rome. The style is chatty and accessible, and the
scholarship up to date and reliable." --Peter Sarris, Literary Review"An immensely enjoyable and
informative book . Heather's style is never disagreeable, often witty, and always engaging."- -H-
EmpireAbout the AuthorPeter Heather is Professor of Medieval History at King's College
London. He is the bestselling author of The Fall of the Roman Empire, Empires and Barbarians,
and numerous other works on late antiquity and the early Middle Ages.
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number of levels, from the beginner cutting a linoleum block to a sophisticated mixed media
extravaganza produced by a professional workshop. The first level—one of searching, learning,
and experimenting—usually takes place in a high school or college offering classes in
printmaking methods. It is here that many artists first encounter the rigors and rewards of the
print, and some may begin to develop a long-term commitment.The next level of printmaking
occurs in or around a university or professional art school campus, or sometimes in a private
print workshop. Here one finds an interesting lot of artists, many prominent in their locality rather
than nationally. They often work without the support of edition printers and have few assistants,
at least on a regular basis. Their prints reflect a diverse and intense vision of contemporary
life.The level of printmaking that receives the most attention involves the major artists who are
supported by a complex network of museums, galleries, art critics, and, most important, high-
tech artist-printmakers, who produce the prints in conjunction with the artists. No one person has
all the skills required for the elaborate works that are possible today. Techniques are mixed with
ease, with intaglio, woodcut, screen print, lithography, photocopying, collage, cast paper, and
other new methods combined to create works with a profusion of color and texture. New
processes, such as helio-relief, have been perfected while old processes, almost forgotten, such
as collotype and photogravure, have been resurrected and used again to produce fresh
images.Working with innovative artists, the new breed of print publishers is expanding the
vocabulary of the print in exciting ways. Some print workshops are superbly equipped, with
presses that can handle prints of a size rivaling large paintings. There are also custom-made
paper molds that require three or four people to lift them from the vat of pulp.While many of the
new prints are large, abstract, and colorful, the overwhelming number of participants in
contemporary printmaking insures that all directions and viewpoints are represented. There are
many ways to make meaningful and wonderful prints. A single artist, working alone, can still
produce an image of incredible power and esthetic strength. The technique should be only a
means to an end—that of creative expression at the highest level.AcknowledgmentsThis revised
edition of The Complete Printmaker could not exist without the cooperation of a number of
artists, galleries, publishers, collectors, and museums. In particular, we wish to thank those
artists who helped us with information on their experiments with new printmaking methods,
including Myril Adler, Al Blaustein, Gary Edson, Jeremy Gardiner, Issac Victor Kerlow, Margot
Lovejoy, Donna Moran, Philip Pearlstein, Miklos Pogany, Thomas Porett, John Risseeuw,
Krishna Reddy, Claire Van Vliet, and Mark Wilson.Lynwood Kreneck, professor at Texas Tech
University in Lubbock, Texas, was particularly helpful with his notes on water-based screen
printing, as were Lois Johnson, chairperson, and Franz Spohn of the College of Art and Design
of the University of the Arts in Philadelphia. Marie Dormuth of Cooper Union School of Art in
New York helped us with this technique and enabled us to find student work to reproduce in the
screen-print chapter.Philip Pearlstein lent us color slides of his work at Graphicstudio, University
of South Florida, at Tampa, while Donald Saff and Deli Sacilotto were generous and cooperative
in providing material and information from this productive workshop. Helen Frederick of Pyramid



Atlantic in Washington, D.C., was a source of knowledge about paper, artists, and books, while
Ed Colker, provost of the University of the Arts in Philadelphia, shared his interest in the art of
the book with us.We are indebted to Franklin Feldman for his thoughts on the artist and the law
and to Sylvan Cole for his notes on the artist-dealer relationship. Ed Colker, Michael Knigin,
Monona Rossol, Lois Johnson, and Marie Dormuth read various sections of the manuscript, and
we are thankful for their suggestions and criticisms.Many galleries and print publishers were
supportive and encouraging, enabling us to select those artists whose work is in this edition. Ken
Tyler, director of Tyler Graphics, an inspiring leader, and his staff, including Kim Tyler and
Marabeth Cohen, were extremely helpful in allowing us to research many of their projects. Judith
Solodkin of Solo Press granted us repeated access to her fine workshop, while Peter Kruty and
Dan Stack showed us details of their procedures that were invaluable. Maurice Sanchez of
Derriære L’Etoile, Bruce Porter of Trestle Editions, Bob Blanton and Bill Wygonik of Brand X, and
Adi Rischner, director of Styria Studio, along with his master printer Steve Sangenario were
unstinting in their help.Jody Rhone of Crown Point Press, Diane Iacobucci of Parasol Press, Sid
and Ben Schiff of the Limited Editions Club, and Margo Dolan of Dolan/Maxwell were also
particularly helpful. Other cooperating galleries include Peter Blum Editions, Brooke Alexander
Gallery, Castelli Graphics, the Experimental Workshop, Garner Tullis Workshop, Fawbush
Gallery, Petersburg Press, Landfall Press, Pace Gallery, Susan Teller Gallery, Reiss-Cohen,
Barney Weinger, and Zabriskie Gallery. Andrew Stasik at John Szoke Graphics was instrumental
in obtaining several prints for us, while Reba and Dave Williams shared information and slides of
their screen-print collection.Bill Goldston of Universal Limited Art Editions was cooperative and
generous in his help, introducing us to Craig Zammiello, whose expertise in photogravure was
impressive. Clinton Cliness notes from an earlier interview on this technique proved essential
and we are grateful.Workshops photographed include Robert Blackburn’s Printmaking
Workshop in New York, the Manhattan Graphic Center, Rutgers’ Mason Gross School of the
Arts, directed by Judy Brodsky, and the Pennsylvania Academy printshop with Peter Paone. A
number of teachers and public school professionals including Caroline Rister Lee, Natalie
Schifano, and Nadine Gordon were especially helpful in obtaining student artwork for the section
on school printmaking.At the Parsons/New School workshop in New York City, William Phipps
and Herman Zaage helped in many ways, from compiling lists of suppliers to photographing
printmaking procedures. Roberta Waddell, curator of prints at the New York Public Library; Barry
Walker, associate curator in the department of prints and drawings at the Brooklyn Museum; and
Meg Grasselli at the National Gallery of Art in Washington, D. C., were cooperative and gracious
in helping us search for images of prints.The manuscript was typed by Meg Ross and Diane
Kissinger, edited by Virginia Croft and Sue Heinemann, who was the efficient general
coordinator of the project. Diane Kissinger compiled the index, and Roundtable Press, with
Susan Meyer and Marsha Melnick as the directors, was vital to the completion of this edition of
the book.Many of the photographs are by John Ross and Tim Ross; Ben Ness Photo labs in
New York City did most of the processing. The drawings are by John Ross.Finally, we must



thank the president of the Free Press, Erwin Glikes, for his encouragement and the direction so
necessary for the completion of this work. Our appreciation also to Roslyn Siegel, project editor
at the Free Press, for her patience and enthusiasm.1Relief PrintsPABLO PICASSO Woman with
a Flowered Hat, 1962 Reduction linocut, 13¾″ × 10¾″ Courtesy Reiss-Cohen, Inc. Photo by
Nathan RabinAmong the most appealing aspects of relief printmaking are the directness and
swiftness of making an image and the simplicity of the materials used in creating it. In a relief
print it is the surface of the block that yields the image; the areas that do not print are cut away,
as in a woodcut or linocut, or a positive image is created by cutting white lines into the block, as
in a wood engraving. In a collage print the relief surface is achieved by adhering materials to a
support plate. In all methods ink is rolled on the surface, paper is then placed upon it, and this is
either rubbed by hand or run through a press to produce an image. Of all the forms of expression
in printmaking, the relief print is the most ancient. Although it is not possible to relate the rich
history of the relief print in a limited space, a few highlights can help illuminate the historical
precedence for many technical procedures we use today.Origins and Development of Relief
PrintingThe history of the relief print is the history of peoples desire to communicate information,
first through symbols and later through images and the printed word. The relief print can be
traced to prehistoric origins, when early cave dwellers developed a unique iconography in both
the Western and Eastern hemispheres. The engraved and scratched lines filled with earth colors
that decorated the walls of caves were certainly a precursor to printmaking. Incised, engraved,
and carved images were an important form of human expression. The earliest evidence of the
production of impressions from carved reliefs comes from the Sumerians, who date from 4000
B.C. Among their carved reliefs are stamping devices that they pressed into moist clay. They
also carved cylinders of lapis lazuli, alabaster, and other materials, which could be rolled into
soft clay to leave the imprint of some authoritative signature. By stretching the imagination a bit,
these imprints can be regarded as multiple prints on clay.The Olmec Indians of Mexico, who
date from 1000 to 800 B.C., baked clay tubes with relief designs that were used to print repeat
patterns, perhaps on bark or on their own bodies. However, even the Olmecs’ use of some form
of color to roll out their multiple designs did not lead to printing for communication.The transition
from clay and stone to wood for stamping seems to have occurred in Egypt, where early
examples of woodblocks used for printing textiles date to the sixth or seventh centuries A.D. It
was also at about this time that examples of printing on textiles and paper appeared in China.
The invention of paper in China as early as 107 B.C. had opened up the possibility of multiple
printing and the dissemination of images and information.EARLY WOODCUTS IN THE
EASTThe advent of paper answered the popular need to produce rubbings from stone
inscriptions of the writings of Buddha. Dampened paper could be pressed into the inscriptions to
yield an impression of the forms, or a pad of ink could be rubbed on the surface of the paper so
that raised white writing appeared on a blackened ground. We can only guess that the logical
next step was to carve the inscriptions into woodblocks, apply a water-based ink to the surface,
and pull a hand-rubbed print much as we do today.The earliest woodblock print bearing an



image appears in the 17-foot-long Diamond Sutra scroll, printed by Wang Chieh in A.D. 868.
This complex figurative image with text was discovered by a Taoist priest when he opened a
sealed cave in eastern Turkestan in 1900. Because the text and image were cut from one block,
this combination is referred to in the West as a block book. The complex and sophisticated
imagery in the Diamond Sutra suggests that the Chinese had a much earlier history of printing
from woodblocks onto paper and textiles. Color printing from more than one block dates from the
same period.Through succeeding centuries, the Chinese produced thousands of extraordinary
block books on medicine, botany, agriculture, poetry, and literature. They printed complex block
books with color plates in the seventeenth century, including two “how-to” manuals—the Ten
Bamboo Hall Painting Book, a collection of exercises in drawing birds, fruits, and flowers, and
the Mustard Seed Garden—for artists in need of instruction and inspiration. These books were
later brought to Japan, where they influenced the development of the Ukiyo-e prints. Although
the Chinese developed woodcuts of great skill and beauty, they seem to have lost interest in the
medium after a period of years, and there was little further development of color in the Chinese
woodcut.ANONYMOUSAllegory on the Meeting of Pope Paul II and Emperor Frederick III,
1469-73 Woodcut National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.EARLY WOODCUTS IN THE
WESTThe woodcut in Western art appears to have evolved in much the same way as it did in
the East. It fulfilled a utilitarian need in the printing of textiles and helped to propagate the faith
through the printing of images of a devotional nature. In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries
literacy was a rarity enjoyed only by the church hierarchy and the ruling classes. What better
method was there to inform the ignorant populace of the late Middle Ages than to produce prints
that could narrate the story of Christ, the Virgin Mary, and the lives of the saints?Paper from the
East was known in Spain in the twelfth century, but only when it was produced in large quantities
in France, Italy, and Germany in the fourteenth century did the art of the woodcut begin to
flourish.The oldest surviving European woodblock is a fragment of a Crucifixion scene dating
from the late fourteenth century. Called the Bois Protat, it was found in a monastery in eastern
France in 1899. The block is cut on both sides, but only one side is intact enough to print.
Because the complete scene measured a good 2 feet square and paper at the time was never
that large, it is thought that it once was printed on cloth for a banner or altarpiece.In southern
Germany, woodcuts began as primitive religious images. Their directness, simplicity of line, and
economy of means made them very powerful. They were handbills for veneration, sold for
pennies to pilgrims visiting holy places and to the populace on religious feast days. Woodcuts of
Christ or the Virgin Mary were often pasted inside traveling chests or onto small altarpieces and
frequently sewn into clothing to give protection from evil forces. Many were hand-colored to add
reality and make them more appealing.Although card playing existed in the thirteenth century
among the upper classes, it was not until paper came into common use in Europe in the
fourteenth century that woodcut playing cards reached the masses. Early images depicted
soldiers in Germany and an alphabet series in Italy, and in France cards showed decorative
court personages similar to those on today’s playing cards.RELIEF PRINTS IN PRINTED



BOOKSBefore printing from movable type took over in the middle fifteenth century, block books
similar to those in the Orient appeared in western Europe. Pictures and words were cut on the
same block. Outstanding block books were produced in the Netherlands: the Apocalypse of St.
John, the Art of Dying, and the Paupers Bible were copied many times in Germany and the rest
of Europe. The block-book Bible provided important models for Master E.S. and Martin
Schongauer.Although movable type had already been invented in Korea and used by the
Chinese for many centuries, it was not until the 1450s that Johannes Gutenberg of Mainz,
Germany, developed his method of printing from cast-metal type. The block book became
obsolete, as did the scribe, and a new era opened in western Europe as printing shops sprang
up to fill the demand for books and woodcut illustrations. Although the new press-printed books
could not compare with the illuminated manuscripts of the nobility, the middle class at last had
access to legible texts.The second half of the fifteenth century was also the period when dotted
metal, or criblé, prints were printed from pewter or copper. Gravers, drills, and punches of narrow
sizes and shapes were scooped or hammered into metal to create fine lines that printed white or
black when inked and printed as a relief print. This painstaking method was popular in northern
Europe but rarely pursued in Italy. The results were decorative but of limited creative
influence.RENAISSANCE MASTERS OF THE WOODCUTIt was at this time that painters began
to show an interest in making woodcuts. It is thought that in Ulm, Martin Schongauer’s brother
Ludwig drew adaptations of Martins engravings onto wood. In 1486 Erhardt Reuwich of Utrecht,
the first artist to be named in print, made a spectacular panoramic woodcut of Venice that was 5
feet long, the first folding plate in any Western book. Later Reuwich’s blocks were adapted in the
Nuremberg Chronicle, a pioneer encyclopedia of world history.By the late fifteenth century, the
great artists of northern Europe—Albrecht Dürer, Hans Holbein the Elder, Hans Baldung Grien,
and Lucas Cranach in Germany, and Lucas van Leyden in the Netherlands—were making
woodcuts of great eloquence. Dürer (1471-1528) in particular widely influenced other artists. In
addition to numerous single prints, he produced four superb woodcut series: the Great Passion,
the Small Passion, the Apocalypse, and the Life of the Virgin.ALBRECHT DÜRER The Riders
on the Four Horses (From the Apocalypse, c. 1496) Woodcut Metropolitan Museum of Art, New
York Gift of Junius S. Morgan, 1919HENDRIK GOLTZIUS Hercules Killing Cacus, 158
Chiaroscuro woodcut in two shades of sepia and black National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.
Rosenwald CollectionDürer himself was greatly influenced by Italian Renaissance art, which he
had encountered on his travels to Italy when he was in his early twenties. Many of the Italian
figurative woodcuts reflected the graceful draftsmanship of Sandro Botticelli, with a thinner,
more fluid line than that in northern European woodcuts.Multiple-block color printing was done
as early as 1508 by the German Jost de Negker, with Lucas Cranach and Hans Burgkmair
taking up the method soon after. Called chiaroscuro woodcuts, these works resembled tonal
drawings in that several values of one color were printed from separate blocks, starting with the
lightest tone. The Germans depended on an outline block and added color, while the Italians,
notably Ugo da Carpi, minimized the outline and allowed the tones to produce the image in a



more painterly manner. Da Carpi copied the work of important masters and emphasized
sweeping compositions, which became a popular way of working for centuries.It is worth noting
that Titian (c. 1488-1576) engaged craftsmen to cut his images. His Pharaoh’s Army Submerged
in the Red Sea (1549) is a spectacular work cut by Domenico dalle Greche but probably drawn
on the block by Titian. Cut on twelve blocks, it is truly a mural, 4 feet high by 7 feet wide. An
interesting inscription on the print reads, “This paper tapestry was drawn by Titian’s immortal
hand.”THE DEVELOPMENT OF WOOD ENGRAVINGAs interest in the intaglio techniques of
etching and engraving became more widespread, woodcuts by major artists began to diminish.
Because etching and engraving permitted finer detail, they seemed to eclipse the woodcut—at
least until 1780, when Thomas Bewick (1750-1828), an Englishman, developed a method of
engraving into hard blocks made of boxwood. On this smooth, hard surface, he produced clean,
fine white lines with incredible detail that did not break down in printing. When these boxwood
blocks were carefully inked and locked up in a press, thousands of sharp impressions were
possible. The method revolutionized the use of illustrations for newspapers, periodicals, books,
and advertisements. Soon craftsmen adopted this new method to mass-produce popular
paintings, which an eager middle class snapped up, but little imaginative creative work
ensued.UKIYO-E AND ITS INFLUENCE ON WESTERN ARTWhile Western artists had turned
away from the woodcut by the seventeenth century, truly elegant woodcuts called Ukiyo-e, or
“pictures of the transient world of everyday life,” were created in eighteenth-century Edo, now
Tokyo. These prints reflected on the pleasures of life: the world of fashion and beauty, the
theater, and erotic, joyous sexual encounters. The origins of Ukiyo-e may have been in the
superb little Chinese manuals on how to paint that we mentioned earlier. And according to A.
Hyatt Mayor in his Prints and People, color printing may have come to the Orient from Europe in
1549, when Saint Francis Xavier arrived in Japan, possibly bringing chiaroscuro woodcuts with
him. No matter what the origins, the multicolor prints of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century
Japan present us with an eloquent concept of color in the woodcut.Both chiaroscuro and Ukiyo-
e prints used multiple blocks, but the Japanese method differed in using water-based color and
dampened rice paper for printing. Such major artists as Utamaro, Sharaku, Harunobu, Hokusai,
and Hiroshige made prints of great refinement that also appealed to the poorer classes and the
uneducated. Like the medieval woodcuts of northern Europe, Ukiyo-e had little monetary value
attached to them. Selling for a few yen, they were bought by travelers as souvenirs and posted in
homes.There are many tales of Ukiyo-e prints first arriving in Paris in the nineteenth century as
packing material for art objects. However, as early as 1775 a Swedish naturalist, Carl Peter
Thunberg, spent considerable time in Nagasaki assembling a collection of Ukiyo-e. Dutch sea
captains in the early 1800s formed extensive collections that were known in Paris. In 1860 the
British magazine Once a Week contained articles about traveling in Japan illustrated with some
of Hiroshige’s landscapes. By 1862 a Japanese curio shop opened in Paris and sold many of the
Ukiyo-e prints. When the Paris Exposition Universelle exhibited a large quantity of Ukiyo-e in
1867, the Paris art world became profoundly aware of the art form.ERHARDT REUWICH View



of Venice, 1486 (From Sanctae Peregrinationes by Bernhard von Breydenbach) Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York Rogers Fund, 1919Right:TOYOKAWA YOSHIKUNI Nakamura Shikan
II as Sawai Matagoro, 1829 Color woodcut, 14¾″ × 97/8″ Collection of the
authorsBelow:THOMAS BEWICK Wood engraving, 1¾″ × 2⅝″ (shown actual size) Collection
of the authorsPAUL GAUGUIN Nave Nave Fenua (Delightful Land) (From the Noa Noa Suite,
1894-95) Woodcut, 14″ × 8″ National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C. Rosenwald
CollectionPAUL GAUGUIN Mahana Atua (Feast of the Gods) Woodcut (top) and woodcut block
(bottom) National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C. Rosenwald CollectionFollowing this
exhibition, many Western artists began to incorporate the concepts of Ukiyo-e into their work.
Although the art was declining in intensity and quality in Japan, it had great impact on the avant-
garde in Paris. Paul Gauguin, Vincent van Gogh, Mary Cassatt, Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec,
James Abbott McNeill Whistler, Edgar Degas, Edouard Manet, and Camille Pissarro were all
influenced by the asymmetrical compositions, strong designs, and stylized forms of Ukiyo-e.
They admired and frequently emulated the Japanese use of flat color, pattern, and line as
intrinsic compositional elements.The influence of the Japanese print was felt not only in Western
painting but also in printmaking. The woodcuts of Paul Gauguin (1848-1903) show a strong
Japanese influence. Although the artist conceived his blocks in black and white, he was
interested in the use of color. He experimented with printing a block in black, then reinking it in
another color, usually brown, and printing it slightly off-register. He added brilliant color to some
prints with stenciling or hand coloring. Gauguin’s innovative approach to the woodcut influenced
the woodcuts of the Norwegian artist Edvard Munch (1863-1944), who explored color printing
even further and made the actual wood grain an important element in his work. Munch
sometimes used separate blocks for each color; other times he used one block cut into separate
color areas, inked separately, and reassembled for printing with one rubbing. These are powerful
prints, in which color and form are synonymous.GERMAN EXPRESSIONIST WOODCUTSIn
Germany a revival of the woodcut occurred in 1905, when Die Brücke (“The Bridge”), a group of
artists in Dresden, turned to the woodcut as an ideal medium for their vigorous expressionism. In
their desire to create a new art form and to counteract the romantic classicism of the entrenched
academicians, they turned to the simplicity and directness of medieval woodcuts and tribal art
for inspiration.The initial group was led by Erich Heckel and Karl Schmidt-Rottluff and included
Ernst Ludwig Kirchner, Emil Nolde, Max Pechstein, and Otto Müller. Käthe Kollwitz and Ernst
Barlach, though not part of the group, were influenced by their esthetic direction.The renewed
interest in the woodcut was also a strong part of the Blaue Reiter (“Blue Rider”) movement
initiated by Wassily Kandinsky and Franz Marc in 1911. Other important artists in the group were
Paul Klee, Lyonel Feininger, and Alexei Jawlensky.ERNST L. KIRCHNER Alpine Shepherd,
1917 Woodcut Brooklyn Museum Lent by Paul J. Sachs, Courtesy Fogg MuseumMEXICAN
POLITICAL AND SOCIAL PRINTSIn the Western hemisphere, José Guadalupe Posada
(1852-1913), a self-taught Indian, was a most influential originator of a powerful graphic
movement that used the print for political and religious imagery. The Mexican Revolution of



1910-20 and political, social, and religious issues were sources for his lurid humor of throat
cutting, firing squads, and All Souls’ Day highjinks. His metal cuts and relief etchings were
printed for a few pesos, much as medieval woodcuts had been disseminated centuries earlier.
Posada’s simple, biting images had a significant influence on Diego Rivera, José Clemente
Orozco, and David Alfaro Siqueiros.CONTEMPORARY RELIEF PRINTSIn the United States,
the Works Progress Administration in the 1930s helped to revive interest in the print in general,
with gifted artists such as Louis Schanker, Stuart Davis, and Milton Avery taking a new interest in
its potential. However, it was only after the Second World War that a greater focus on the
woodcut could be seen in the work of Leonard Baskin, Antonio Frasconi, and Adja Junkers.MAX
BECKMANN Group Portrait at the Eden Bar Woodcut National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.
Rosenwald CollectionEMIL NOLDE Dr. P. (Profile), 1911 Woodcut Brooklyn Museum Gift of Mrs.
Margarete SchultzIn the late 1940s and 1950s, interest in the use of color in the relief print
increased. Carol Summers, Seong Moy, Clare Romano, Edmund Casarella, and John Ross in
the United States, and Michael Rothenstein in England, were early experimenters.In France,
Pablo Picasso (1881-1973) was responsible for another major innovation in the 1950s. Using
one block for multicolor linocuts, he was probably the first person to devise a reduction method:
cutting and printing each color from one block until only the last color portion remains on the
block. This eliminated the need for a separate block for each color and ensured more accurate
registration (see also the discussion of the reduction method on page 33).The flexibility of the
cardboard relief print, the collage print, and the mixed-media print, along with inventive ways of
inking with small rollers, has expanded the use of color. The Op and Pop images of the 1960s
and 1970s loosened conceptual ideas about color and helped to break down old taboos about
color in the print.A new wave of interest in the woodcut and the relief print in general has slowly
surfaced since the 1970s. This interest is buoyed by the vast multimedia facilities of print
publisher workshops. Artists working in these shops have access to power tools, varied
materials, and expert advice from first-class assistants and printers; they can combine media
and work on an almost unlimited scale. In addition, some Western artists and publishers, such
as Crown Point Press, have had Japanese cutters and printers translate drawn or printed
images into woodcut prints using traditional Japanese techniques. These Japanese craftsmen
can capture with consummate skill highly subtle variations in the sketch or drawing.Jim Dine,
Helen Frankenthaler, Frank Stella, Alex Katz, and Philip Pearlstein have all explored these
possibilities in their work. The new focus on expressionism among younger American, German,
and Italian artists has also produced some striking relief prints. With its simplicity and directness,
the relief print will no doubt continue to be an important medium for the future.FRANK STELLA
La penna di hu (black and white), 1988 Relief, etching, aquatint, on white TGL handmade paper,
77½″ × 58¾″ Printed and published by Tyler Graphics Ltd. Copyright © Frank Stella/ Tyler
Graphics Ltd. 1988 Photo: Steven Sloman 1988LEONARD BASKIN Death of the Laureate, 1959
Wood engraving, 11½″ diameter Collection of Ben SackheimWOODCUTSThe woodcut is one
of the most widely known and used forms of relief print. In a woodcut it is the raised surface



containing the positive image that is printed. The background area, or negative space, is carved
away, creating the white, or nonprinting, areas. As with other relief prints, ink is applied with a
roller to the raised surface, paper placed on it, and the image transferred by rubbing the back of
the paper or by running the block and paper through a press.Materials and Tools for
WoodcutsWood (pine, poplar, birch, pear, cherry)Woodcut knifeGouges (small C gouge, raked
V gouge)Roller (4- or 5-inch Hunt Speedball soft rubber)Glass or Formica slab for rolling
inkPrinting ink (letterpress, etching, or litho)Paper (mulberry, moriki, hosho, masa, and the
like)Sharpening stone (India, Carborundum, or Arkansas)3-in-1 oil or light machine oilPlastic
Wood for small corrections (tubes are easiest)Texturing tools (rasps, screws, punches, and the
like)Wooden spoon (Japanese rice spoon or square wooden drawer pull)Palette knives for
mixing inkSandpaper (fine, medium, rough)Brass wire brush (suede brush to bring up wood
grain)General art supplies, including pencils, charcoal, tracing paper, India ink, rags, assorted
brushes (from no. 3 pointed sabeline to ¾-inch flat ox hair), black and white poster color,
erasers, vinyl work glovesWOODBecause many kinds of wood can be used in making
woodcuts, you can choose one that best suits the image you are cutting. Even old, worn,
discarded boards are usable. Some artists save old boxwood, charred and burned pieces of
wood, knotty or rough-sawn logs, and other wood that may yield interesting textures and shapes.
With the correct procedure, you can make any piece of wood yield a good print.Pine The most
commonly available wood suitable for the woodcut technique is pine. Soft and easily bruised, it
requires very sharp tools to be cut cross grain. Clear pine costs about twice as much as
common pine but is free of knots. You can buy pine boards in widths up to 18 inches and
occasionally 24 inches, but for larger sizes you must join the boards by gluing the edges, which
requires special clamps. Because of pine’s softness, lines that are too thin become rounded or
bruised during printing; therefore, it is not a suitable wood for fine black line work. To harden the
surface and make cutting easier, you can coat the wood with a thin layer of shellac and sand it
when dry. Thin the shellac with 50 percent alcohol to help it penetrate. To prevent warping, you
can oil the wood. Linseed oil is acceptable, but it should be applied well in advance of cutting to
give the wood time to dry.Poplar A medium-soft wood that has good cutting characteristics and
even grain and is not brittle is sold in many lumberyards as whitewood, or poplar; it is used
extensively in inexpensive furniture. Poplar is slightly harder than pine and therefore can hold a
little more detail. Not long ago it was possible to buy poplar blocks planed to type-high thickness
(0.918 inch) from engraving-block manufacturer’s. With the decline of letterpress printing,
however, these suppliers have almost vanished, and it is rare to find anyone who makes this
type of block today.Cherry and pear woods These hard, dense fruit woods are suitable for very
fine lines and long printing. Cherry blocks were, and still are, used by Japanese cutters in the
Ukiyo-e tradition because of their resistance to splitting, their even grain, and their ability to
withstand printing pressure and abrasion. Cherry also was used extensively to make backings
for photoengraved plates and is still available from the American Printing Equipment Supply
Company in Long Island City, New York. Pear wood, which is similar to cherry in its



characteristics, is available in Europe but is a specialty wood in the United States.JACOB
LANDAU Funhouse, 1961 Woodcut, 16½″ × 12⅛″ Courtesy of the artistJOSEPH RAFFAEL
Matthew’s Lily, 1984 Color woodcut, 32″ × 37½″ Courtesy Pace Gallery, New YorkBirch plywood
The even grain of birch makes it an excellent surface for plywood. Available in most
lumberyards, birch plywood is more useful than the more common fir plywood because of its
even texture and lack of wild grain patterns. It is excellent for large blocks because it can be
bought in sheets 4 feet by 8 feet.Other domestic woods Maple is so hard and dense that it is
difficult to cut, but it yields extremely fine detail when properly worked. Walnut also is very hard
and dense enough to hold fine, even lines. Oak, although hard, is stubborn and has a
characteristic open pore texture that is disturbing. Mahogany is soft, very brittle, and has an
open, pecky pore surface that is monotonous. Spruce and hemlock are soft, brittle, and mushy
but can be used for color areas and knotty textures. Cedar is too brittle to cut well, and fir and
redwood, also brittle, flake off and chip when cut. In some places it may be possible to obtain
pine or gum plywood, which is suitable for large areas. Basswood is soft but usable, particularly
as plywood.Imported woods A variety of woods from Japan are suitable for woodcuts. Shina
plywood is easy to carve, but unfortunately, large pieces are expensive to ship and so this
material is difficult to obtain. A magnolia wood called ho, although expensive, is available in
small sizes, as is katsura, or Judas wood, which is denser and can hold fine detail.Lauan, a
mahogany plywood from the Philippines, is soft and light and has some use as a block for color
areas or textures. Swedish plywood in ¼-inch thickness is sometimes available in a wood similar
to birch that is finely textured and cuts well.CUTTING TOOLS AND AIDSAlmost any object that
is harder than wood can be used to bruise or indent its surface, and the indentations will print as
white marks. A sharp nail or hard pencil will score most woods; paper clips, keys, tin cans,
screwdrivers, needles, screws, dental tools, forks, pizza cutters, and plastic swizzle sticks will
leave impressions on the receptive surface of wood. You can use any of these implements to
create textures and designs that will print by the relief process, but when you want good control
of a shape or an area, you will see why knives and gouges have been used for so many
years.Knives The knife has long been one of the primary tools of the woodcut artist; it can make
cuts that no other tool can make and is one of the most useful instruments in the woodcutter’s
kit. A knife should be made of the best-quality carbon steel, raked back from the point at about a
45-degree angle, and kept very sharp on an Arkansas stone. The edge should be sharpened so
that it is straight, not rounded, and the point should be precise and keen if any small cutting is to
be accomplished. Handles come in many different sizes and styles, so you should choose one
that is comfortable to work with and holds the knife blade very tightly so it does not twist or
wobble.A few simple techniques will help you cut properly with the knife. For broad cutting of
large masses and long shapes, hold the knife to cut at an angle of 45 to 60 degrees. It takes four
cuts with the knife to make one black line; in order to minimize the continuous turning of the
block that is necessary if you hold the knife at a constant angle, learn to make the second cut by
swinging the knife to the other side, thus releasing the cut splinter. Do not cut too deeply or you



will tire quickly and diminish the fluency and responsiveness of your line.Objects that may be
hammered or impressed into soft wood: (A) small brads, (B) leather punch with cross design,
(C) hexagonal nut, (D) washer, (E) circular chuck, (F) staples.For broad, fast cutting of large
forms, hold the knife as shown. Make the first cut at about a 45-degree angle.Turn your knife to
the opposite side. Make the second cut, again at a 45-degree angle. The sliver of wood should
curl up out of the cut.The knife is unsurpassed for the clean cutting of small shapes, where great
control and accurate joining of lines are required. The tip of the knife does the most careful work.
For this kind of cutting, hold the tool somewhat like a pencil between the thumb and forefinger,
and twist and turn it in the direction of the cut. You can use the thumb of your other hand to push
the knife into the wood, especially when your hand and arm are not strong enough to maintain
the right pressure.In addition to cutting, the knife can be used to produce linear and textural
qualities. It can be used to score the wood with very fine lines, either across the grain or with the
grain. It can be used to bring up the grain if you hold the blade perpendicular to the block and
scrape against the grain, and it can be used as a chisel to shave away the wood. Its point can be
used to develop dot tones. Some very proficient artists use the knife as their only tool for all
kinds of cutting, including cleaning out large areas of wood, but other tools such as gouges and
chisels are more efficient for this purpose.Gouges and chisels You should have several kinds of
gouges and chisels in your toolbox. The most useful gouge is the raked V gouge; when properly
sharpened, it will cut cross grain without tearing and is a joy to use. It is handy to have two or
more raked V gouges, the smaller one for detailed lines and the larger one for large areas and
coarser textures.A C gouge, indispensable for general cutting, is available in many sizes and
shapes. When the curve of the gouge is very deep, it becomes a U gouge and must be
sharpened to a razor edge to cut effectively. We met an artist in Romania who made more than a
thousand woodcuts in a thirty-year period using a small C gouge almost exclusively for the entire
image on each block. When any tool is used to this degree, the textures can become
monotonous and the forms themselves can become constricted by the limits of the tool. Certain
shapes and areas demand different tools; for sensitive work it is a good idea to keep at least
three or four varieties of gouges at hand.The depth of cut does not have to exceed ⅛ inch
except in large areas, as in this block cut by Antonio Frasconi.To cut smaller shapes and details,
hold the knife somewhat like a pencil. Push it with the thumb of your other hand.Turn the knife to
the opposite angle. When you make the second cut, a small sliver of wood should be loosened.
Inside corners are easy to cut with a sharp knife.Some of the basic woodcut tools: (A) woodcut
knives in two sizes, (B) raked V gouges (large and small), (C) small Japanese C gouge with
movable steel gouge, (D) small shallow scoop or gouge, (E) ⅜-inch C gouge, (F) unusual
rectangular gouge, (G) fish-tailed straight chisel.A small flat chisel is very good for creating soft
gray edges when you do not want the typically hard-cut edge that is so characteristic of the
woodcut knife or gouge. Antonio Frasconi makes subtle and effective use of the flat chisel, and
soft-edged effects are apparent in the prints of Gauguin.Japanese tools Japanese tools do not
differ much from the ones used in the Western method of woodcut, but we do suggest that they



be used for the Japanese method (discussed later in this chapter). The Ukiyo-e artisans were
ritualistic in their use of tools; certain ones were used only for certain kinds of cutting. The cutters
themselves were assigned to very distinct areas of work, depending on their ability. Those who
were highly skilled cut the heads and the fine lines of the features and hair. Other cutters worked
on the bodies and the pattern of drapery. Less experienced cutters worked on color blocks or
unimportant areas.Their training took as long as ten years, and only a few achieved the skill
necessary to work on the delicate faces, hair, and hands.Japanese tools range from inexpensive
student gouges and chisels to very expensive professional tools of the highest quality. Although
the cheap tools are soft and will not hold an edge, the small knives are good for detail work and
the C gouges cut well for a while. Munakata, a twentieth-century Japanese woodcut artist, would
use them until they got dull and then throw them away.Professional tools are made from two
kinds of steel. The shaft is made from low-carbon steel for strength and flexibility; it is laminated
to a cutting edge of high-carbon steel for hardness and the ability to retain an edge. When
purchasing tools in a store, you can see the difference between professional tools and student
tools by inspecting the bevel of the knife edge. The professional tool will have a shiny layer of
metal for the cutting edge and a duller layer for the supporting metal.The best tools are made in
Japan and are available from McClain’s Printmaking Supplies in King City, Oregon. Hangi to are
straight-edged knives, but many other shapes are made, including V gouges, curved scoops,
and chisels, and most come in a large range of sizes. You may find the spoon-shaped tools
easier to use. The curve in the metal allows you to raise your hand higher above the block and
work with a greater freedom of motion. There is a choice of handles for most of these
instruments, including a split, two-part handle that holds the metal securely but permits the shaft
to be extended and resharpened if damaged. The split handle is best for the smallest tools.
Another choice is the long, straight wooden handle, which can be cut down to custom-fit the
hand.Chisels in small sizes are used for cutting out small areas of wood. Larger broad chisels
are used for cleaning out large areas and for making kento (register) cuts on the blocks.
Sometimes a wooden mallet is used to hit the back of the chisel in order to clear areas in
hardwood blocks.Sharpening It is possible to resharpen your old straight V gouges to the correct
angle of rake as shown in the diagram. Grind the tool to the desired angle on a coarse
Carborundum stone or on a small grinding wheel. If you use a wheel, do not overheat the tool or
you may lose the temper in the steel. Once you obtain the correct angle, sharpen each side of
the V gouge as you do a knife, making sure that the two edges meet at exactly the right angle.
This point does the cutting, and it must be precise and true for the most delicate work.Curved
gouges are very difficult to sharpen, and you need a great deal of practice and patience to
master the technique. Hold the tool as shown and slowly turn the tool between your thumb and
forefinger while keeping the same angle of tool to stone. A number of turns are required to grind
the edge evenly. The edge of the gouge should be rotated in small circles on the stone. When
the tool is held in front of a light, the edge should not be visible. If it reflects light on any one spot,
that area will need more sharpening.Japanese tools and the cuts they make, including gouges,



chisels, and a knife.RAKED “V” GOUGEThere are a number of stones, both India and
Carborundum, that have concave indentations of various curvatures for different-size gouges.
These are helpful to the beginner but scorned by old-timers, who insist that the flat stone is
sufficient and the human hand is the best instrument for controlling the tool. Lubricate the stone
with enough fine oil to float off the tiny particles of steel that eventually would clog the stone. Pike
oil, 3-in-l, or any light machine oil will work. Do not use linseed oil.Bench hooks A bench hook is
used to keep the block from moving while a gouge is being forced through the wood. You can
make a bench hook using a piece of ¼-inch plywood, Masonite, or composition board as a base.
Glue or screw two pieces of 1-inch-thick wood on each end but on opposite sides of the base.
Countersink the heads of the screws very deeply in order to prevent damage to the cutting edge
of your gouge. One edge of the bench hook fits on the front of your table and the other side
holds the block in position. It is a good idea to have several in various sizes because a small
block simply won’t work in a large bench hook.To sharpen a curved gouge, keep the bevel angle
steady. Move the gouge in small circles, rotating the shaft of the tool between your fingers.C
clamps You can clamp a large block to your table by using a carpenter’s C clamp. The pressure
of the threaded clamp will indent the block unless several layers of cardboard are added to
protect the soft surface of the wood. Clamps are not as convenient as bench hooks because
they must be loosened every time you want to move the block.Gouging jigs Another useful tool
is the gouging jig. If you are cutting a number of blocks, you may find it worthwhile to drill a
number of ½-inch holes in your table, spaced to receive ½-inch dowels that have been glued to
a strip of wood shaped as shown.The right-angled corner is essential to keep the wood from
slipping off the strip. The advantage of this method is that you can drill the holes at the angle you
prefer and shift the jig easily to accommodate small as well as large blocks.With a bench hook
holding the block in position, push the gouge with your strongest hand. Use your other hand as a
guide and restraint against the tool, to keep it from slipping out of control.This shows the corner
angle in use. It is held in place by the dowels, which fit into holes in the table.BENCH
HOOKBLOCK SUPPORT FOR TABLE holes drilled in table-topBLOCK SUPPORT FOR
TABLEIf your worktable is not heavy enough, it will slide across the floor; to prevent this, place it
against a wall or another piece of furniture. When a large amount of deep gouging is necessary,
you may want to use a small wooden mallet to help drive the gouge or chisel through the wood,
particularly if you are working in a hardwood like cherry or pear.Texturing tools An enormous
variety of things, from nails and screws to washers, bottle caps, punches, dog combs, drills,
rasps, wire screening, and sandpaper, can be hammered or tapped into the soft surface of
wood, and the indentations will print as white against the black surface of the block. Sculptors
small metal rakes with tiny teeth also produce interesting textures.Auxiliary woodcut tools: (A)
Multiple scratchboard tools (40 lines to the inch), (B) screw-thread cutting tip (makes multiple
grooves), (C) X-Acto knife, (D) pie trimmer (makes a zigzag line), (E) glass cutter, (F) pattern
wheel (makes a dotted line), (G) leather punch (for sewing seams), (H) sculptor’s rasp (makes
multiple grooves) (I) dog comb (useful for coarse multiple strokes), (J) brass brush (accentuates



grain or textures wood surface).Multiple gravers, with a certain number of lines to the inch,
ranging from 40 to 120 or more, are made for photoengravers by E. C. Lyons and E. C. Muller in
New York City. In the coarser sizes, such as 45-55-65, these tools are useful to the woodcut
artist for obtaining closely textured gray tones. They work best with the grain.Look around you for
tools or implements designed for other purposes. A dressmakers sharp-pointed wheel for
marking patterns, a little texture wheel for pastry making, and a sharp-edged pizza-cutting wheel
can all be useful tools for the woodcut. Your workshop, basement, attic, kitchen, hardware store,
or junk shop may house texture-making tools that you can use to introduce some freshness into
your work.Power tools Several types of power tools are very helpful to the woodcut artist. The
most widely available is the electric drill, which can be used with steel drill bits, wire brushes,
and other attachments. The block must be securely fastened to the table, or the force of the drill
will move it around.A vibrating tool such as the Vibro-Tool or Vibro-Graver has great potential if
handled with skill and care. It can be used with a variety of points, from carbide or diamond tips
to files and brushes. This tool is also good for intaglio work on zinc, copper, or Lucite plates. The
stroke of the vibrating point is adjustable and can therefore make many types of lines and
textures.A steel wire brush in an electric drill rapidly gives a coarse texture.Other tools for
texturing wood: (A) motorized Vibro-tool (for metal, wood, or plastic), (B) electric drill with
circular bit, (C) brass gun-cleaning brush, (D) wire brush (for electric drill), (E) wood rasp, (F)
circular drum of Carborundum.A flexible shaft hooked up to a small electric motor is a very
handy addition to an artists workshop. There are a number of bits, grinding wheels, rasps, wire
brushes, and other points that can be used with it.All these tools are simply devices for easing
the demands on the artists strength and time. They are as much a part of a printmaker’s
equipment as the pencil or the knife.ROLLERS AND BRAYERSRollers and brayers are used for
inking the surface of the block for printing. They present one of the greatest problems to the
artist attempting the relief print. You will soon find that a roller that inks one block properly will not
work well on another block. Eventually you will want to have many rollers differing in size and
hardness. Rollers are made from a number of materials, ranging from gelatin, soft and hard
rubber, plastic, leather, and linoleum, to Lucite or Plexiglas. It is important to understand the
advantages and disadvantages of each type.Hard-rubber rollers The small hard-rubber rollers
with a wooden core that are usually sold for use in printing linoleum cuts are of very little value to
the serious printmaker. Rarely even in diameter, they ink an irregular, blotchy pattern at best. The
most useful hard-rubber rollers are made of cylinder rubber stock, which is usually available in
outside diameters of 1½, 2, and 3 inches, with an inside diameter of ½ inch. Sold in lengths of 24
inches, this material can be cut with a hand hacksaw or on a power saw with a hollow-ground
blade (use a slow feed). The inside opening should be fitted with a ½-inch maple dowel cut
about ¼ inch longer than the length of the roller. The dowel can then be drilled and mounted in a
handle made from flat iron stock about ⅛ inch thick and 1 inch wide. If the iron bar stock is first
scored with a hacksaw, it will bend precisely at the proper place to fit the roller.A hard roller of
even diameter will ink the surface of a relief block without inking the shallow gouged or lowered



areas. If you want a “clean” print without a lot of gouged texture, then a hard-rubber roller is the
proper choice.Smaller rollers can be fitted with handles of stiff wire, such as the wire from coat
hangers, bent into the proper shape with two pairs of pliers. Since the most difficult part of the
roller to make is the handle, you should save any suitable handle and simply replace the roller
section. You can even buy wallpaper rollers with wooden or plastic rollers, throw away the roller
section, and cut a section of cylinder rubber with a dowel insert to fit the handle section. The
metal brackets can be bent inward to fit smaller rollers.HOW TO MAKE HARD-RUBBER
ROLLERSA rack for overhead storage of small brayers, most of them numbered for easy
identification.Soft-rubber rollers Soft-rubber rollers are available from Hunt Manufacturing
Company in Philadelphia. Called Hunt Speedball soft-rubber rollers, they come in a variety of
lengths from 1½ to 6 inches. The smaller sizes are particularly handy for small color areas.
Because the rubber composition is fairly soft, they are useful for collage prints and for inking
uneven blocks. They deposit ink on gouged areas very heavily and should be used with
discretion. The rollers are too soft for blocks that are not very deeply gouged, unless you want
lots of gouging texture to print. They are also too soft for finely cut blocks because thin lines fill in.
The small diameter of these rollers is a handicap when you ink a large area.Gelatin rollers A very
sensitive and useful brayer is made from gelatin. It gives a smooth, even distribution of ink. The
disadvantages of gelatin, however, are so numerous that it is rapidly being replaced by more
durable materials. Gelatin pits very easily, dissolves in contact with water, sags out of shape in
very warm weather, indents if left standing on a slab overnight, and is, in general, a delicate and
destructible material. It can be very expensive to have your rollers recast every year, as was the
custom in commercial printing shops.Plastic rollers Soft-plastic rollers are now being
manufactured that combine the even inking qualities of gelatin with the more durable
characteristics of hard rubber. They can be cast in an enormous variety of sizes and are the
most useful rollers in the studio. As would be expected, these rollers are also quite expensive.
Made of polyurethane or polyvinyl chloride, they will withstand an amazing amount of abuse. We
recommend them highly. Large sizes are very expensive but worth it.Dick Swift inking a large
roller with a smaller one at University of California at Long Beach. A motor turns the roller
through a belt drive.RUBBING TOOLSThe choice of tool for rubbing the back of the print to
transfer the ink to the paper can be as personal as the choice of cutting tool. We have known
artists who prefer objects that were hardly designed for printing use. These have ranged from an
ordinary wooden kitchen spoon to an electric light bulb that a Romanian artist staunchly avowed
was the best.The traditional rubbing tool of the Japanese is the baren, a flat, circular disk
backing a spiral of cord about 5½ inches in diameter covered with a sheath of bamboo. It is very
sensitive for printing water-based inks (see the section on “Japanese Woodcut Method”) but
usually does not give sufficient pressure for oil-based inks.We have found a most useful rubbing
tool to be two ordinary rectangular wooden drawer pulls glued together. One serves as the
handle and the other as the rubbing tool. The handle can be selected to fit the size of your hand.
The rubbing portion is usually a 4-inch drawer pull. Because the wood is quite raw, you need to



rub a little linseed oil into it in the beginning so that it will glide easily over the back of the print
and not tear the paper. After a few printing sessions you will find a lovely patina developing. The
flat of the knob is especially easy to use for large areas. The handle is excellent for small areas.
Some of our students have fashioned their own tools by using a jig saw and whittling a piece of
wood to the desired shape.Another excellent tool is a Japanese rice spoon made of bamboo,
which can be purchased in a Japanese novelty shop. The flat end can be used for larger areas,
the handle for smaller ones. Its great advantage is that it fits very comfortably in large and small
hands (see the discussion of hand printing on page 23).INKS AND PAPERSInks The oil-based
printer’s inks normally used for relief and etching prints are available from a large number of
manufacturer’s. They store better in tubes than in cans, making the slightly higher price for the
tubes well worth paying. Unfortunately, many colors are not available in tubes. When you must
buy cans, make it a practice to replace the circular wax-paper liner carefully, pressing it down
and leaving no air bubbles, before sealing the can with the lid. Wipe the rim clean too.Because
oil-based inks are much more flexible, they are generally preferred to water-based inks, which
dry very quickly. Water-based inks will be discussed in a later section on the Japanese method
(see page 38).Papers The papers most suitable for printing relief blocks are handmade in Japan
from the inner bark of the mulberry tree and other plants and bushes, such as the hibiscus and
the hydrangea. Almost all these papers are used unsized and not dampened.TIM ROSS
Judgement (Tarot Card 20), 1985 Woodcut and chine collæ, 8¾” × 5⅝”For very fine lines, as in
delicately cut wood engravings and relief etchings, it may be better to use machine-made
papers. Handmade papers vary in thickness and have much more surface texture than most
machine-made papers of rag content, and fine detail is somewhat harder to print on rough stock.
Many domestic papers are suitable, including Mohawk text, Strathmore all-rag book in wove
surfaces, and Strathmore bond wove. Some of the European papers are very good for fine detail
in press printing. These include Basingwerk light, Arches text wove, Maidstone, Rives light wove,
and Opaline, a parchment paper. All of these heavy or textured papers yield more detail if they
are dampened slightly. Most of the imported papers can be obtained from large art-supply stores
stocking paper or from paper importers and suppliers if you are ordering in quantity.See the
paper chart at the end of the book for further information on the characteristics of the most
useful Japanese and domestic papers.Putting the Image on the BlockPlacing an image on a
block can be done in a number of ways, using a variety of tools. The method selected will
depend on the nature of the image. If you prefer a direct approach, then a brush or felt-tip pen,
wide Speedball pen, or black compressed charcoal used freely on a color-tinted block will fulfill
your needs. If your image is complex or must be accurate in detail or proportion, it is often better
to work out the composition on paper first, then transfer the drawing to the block. The following
will give you some approaches we have found to be useful.PAINTING OR DRAWING ON THE
BLOCKMaterials:India inkPoster colors (black and white)Brushes (flat, pointed, and
Japanese)Felt-tip pens in assorted thin and thick sizesSpeedball pen nibs (no. 6 and no. 8)Black
compressed charcoalGeneral’s charcoal pencil (4B or 6B)Sharpened stick, pen holder, or brush



handle for stick drawingSpray fixativeTwo mixing tinsOil-based inks (red, blue, or gray in tubes or
cans)RagsWaterWood (½- or 1-inch clear or common pine or poplar, 15 or 18 inches wide, cut
to the desired length, or birch plywood cut to size)Wood lends itself exceptionally well to mass,
both solid and tonal, and to the use of strong line. The density of the wood and the direction of
the grain are characteristics that need to be considered in planning the image. By keeping them
in mind, you can approach the preparation in a variety of ways, depending on your esthetic
direction and your needs as an artist. If you prefer working directly on the block, you should take
special care to select wood that has an interesting grain, knot, or rough-sawn texture that can
help you evolve the image.One way to proceed is to paint directly on the wood surface with India
ink, working with verve and speed. When the ink drawing is dry, tint over the block with a diluted
oil-based ink, in a medium gray or burnt sienna, rubbed in with a rag. The tinting is done so you
can see your cut marks. An alternate method is to prepare the block with a thin coat of gray
poster color, rubbed on with a rag so that the wood does not become too wet or the pigment too
thick. You can carry the block with you as you would a sketch pad or drawing paper and paint
directly on it with a Japanese brush, pointed sable, felt-tip marker, pointed stick, wide Speedball
pen, or black chalk. Keep some of the background poster color handy for making changes. You
may prefer using two brushes, one with black for indicating positive forms and one with gray or
sienna for making corrections.Using compressed charcoal or a 4B or 6B Generals charcoal
pencil allows a similar freedom in drawing on the block. The compressed charcoal works
especially well because when it is rubbed flat across the wood it shows up the grain in a manner
closely related to how the grain looks after printing. Fix the drawing before cutting so that it will
not smudge.Painting directly on the block with India ink and a brush is a good way to keep the
image fresh and strong.When the ink drawing is dry, tint the entire block with a dilute mixture of
printer’s ink. Rub red, gray, blue, or some color of intermediate tonal value over the drawing. Pour
some solvent on a rag and thin the ink enough to tint the surface.We have used this direct
method of painting or drawing with our students, who have taken their blocks outdoors to draw
the landscape. It can also be used in the studio to work from a model or still life. The results are
most often free and spontaneous. Remember that, when printed, your image will be
reversed.CUTTING DIRECTLY INTO THE BLOCKMaterials:Black printing inkIndia
inkRagsMixing tinWaterWhite chalkWood (½- or 1-inch clear or common pine or poplar, 15 or 18
inches wide, cut to desired length, or birch plywood cut to size)Another method, related to the
one just discussed, is cutting directly into the block without a previously prepared sketch. This is
most successful when the artist has a clear mental concept of the image. The very act of cutting
becomes an important part of the development of the image on the block. The physical motion
itself can help achieve a certain freedom in the final work.The block should be blackened with a
rag dampened with India ink that has been diluted with a little water or rubbed with oil-based
printing ink thinned with paint thinner. Be sure it is a thin coat, and let it dry thoroughly before
cutting. Blackening the block allows your cut marks to be seen.ANTONIO FRASCONI Los
Desaparecidos X, 1988 Woodcut, 29½″ × 41½″ Courtesy Terry Dintenfass Gallery, New



YorkOne of our students produced some impressive prints in this manner by using a discarded
birch plywood door. He blackened his block with India ink and, with only a rudimentary
positioning of forms with white chalk, proceeded to cut large expressionistic, figurative images
with gouges and knives. The beginning woodcut artist, however, must not assume that a large
block or gouge and an expressionistic image will necessarily produce a free or spontaneous
print.PHOTOCOPY TRANSFER METHODMaterials:Photocopy of drawing to sizeLacquer
thinnerWide, soft brushWood (½- or 1-inch clear common pine or poplar, 15 or 18 inches wide,
cut to desired length, or birch plywood cut to size)The fastest and most accurate way to put an
image on the surface of a woodblock is to transfer a photocopy of a drawing or photo directly to
the block. There are electrostatic photocopying machines that have the capacity to take 42-inch-
wide material up to any reasonable length, such as 6 or 8 feet. The transfer agent is lacquer
thinner (toluol compound) or lighter fluid, which you apply to the block with a wide, soft brush
such as a Japanese hake brush made of sheep hair. Because the solvent evaporates rapidly,
you should place the photocopy face down on the block with no delay. Then rub it with a
burnisher on the back to transfer the image to the block. If the drawing is not too large, it can also
be transferred through an etching press with considerable pressure. If it is large, it may need
fluid application section by section. If a press is used, the wood must be plywood or un warped
plank wood.It is desirable, when transferring a large photocopy, to tape one side to the block
first. Then lift the photocopy and, with a 5-inch-wide hake brush, put the lacquer thinner on
stroke by stroke, burnishing after each stroke. This will give a clean, precise rendering of the
image on the block surface.To make a photocopy transfer, tape the photocopy to the block on
one edge only so that it can be lifted out of the way. Apply lacquer thinner with a wide brush to
the top edge of the woodblock as shown.Reposition the photocopy against the block and rub the
back with a wooden burnisher, such as a Japanese rice spoon. Do this before the lacquer
thinner has a chance to evaporate.Lift the photocopy and add another brushstroke of lacquer
thinner to the block adjacent to the already-transferred image.Continue stroke by stroke until the
entire image is transferred.You can transfer images to mat board or cardboard plates in the
same manner. The quality of the transfer is very high, if done properly. This procedure can save
time, particularly if complex images must be transferred.CHARCOAL OFFSET DRAWING AND
TRACING-PAPER TRANSFER METHODSMaterials:6B compressed-charcoal pencilMedium H
pencilThin tracing paper of very transparent qualityCarbon paperMasking tapeSpray
fixativeJapanese rice spoon or wooden drawer knobWood (½- or 1-inch clear or common pine
or poplar, 15 or 18 inches wide, cut to desired length, or birch plywood cut to size)Charcoal
offset drawing In this method you prepare the drawing on tracing paper with a compressed-
charcoal pencil, keeping in mind the need for strong lines and no smudging. After completing the
drawing, you place it face down and tape it to the block. The block should be tinted beforehand
with burnt sienna or gray poster color or printing ink diluted in paint thinner so that the cut marks
can easily be seen. Carefully rub the back of the tracing with a rice spoon or drawer knob, using
strong pressure (see page 20). The dense black compressed-charcoal pencil will transfer itself



quickly to the block with excellent readability. The same result should occur if you run the block
and tracing paper through an etching press with strong pressure. When a press is used, the
wood should be plywood or unwarped plank wood. A good spray of fixative will keep the drawing
from smudging, and cutting can begin.Because the drawing is reversed when it is placed on the
block, the finished print will look like the original drawing on the tracing paper. There will not be a
mirror image such as you get when painting or cutting the drawing directly on the block.A very
quick transferring procedure uses a drawing made with soft pencil or charcoal pencil. Do not fix
the drawing. Turn it over, face down, on the block and tape it in position. Rub the back of the
tracing with a spoon or a wooden drawer pull.The pencil drawing has now been placed on the
block. When the block is cut and printed, everything will be “flopped” back into its original
position in the drawing—a great advantage of this method. Lettering is easy to do by this
method.Another way to transfer a drawing is the carbon-paper technique. Tape a tracing of your
shapes to the block. Slip carbon paper (typewriter carbon is fine) under the tracing and trace the
drawing to transfer it to the block. Use a soft pencil; a pencil that is too hard will indent the wood,
and those indentations will print as thin white lines.Tracing-paper transfer This method can be
used if a drawing has already been prepared on paper or illustration board in a manner that
relates well to the simplicity of line and mass of the woodcut, with a brush, for instance, or a
Speed-ball pen and ink or a felt-tip pen. Make a tracing with a 6B compressed-charcoal pencil,
drawing every line and mass with the sharpened charcoal pencil. After completing the drawing,
place it face down and tape it to the pretinted block, then rub with a rice spoon, drawer knob, or
your fingernail. You can run it through an etching press with considerable pressure if you use
plywood or unwarped plank wood.A variation on this method is the carbon-paper technique. You
make a linear tracing of the prepared drawing with a medium-soft pencil, then place the tracing
face down on the block with a piece of carbon paper between, as described in the discussion of
the offset method of preparing the image. Then you trace the drawing with a medium pencil so
that the carbon paper deposits the image with sufficient strength on the block. Be careful not to
trace with too much pressure because the wood indents easily. This method is the least
satisfactory because an additional step is required to use the carbon paper and because tracing
the linear image of a drawing is alien to the concept of the woodcut.Still another transfer method,
used by the Japanese traditionalists, is described in the section on the Japanese method (see
page 40).Steven Sorman using a mallet and chisel on plywood for his screen From Away (shown
on page 216) at Tyler Graphics, November 1987. Photo: Marabeth Cohen.Cutting the
WoodblockA good way to start to familiarize yourself with cutting tools is to prepare a series of
small blocks without planned images. With these blocks you can explore the many cutting and
textural possibilities inherent in the tools. By freeing yourself of imagery and finding out what the
tools can do in your hand, you can develop a basic cutting vocabulary and also understand the
vast potential for tonality through textures. Then you can print these experimental blocks to
create a guide for future cutting.Cutting methods, of course, vary in relation to the development
of an idea. With images as varied and personal as they are in contemporary expression, any



fixed rules become meaningless. Generally, however, it is a good idea to cut in the direction of
the flow of the form, and one sure caution is to avoid overcutting and to undercut wherever
possible. It is easy to become carried away with the physical movement of cutting and forget that
each cut will appear as a nonprinted area. That is why undercutting and proofing are so
important. Developing a block through proofing is as important as cutting the block. If you pull
frequent proofs at various stages and work on them with white paint to see how new areas will
evolve or use black paint to remove overcut areas or to change imagery, you can develop a freer
concept. Do not hesitate to sacrifice the drawn image on the block to constant proofing. The
image can easily be reindicated, and it is far more time-consuming to have to correct an overcut
block.EDVARD MUNCH The Kiss, 1902 Color woodcut, 18⅜″ × 18 5/16″ The Museum of
Modern Art, New York Gift of Mrs. John D. Rockefeller, Jr.Another caution is to try to keep a
certain consistency in the scale of cutting. Again, this applies to certain imagery and not to
others. In an abstract image, for instance, the scale of cutting does not need to be consistent,
but in a landscape or figurative image, the scale, the weight of cutting, and therefore the sizes of
the gouges or cuts are very important. Develop spatial relationships by varying the weight of
your lines and tonalities.Areas of tone or grays in a black-and-white print can be achieved in a
variety of ways. In his early woodcuts Dürer never relied on texture or wood grain but only on line.
He developed form and tonality in his woodcuts just as he did in his pen drawings. Today’s
expression in the woodcut is comparatively free. Line can, of course, express tone and form, but
so can the great variety of textures that are possible with the many cutting and textural tools.
Wood grain can play an extremely important role in the development of an image. Sometimes it
has been used as almost the total image, as in Munch’s The Kiss. Often it is the rich combination
of grain, line, black mass, and texture that fulfills the wide potential of the wood.DEVELOPING
THE GRAINThere are many methods for bringing out the grain of wood. For an image expressed
almost totally through the grain, you need careful control. One method is to hold the blade of a
woodcut knife perpendicular to the block and lightly scrape the straight edge against the grain.
Sometimes thinly scoring with your knife around the area where you want to bring up the grain
can help you keep within the form.Brass brush, flat knife, and sandpaper emphasize granular
structure to extent shown.Where less control is necessary, a wire brush like an ordinary suede
brush or a copper gun-bore cleaner can be rubbed with the grain. Sandpaper in varying degrees
of roughness can also be rubbed with the grain, as can pumice. If you want a rough texture, you
can use a power-driven metal brush.Whatever the method, the scraping, rubbing, or sanding
wears away the softer particles of wood between the harder growth layers, forcing the grain to
become more prominent.PROOFING THE WOODCUTPulling an impression of the cutting, no
matter how rudimentary it may be, is an important aspect in developing the woodcut. You can
make proofs without using ink at all. One useful method is to rub the raised cut surface
thoroughly with a large stick of graphite. Place a piece of thin proofing paper over the area and
rub with a suitable rubbing tool. You should get a clean, sharp, readable impression of the
developing block. You can easily make changes right on the proof with white and black poster



color if you first spray the graphite impression with some fixative. The graphite method is useful
for small areas when the block is in its very early stages. (When cutting is more advanced, ink is
recommended.) You can readily remove the graphite from the block by rubbing with a rag
sprinkled with a small amount of paint thinner. Another proofing method is to place paper over an
uninked block and then rub the back of the paper with a stick of graphite to produce the image
(see page 22).You can also roll the block with a light, even coat of black ink and pull a proof. A
useful method is to pull two proofs if you are going to make extensive corrections with black and
white poster color on the proof. One proof is for making the changes, and the other shows what
exists on the block so you can find the areas to be corrected.It is possible to take a quick “proof”
of a cut block by rubbing a piece of paper positioned on top with lithographic crayon or
pastel.Using proofing to develop and change the block greatly reduces the hazard of overcutting
and enables the artist to realize the potential of the wood in a clearer, faster way. The greatest
surprise for the beginner invariably comes after the block has been lovingly cut, becoming a
thing of beauty in itself, a bas relief, where every cut seems to have meaning because of the
texture of the wood and the play of light on the relief surface. Then with the first proof comes the
unhappy revelation: none of these nuances is evident! There is just a flat relation of white line
and mass against black. The whites are usually cut too heavily, too deeply, and too much.To
clean the block without dirtying the recessions on the block, use only a dry rag to clean away the
ink. If this is insufficient for proper cleaning, then dampen the rag with just a few drops of paint
thinner.Unfortunately, this kind of preliminary proofing can be done only once or twice because
the residue of ink tends to fill in the fine cutting and delicate textures, making it harder but not
impossible to see old cut marks. A good cleaning can be accomplished with a sufficient amount
of solvent to remove almost all of the ink on the block, so that subsequent proofs and the final
prints will retain all the grain and detail that were in the original cutting.CORRECTING ERRORS
IN WOODBLOCKSIt is painstaking, but not impossible, to correct mistakes in wood, and great
care should be taken not to overcut your blocks or damage areas that should print. However,
certain things can be done to repair small damages and bruises. These methods have distinct
practical value and will save many a damaged block.Plastic Wood, gesso, and modeling paste
The easiest and fastest way to repair broken lines, overcut textures, and general overcutting is to
fill the damaged area with fresh Plastic Wood, applied in as many layers as necessary to fill the
holes. Use tubed Plastic Wood and replace the cap immediately because it dries out quickly.
Apply it in small amounts with a little trowel like a painting knife. Do not make any layer more than
⅛ inch thick, and allow each one to dry. Because a clean base is essential for Plastic Wood to
stick properly, it is best to apply it before inking the block. However, most errors or the need to
make changes are not discovered until after a proof is pulled. In that case, clean the block well
with solvent, especially in the recessions, and dry it thoroughly with a clean rag. It often helps to
roughen the surface to be repaired by scraping with a knife. This will help the Plastic Wood bind
to the block. The final layer should be slightly higher than the level of the block, but not
excessively high or it will be too time-consuming to sand back to level. Sand the high spots with



fine sandpaper wrapped around as small a rectangular block as possible. Sand with the grain
only, keeping the pressure even and working carefully in order not to damage surrounding
areas.Plastic wood can be used to fill cut or gouged areas in a woodcut to correct mistakes. Let
it dry thoroughly; then sand it to the level of the block.Plastic Wood will not withstand rough
treatment and may fall out if the area has been improperly prepared. Press printing also tends to
pick out loose areas of Plastic Wood. For extensive areas on long editions it may be better to
plug the block or cut a new block. It is relatively easy to use Plastic Wood to fix spots that have
not been too thoroughly gouged out. If a section has been completely ruined by excessive
cutting and extends over a large area, it may be preferable to try the next method—
planing.Small errors can also be corrected by applying acrylic gesso or modeling paste in much
the same way as Plastic Wood. If a small chip is accidentally cut away, you can glue it back
immediately with a little carpenter’s glue.Planing When the offending section extends to the
edge of the block, it may be better to plane the whole section down to fresh wood. This is radical
surgery indeed, and will work in only some cases. Plane with the grain and go deep enough to
expose enough good wood for proper recutting. When you have finished planing, sand the entire
area with fine sandpaper to even out the plane marks. A block treated in this way can be printed
only by hand rubbing and will never print properly on a press.REPAIR OF BROKEN LINES IN
WOODCUTPLUGGING A WOODCUTPlugging When a line or two has broken and the block
must be printed for a long edition, the best repair method is plugging. Cut a wedge-shaped piece
of wood several inches long to use as a plug, then cut a deep, tapered groove in the block
through the line that is broken, removing all the wood to be replaced. Hammer the wedge into
the tapered cut until it is forced in very tight. Cut off the excess with a hacksaw, sand down to the
level of the block, and recut the line. The wedge will fit so tightly that it need not be glued. If you
need to repair a larger area than a wedge will cover, you can cut a block shaped to fit a deep
incision in your block. The depth of the incision should be more than ¼ inch, and the sides
should be cut vertically. The new wood must be glued in position with Elmer’s or carpenter’s
glue, sanded level, and then recut to gain the desired effect. The bottom of the incision should
be level enough for the glue to hold the repair block in place.It is possible to drill circular holes
with a bit and then glue in pieces of wooden dowel to fit the drilled holes. This method does not
make a good joint and can only be used for small, isolated repairs.Printing the Woodcut by
HandThe printing of the woodblock is almost as important as the cutting. Without a doubt,
sensitive printing through careful inking and rubbing can reveal all the nuances of line and
tonality that may be inherent in a block. Heavy inking and heavy rubbing with an improper tool
can make a sensitively cut block look crude.There are a few steps that should be carefully
followed to produce good prints. First, it is important to set up for printing. The cutting table
should be thoroughly cleaned with a dust brush to clear away all wood chips. The block should
be brushed off with a soft wire brush to remove every tiny chip of wood, which could be picked
up by the roller and redeposited onto the block. When little chips become lodged between the
paper and the block, they produce tears in the paper during rubbing and ruin the print. All tools



used in the cutting process should be put aside. Only the block, a tube of black printing ink, a
palette knife, a slab for rolling, a good roller, one or two rubbing tools, and enough precut paper
should appear on the worktable.The choice of roller and ink depends on the intricacy of the
cutting. If the block is finely cut with considerable detail and tonality, a hard roller and stiff ink are
needed. If the cutting is in loose, large forms, a softer roller and thinner ink can be used.Squeeze
a moderate amount of ink onto the inking slab. Pick up some ink on the roller and roll it out on the
slab in horizontal and vertical movements. Be sure the ink is distributed evenly on both the roller
and the slab. When there is a thin, even layer on the roller, begin to deposit the ink on the block
in a variety of horizontal, vertical, and diagonal movements in order to distribute the ink evenly.
This process can be repeated three or four times from slab to block until there is an even, tacky,
moderate deposit of ink on the block. Avoid too much ink. Overinking will fill in thin lines and
produce a too thick, uneven deposit on the paper.The brayer or roller should spread the ink
evenly over the surface. Good ink distribution is vital to a clear impression.Ink the block
thoroughly. Move the roller in many directions, building up the ink gradually. Too much ink will fill
the fine textures and delicate cutting.Place the paper in position, using a register frame if you
want consistent margins. (The register frame is optional for one-color prints but essential for
color registration.)A Japanese rice spoon, made of bamboo, is the rubbing tool. The flat side
covers large areas quickly. Use the edge for the greatest pressure and the strongest
impression.The printing instrument is two wooden drawer pulls glued together. Use good
pressure for clean printing.When the block is properly rolled up, place the paper carefully on it,
leaving even margins, and rub lightly with the palm of your hand to smooth out the paper and
adhere it to the block. Then rub the paper with your rubbing tool using moderate to heavy
pressure. (When rice paper is used, a good precaution against tearing the fragile paper is to
place a piece of tracing paper between the rubbing tool and the paper.) Rub in small, even
strokes from the center outward, applying consistent pressure, rather than in long, broad strokes
that are more difficult to control. Hold the paper down with your free hand. Pick up a corner of the
print, being careful not to disturb the register, and check the quality of the printing every now and
then. If the paper is medium to thin in weight, some of the image will show through on the back,
which will often indicate that there is proper pressure and a proper amount of ink. If the block has
been inked too lightly, sometimes it can be carefully reinked if the paper is picked up in small
areas at a time, the adhered area held down with the other hand, and the rerolling done without
disturbing the register.A tonal quality can be achieved through printing, and tones can be made
to vary in the same print. If one area in a print is planned as a black and another as a gray, rub
the black area heavily with the rubbing tool and rub the gray area lightly with just the fingers.
Even more controlled grays can be achieved by inking lightly in some areas and more heavily in
others and again using a combination of fingers and the rubbing tool for printing.Press
PrintingThe sensitive control that you get when you print by hand rubbing the back of the paper
is exclusive to this method. However, if you need a large edition or want to print the block
together with type, you may want to plan the block for printing in a press. There are several types



of presses that you can use.Check the printing by lifting the corners after you have printed the
major part of the block. You can replace the paper in position and reprint any light areas. You
may need to hold the rest of the sheet with one hand to prevent slipping.If you want to vary the
tonality, use only the pressure of your fingers on certain areas.The finger-printed section is much
lighter than the spoon-rubbed areas.CLARE ROMANO Bridge in the City, 1955 Black-and-white
woodcut, 22¼″ × 11″ Whitney Museum of American ArtRELIEF PRINTING ON AN ETCHING
PRESSThe most commonly available press is the typical etching press, with a bed that passes
between two steel rollers. If it has an upper roller that can be adjusted to 1 inch or more above
the bed, you can easily print a woodcut on this type of press. The inking is done with hand
brayers or rollers. More than one color can be rolled onto the block if the areas to be inked are
separated enough to avoid overlapping.The block need not be perfectly level for printing on an
etching press. Slight cupping or curling presents no problem because the contact area between
the steel printing roller and the inked block is a thin line about ¼ inch wide. This contact allows
the block, even though warped, to print evenly if it is placed on the press so that the grain runs
parallel to the length of the press roller. Use newsprint or other absorbent paper, like a blotter, to
keep the blanket clean. Normally one blanket is plenty; the pressure may be much lighter than
that used for intaglio printing because you are printing from only the surface of the
block.Smoother papers tend to print detail and texture more accurately than rough papers. If you
use thin Japanese papers such as mulberry, sekishu, or moriki, the ink may be forced through
them, soiling the blanket. Use additional newsprint to protect it as a precaution. Heavier papers
need less packing and are easier to handle.Avoid handling the inked block while it is in position
on the press bed. You can tape paper to the bed and mark the corners where the block fits. It is
easy to make little cardboard stops and tape them to the bed to indicate the precise position of
the block. The paper can also be controlled this way, making possible an even margin
throughout the edition. When you are doing color work, you can use taped cardboard stops as a
register system.HOW TO PRINT A WARPED BLOCK ON AN ETCHING PRESSAn etching
press may be used to print woodcuts if the roller can be raised high enough to accommodate the
block. The ink is applied with a brayer. Light packing is used for level blocks, with newsprint and
a blotter put under a thin blanket. The pressure is controlled by micrometer gauges.Press
printing yields longer editions than hand printing because the pressure is distributed evenly over
the entire length of the block rather than in small areas, as in hand rubbing.RELIEF PRINTING
ON THE VANDERCOOK PRESSEditions of several hundred or more in several colors are
possible on a Vandercook press. There are many models, differing in size and inking facility. The
older models are relatively inexpensive because every commercial printer used to have a press
of this kind for proofing typographic matter. Many models have no inking rollers; the inking is
done with brayers, and the press simply makes the impression.Some older Vandercooks have
no grippers to hold the paper, making them more difficult to use for large editions than models
with grippers. It is possible to do color register work on gripperless presses by linking enough
rubber bands to form two strings. Wrap the bands around the cylinder and fasten them with



string or paper clips. Slip the paper to be printed under these rubber bands, taking care that the
printing surface does not come in contact with the rubber bands, which can damage it. Mark the
packing sheet with pencil as a guide for the paper so you can place successive sheets in a
similar position. The register obtained by this method is not as precise as that obtained on more
recent presses.Newer presses have inking rollers attached to the printing cylinder that ink the
block in the instant after the printing drum passes over the block. Some presses have motor-
driven inking rollers that automatically distribute ink over the surface of the rollers, making them
ideal for longer editions.Lockup The block must be fixed in position on the bed of the press in
order to prevent slipping and ensure even margins. The easiest way to fix the block is to use an
automatic lockup bar, which is available in different lengths for the varying beds that Vandercook
manufactures.The cheapest lockup is made with pieces of rectangular wood, called furniture,
held in place with keys and quoins to lock up the block. Wooden furniture is inexpensive and
widely available, even secondhand, since most job printers get rid of their old furniture from time
to time. Metal furniture is better than wood, and plastic furniture is even better than metal but is
expensive and not commonly available. A great convenience if you do much press printing is to
have some magnetic metal furniture handy. You can use this material to lock the block in position
temporarily for a few proofs. It is not, however, suitable as a lockup for a large number of
impressions.To print an edition on the Vandercook 25 press, the block is locked in position using
plywood furniture and conventional quoins. The block must be level.After the block is inked, the
cylinder is run to the foot of the press and the paper is placed in position, resting on the slanted
paper support. The grippers will pull the paper through the printing cycle.When the cylinder has
returned to the head of the press, the grippers release and the printed impression may be
checked for flaws.Makeready If you use type-high (0.918 inch) wood that is quite level, you will
find good impressions easy to obtain. Slight variations in the printing surface can he remedied
by gluing thin pieces of strong tissue paper, called makeready, on the packing sheet over the
printing cylinder. Use Sphinx paste, and if the edges of the paper cause a sharp line to print,
sand the edges with fine sandpaper to smooth them. Better still, tearing the paper instead of
cutting it will usually solve the problem. It may be necessary to glue more than one layer of
makeready paper to the packing sheet to bring the printing surface to the proper height. Discard
the packing sheet when the edition is finished. Do not attempt to reclaim it for your next print
because it will be ruined by the glue.If you use wood that is less than type-high, slip a few sheets
of thin cardboard or oaktag under the block to build up the height of the block. Cut the sheets
slightly smaller than the block so they do not stick out and ruin your lockup.Wood that is warped
or curled may be too difficult to print, since makeready will not suffice to correct this handicap.
Therefore, be sure your blocks are level from the start when printing on a proof press, which is
fixed in position and cannot adjust to the rollers as an etching press can. The best source of
level blocks is from a manufacturer of backing wood for photoengravings. The blocks are usually
of cherry or poplar, both very good for woodcuts.It is possible to print from relief etchings made
from zinc or copper plates or from collage plates made from cardboard, paper, cloth, and other



materials. If these plates are to be press-printed, care must be taken to get the surface of the
plate as level as possible; otherwise, the makeready will be an enormous task. The collage
plates should be well sealed and thoroughly glued in order to withstand the suction of the inking
rollers and the pressure of the impression cylinder.Printing It is possible to get an excellent
impression on the Vandercook if the preparation of the makeready is done well and the
distribution of ink is right. Too much ink will fill in the fine texture of the block and clog the fine
lines. It is better to start with a thin film and build it up rather than put too much ink on the rollers
and then have to remove it, which also necessitates a washup of the block.To print a large sheet
of paper without slurring or blurring of the edges of the image, you may need to hold the trailing
edge of the paper tight against the cylinder as it prints.Peter Kruty adjusts the tension on a
perforated tympan sheet on his Vandercook proofing press at Solo Letterpress workshop in New
York.RELIEF PRINTING WITH THE HAND PRESSThe use of the hand press, such as the
Columbian or Albion press, has dwindled in fine printmaking. It is suitable for small blocks,
however, and some wood engravers still prefer it. The block must be inked with a brayer.
Because the edges of the block usually print darker, makeready must be done with care, the
packing built up with thin sheets of paper pasted to the packing sheet with Sphinx paste. The
makeready paper must be torn or the edges sanded so there is a gradual transition in thickness.
The block is placed in the center of the bed of the press, and when the bed is rolled in and out
for alternate inking and printing, care must be taken not to cause bumping or jogging, which can
loosen the block and cause slurring or blurred prints.The pressure exerted by one of these old
platens is considerable and can easily damage a block if it is excessive. Therefore the pressure
should be built up gradually by increasing the number of pieces of paper or cardboard under the
block to raise it to proper printing level. Pressure can also be increased by adding to the packing
sheets placed under the tympan sheet, which covers the printing cylinder. A tiny speck of lint or
sand can cause pitting or denting of the block in any press, including cylinder and platen
presses, and great care must be taken to keep the inking slab and roller clean.A bookbinding
press can be used to print small woodcuts if the edition is limited. The pressure is usually good,
but the amount of manipulation is quite time-consuming. Hand rubbing is faster.PRINTING
FROM A LOW RELIEF SURFACEIt is possible to print from a surface where the relief is too low
to use normal methods, such as an underbitten relief etching. Since inking the plate directly with
a roller would almost certainly contact the lower areas, ink a piece of heavy oaktag paper
instead. (Or use a piece of heavy acetate or vinyl, which cleans easily and can be reused.) Then
place the inked surface on and facing the plate, put a piece of mat board or smooth cardboard
on top of that, and run it through the etching press with reduced pressure. Only the raised areas
will receive the ink. It is possible to use this process without the press by burnishing or spooning
the back of the oaktag carefully and firmly. This will ink the plate, which you can then print onto
your paper either by spooning or by using the etching press. William Blake’s relief etchings were
very shallow and were printed by a similar method.COLOR WOODCUTSColor should be used
in a relief print to develop a visual idea and express form. It should not be used merely as



decoration or as a “tint” on a black-and-white print. The artist who understands and exploits the
great potential of color can create a relief print of highly expressive power.The woodcut block
itself has a quality that makes colors take on vibrancy and intensity. It is easy to cut separate
blocks for each color and to print them in register to achieve a final impression of many colors in
one image. It is also possible to use a single block to print all the colors in a work. This method,
known as the reduction or subtractive method, was the one used so eloquently by Picasso in his
linoleum color prints.Developing the ImageThe procedures an artist uses in the color relief print
are extremely personal, dictated by his or her own esthetic direction. One of the attractions of
the color woodcut is its potential for printing transparent colors over each other to create a third
color. With this possibility in mind, you can work with a limited palette and still achieve multiple
colors and exploit the intrinsic nature of the color woodcut.KEY BLOCKSome artists cut a key
block containing most or all of the dominant design elements. It is proofed in a single color after
being cut, and the proofs used as trials for color relationships. The artist can paint directly on the
proofs, using poster color, watercolor, or ink, to develop the image through color and then follow
these sketches for cutting the other blocks. The drawback of the key-block method occurs when
too much emphasis is placed on the first block and the succeeding colors become only
incidental to the design rather than essential to it. The Japanese Ukiyo-e artists used a key block
with the major elements in black line and successive color blocks for the areas of mass and
pattern.COLOR ON BLOCKYou can also develop a color sketch directly on a block, painting the
image with poster or tempera paint that is thinned to keep the wood grain from filling with color.
After completing the design, make a careful tracing of it as a record, then cut the most important
color on the block. This first block serves as a master that can be proofed in register onto
successive blocks. The tracing you have made will enable you to cut the shapes of the next
colors. The drawback of this method is that you destroy your color sketch when you cut the first
block.DAVID SALLE Portrait with Scissors and Nightclub, 1987 Color woodblock print, 24¾″ ×
30″ Courtesy Crown Point Press, New York and San FranciscoRICHARD BOSMAN The Wave,
1987 10-color woodcut (cut by the artist), 30″ × 38″ Courtesy Experimental Workshop, San
FranciscoHowever, it eliminates one transfer and keeps the first block vigorous and fresh, which
is a very positive factor.SEPARATE COLOR SKETCHThe most complete control is obtained
when a carefully worked-out color drawing is completed on a separate sheet. This is an excellent
means for those who must have a completely realized solution before they start. The sketch
should be made in a medium that can reflect the transparencies possible in color overprinting.
Watercolor is good, colored inks are better, and poster color or tempera is suitable if used
properly.If you use poster colors for your sketch, it is a good idea to visualize the additional
colors that will be created as colors print over one another. You can do this by premixing the
colors for the sketch. As an example, you may decide to make a three-color woodcut in red,
yellow, and blue. Because poster colors are opaque, it is a good idea to place the three base
colors in small dishes. Then premix as closely as possible the four colors you would achieve by
overprinting and place them in small dishes. Yellow and red in overprinting will create orange;



yellow and blue will overprint as green; red and blue will overprint as purple; and red, yellow, and
blue will yield a brown. Use this palette of seven colors to paint your sketch as freely as you wish,
and you can achieve a good approximation of what you will realize in the finished print. If the
white of the paper is considered as a color in the sketch, eight colors could result in the final
print. The sequence of printing and whether you print wet over wet or wet over dry, as discussed
later in the chapter, will determine the intensities and dominance of the colors.Pastels can be
used in a similar fashion, as can colored pencils. Both are excellent for small-scale work if used
on tracing paper or transparent vellum. Colors can be applied over one another in a single
drawing to approximate the quality of overprinted inks. Felt pens using dyes are excellent,
although they tend to fade after a few months. You can even use colored paper to make a
collage sketch as a guide for a color relief print, again by selecting and extending the number of
colors with overprinting in mind.Whichever medium you choose, you will have to make a tracing
of the first key color. The completed sketch can serve as the master guide for all the blocks to be
cut. The results from this method are not likely to be as fresh and spontaneous as from other,
more direct approaches. However, the increase in control of color relationships has certain
advantages for those artists who desire complex color statements. The choice of method is
really determined by each artist’s personal direction.Color Register MethodsThere are many
ways to achieve accurate registration of colors. The choice will depend on your imagery and the
kind of control you wish to exercise. If your approach is loose, a freer system such as the
reduction method might be best. If your concept depends on great accuracy, the multiple block
system may be best. Study each procedure in relation to your needs or your sketch.MULTIPLE
BLOCKS AND REGISTER FRAMEAfter completing your color sketch, select the first block to be
cut. It may not be the color you will print first, but it should be the color that displays the largest
percentage of image so that subsequent color blocks can be registered and cut in relation to it.
After it is cut, you will need to place this first image on each successive block in proper register,
or juxtaposition, so that each color area will print in the correct relation to it.A register frame is
easy to construct. On a base of ¼-inch plywood, Presdwood, or composition board, nail or glue
two pieces of 1-by-2-inch wood as shown. These pieces are at right angles to each other and
hold the block in place. If you use cardboard, linoleum, or other thin blocks, you can construct
the frame from thin stripping, making sure it approximates the thickness of the block you are
printing. Along the edges of the frame, nail or glue two strips of thin ⅛-by-1-inch wood stripping
to serve as a paper guide. Take care to leave an open corner when you fasten the stripping so
that your thumb can comfortably adjust the paper. Wooden 12-inch rulers make excellent paper
guides.REGISTER FRAMEInk the first block fairly heavily and place it in the frame. Slide the
block against the long edge of the frame until it touches the other, perpendicular edge. Make
sure that the long side of the block is firmly fitted in the frame. This position must be duplicated
every time the block is printed. If the block is square, both sides will fit securely, but it is more
likely that the block will be slightly out of square, with one side fitting solidly and the other side
touching at one point only. When the block is in position, tape a piece of tracing paper to the



edge of the frame.OFFSETTING ONTO SUCCESSIVE BLOCKSTracing paper is preferred for
offsetting the cut image onto uncut blocks because it is not absorbent and will hold a great deal
of ink on its surface. Let the tracing paper drop down over the well-inked first block. Rub your
hand over the back of the paper to hold it firmly. Then rub the back of the tracing paper with a
rubbing tool to obtain a heavy deposit of ink on the paper. It is essential to have an amply inked
image because it must suffice for offsetting onto additional uncut blocks.Lift up the tracing paper
with the imprint of the block on it, being careful not to remove the paper from the frame. Slip out
the block that has just been printed. Turn the block over to its uncut side and slip it back into the
register frame carefully in the same position. (Both sides of the block can be used.)Drop the
tracing paper onto the block. Rub it with your hand to adhere it and then use a rubbing tool to
achieve a strong image on the uncut block. Lift up the tracing paper again, remove the block,
and slip in the next uncut block. Repeat the process until the first cut image has been
successfully transferred, in position, onto each uncut block.When printing color blocks, always
place the block, using the block guides, into the register frame in the same way for each printing
to achieve a consistent register.Let the offset images dry on the uncut color blocks. Wash off the
ink from the first cut block with odorless paint thinner so that the pores of the wood do not
become clogged. After the offset images are dry, you can indicate the second color in chalk or
trace it on the block from a drawing. Care must be taken to make the image of the second color
slightly larger so that the colors will overlap and no gaps of white paper will appear between
forms. This technique, called trapping, requires an overlap of 1/16 inch or so.After cutting the
second color block, you repeat the offset transfer, placing the image on tracing paper and then
on the third and succeeding blocks that are to be cut. This time, instead of using a dark ink, use
a light red or green ink so that the image from the second block can be seen clearly in relation to
the first one.The key to using this method effectively is to avoid cutting any of the blocks
completely. The composition can then develop organically, and changes can easily be made
after first proofing. When printing an edition from the register frame, trim the paper in advance to
have two straight sides at right angles to each other. These sides fit into the paper guides on the
frame and must always be placed in the same manner, from block to block, in order to maintain
color registration. The best way to hold the paper is by diagonally opposite corners, which gives
you the most control. Slide the paper along the long edge of the paper guide until it hits the short
side. Then lower the paper onto the inked block and print it by rubbing. Once the ink has
adhered the paper to the block, the block can be moved out of the guides for the printing
process. Inking should also be done with the block away from the frame edges in order to keep
the frame clean and to help keep paper margins clean. If the registration is a tight one, you may
want to tape the paper in position on the register frame and move only the blocks in and out of
the frame.To transfer a design cut into a block to another block in order to achieve color register,
ink the block, then place it in the register frame. Put a piece of nonabsorbent paper (tracing or
bond paper) in position with masking tape. Rub the paper with the spoon to print the inked
design.Now turn the block over or place a new, uncut block in the register frame, leaving the



taped tracing paper in position.Transfer the wet ink from the tracing paper to the uncut block by
rubbing with the spoon. The tape will keep the paper in the correct position.The design has been
transferred, in register, to the new block. This will enable you to see exactly where the first block
will fall in relation to the new block.JAPANESE REGISTER METHODThe Japanese register
method requires blocks somewhat larger than the printed area because the register guides are
cut into each block. The white margin around the print is established by the register guides.
Small right-angled key stops are cut into one corner and one side of the block. They do not have
to be cut very deeply, as they must hold only the edge of the paper; about three times the
thickness of the paper is enough (see drawing for details). The paper is fitted into the stops each
time an impression is to be pulled. The stops are cut into each block in succession, as the
blocks are cut. The previously cut block is transferred to the uncut blocks either by the Japanese
method of gluing the key proof to each block (see page 40) or by the Western method of
offsetting a proof inked on tracing paper onto the next blocks. Because the Japanese register
method restricts the size of the margins, most Western printmakers do not use it.PIN
REGISTERAn adequate method for registering small prints employs two long needles. Common
pins are usually too short for any but tiny prints. After cutting the first block, take a heavily inked
proof on strong, tough paper. While the paper is still on the block, punch two needles through
the paper into the block. The holes must be close to the outer edge of the paper and far enough
apart to ensure adequate control. Remove the needles, then the inked proof, and place the
proof, image down, on the next block. Transfer the image by rubbing the back, and punch holes
into the new block through the same holes in the paper. Now cut the second block, and continue
this process until all the blocks are cut. The pinholes in the paper are usually easy to burnish
closed when the print is dry.JAPANESE REGISTER METHODJohn Hutcheson and Jim
Lefkowitz register Frank Stella’s La penna di hu by center marks on each side of the sheet at
Tyler Graphics. Photo: Marabeth Cohen.The needle method has great disadvantages: only small
editions can be printed before the process becomes too tedious, and large prints are too difficult
to handle. Also, during printing you may need help to keep the paper taut and away from the
inked surface until the needles find the holes in the wood.SMALL BLOCKS OR PIECESYou may
need to register a small block or found object in a certain position on a color print. If the block is
of thin material, such as cardboard, engraving metal, cloth, or the like, it can simply be glued to a
base block of plywood, Masonite, or chipboard. If the block is of thicker material, such as ⅞-inch
wood or ¾-inch plywood, or cannot easily be glued in place, you can make a base board out of
heavy paper or cardboard. Cut this material to the size of the key block or the size of the print.
Mark the position of the small block on the base board so that you can return the block to the
correct position each time it is inked.When you are printing from very thick material such as
rough-sawn planks or log sections, machine parts, and the like, you have to make a special jig or
frame to hold these pieces in place.REGISTER FOR THICK RELIEF-PRINT OBJECTSJIGSAW
METHODAn interesting method of making a color print from one block should be mentioned
because it eliminates register problems yet enables the artist to use multiple colors. This



approach was used by Edvard Munch, the gifted Norwegian Expressionist painter and
printmaker, whose bold and symbolic use of color in prints was unique for his time. Although he
would employ four or five colors in one print, he often printed them from one block that was
sawed into separate pieces, very much like a jigsaw puzzle. After separately inking each piece,
he would fit the elements together again and print the complete image quite easily with one
rubbing.Two Beings was printed from one block carefully sawn into two separate pieces. The
two simple elements, the couple and ground and the sky, were cut along the edges of their
forms. A thin dividing line appears in the print where a slight space occurs between the forms.
This line becomes an integral part of the design and seems to preview the white separating lines
that appear so frequently in contemporary intaglio plates that are cut into separate pieces, inked,
and reassembled in printing. Mat board or cardboard can also produce this effect if it is cut into
segments, inked separately, then reassembled into correct position for printing. Of course, the
surface of the mat board should be sealed with lacquer, shellac, or polymer gesso before
inking.Antonio Frasconi places small blocks on a marked cardboard sheet in order to control
their register for a color print. It is not necessary to cut the same size blocks for each
color.PETER PAONEThe Garden, 1989 Reduction linocut, 20″ × 26″ Courtesy of the
artistREDUCTION METHODThe reduction method is best described by its name. One block is
reduced in stages to a multicolored print. It is an interesting and creative procedure for the
experienced artist, but the uninitiated should prepare a careful sketch to help clarify the
sequential cutting of areas.The first color is sometimes printed from the whole block. Sometimes
a minimal amount of the block is removed to designate the first color. The number of the edition
must be determined before printing the first color, as there is no possibility of reprinting. After
printing the first color, remove all the ink from the block, indicate the second color on the block,
and cut away all the unwanted wood. Ink the block with the second color and print it over the first
color. Repeat the cutting and inking until a satisfactory image develops. With this method the
area of the block is reduced with each cutting, and therefore the larger areas of color must be
cut first. The final block, of necessity, contains only a small percentage of the area of the original
block. It may be necessary to allow the first color to half dry or dry completely before the second
color is printed. This will depend on the colors chosen and how much the second color is
absorbed into the first color.Picasso completed a fine series of vibrant color linocuts between
1958 and 1963 that are reduction prints. They are interesting to study in preparation for using
this method.Inks for Color PrintingThe chemistry involved in the production of today’s printing ink
is so complex that a new profession has evolved, that of ink chemist or engineer. Some
manufacturers go to great lengths to keep their formulas secret, but the technology has become
so sophisticated that the artist and printmaker can purchase fine-quality inks. It is suggested that
you buy ink from a well-established commercial firm and conduct a few simple tests of the
permanence of some key colors. You will probably find that the great majority of colors are
relatively permanent and a small number fade quite rapidly and are unsuitable for use.In general,
the earth colors—the ochres, umbers, and siennas—are usually permanent. The cadmiums—



yellow, orange, and red—are also permanent in most cases. The addition of black, white,
transparent extender, and the phthalo blues and greens makes a fairly complete
palette.FRANCES MYERS Exotic Dangers, 1987 Color woodcut, 44″ × 32″ Courtesy of the
artistThe colors that tend to fade are the reds, magentas, purples, and certain blues. The
pigments used in the manufacture of the inks are responsible for the fading in almost every
instance. Usually, manufacturers do not specify which pigment has been used in the
composition of an ink, making it difficult to predict which color is not permanent. When in doubt,
roll a thin film of ink onto a few white mat cards. Place one in the sun, one in a shady spot, and
file another away inside a book or cabinet. After a month or two you will see the amount of fading
in each case. Very few colors will pass the sun test without some fading, but all should pass the
shade test. Use the best pigments you can get. We have used good-quality etching ink that is
adaptable for relief prints, etching, and collagraphs.Because printmakers have a prime interest
in the permanence of their colors, they must take proper care to guarantee that all their inks are
stable. Many artists mix their own colors by adding a good-quality oil paint (one without
excessive filler, binder, or extender) to a transparent white ink extender in order to get the proper
viscosity. Oil paint directly from the tube, although made of high-quality ground pigments, rarely
has enough stickiness to roll out properly for inking a relief print. The amount of transparent
extender (basically a varnish) will vary according to the viscosity required. In any case, add only
the minimum extender needed to achieve good rolling quality. A small amount of dry magnesium
can be added to the color to make it stiffer.It is more useful to purchase opaque than transparent
inks and mix them with transparent white, which is not a white pigment but a transparent varnish
of tannish color that does not alter the intensity of other colors. Mixing allows you to control the
amount of transparency and to add transparency to any color you choose. The primary colors,
called process colors by ink manufacturers, can produce a wide range of hues and, used with
black and white, can extend your palette to a very wide spectrum. However, such colors as
emerald green and intense magenta or purple may have to be purchased specially in order to
get the maximum brilliance and intensity.Unless you use up ink rapidly, you should buy it in tube
form. Many makers provide a good range of colors in large tubes (about 1 inch in diameter and 7
inches long). Although tube ink is slightly more expensive per pound than ink in cans, it is much
more convenient to use. We have some tubes of ink that are twenty years old and still in good
condition. Replace the caps carefully after cleaning them with a rag or palette knife.If you do use
canned ink, wipe the rims and lids and replace the circular wax paper by smoothing it over the
surface of the ink, eliminating any air bubbles. When ink skins over, the top must be scraped off
and discarded. Even a small piece of dried ink skin can be an annoyance when printing. To
retard drying out, you can cut a circle of heavy vinyl by tracing the bottom of the can for size and
tap it firmly on the ink surface. There are also spray cans of sealers for cans of ink, which are
available from ink manufacturers and are useful in preventing drying out. A thin film is sprayed
over the ink surface.Color PrintingSensitive printing is a vital step in the completion of the
colored image. A thorough knowledge of overprinting and color sequencing enables the



printmaker to exploit color with variation and inventiveness.Transparencies can be used in
overprinting to achieve a wide color range with just a few colors. Adding transparent white does
not appreciably alter the color quality of the inks; up to 80 percent can be added to an ink to
achieve the desired transparency. The transparent white should be added on the mixing slab
and mixed well with a palette knife. The amount of transparency is determined by the color. A
lemon yellow or bright orange needs little or no transparency because of the natural
transparency of the color itself.You will find that it is much easier to roll up a block with color inks
because they have a softer consistency. Less ink is required on the block and less rubbing in
printing. If delicate cutting is to be printed, you may find it desirable to add some powdered
magnesium to the ink in order to stiffen it. Experiment with different inks to find which are best
suited for your work.Generally speaking, dark colors are printed first and light ones last in order
to achieve the most effect from overprinting with transparent inks. However, there are times
when a dark or black block is a key block and it is necessary for the image to print it last.John
Hutcheson and Jim Lefkowitz use small brayers with different colors to ink La penna di hu by
Frank Stella at Tyler Graphics.The quality of a color print can be greatly changed if the sequence
in printing is reversed. Experiment to find the various possibilities that exist through sequential
printing. You can also use colored papers for a wide range of effects. Japanese moriki paper
comes in a fine range of colors. Light colors can be printed over black and off-black papers.
High-key colored papers and subtle colors can all be used with very surprising results.WET
AND DRY PRINTINGDifferent qualities in the print can be achieved by printing wet on wet or wet
on dry. Usually when transparency is used, the colors are printed wet over dry or semidry inks.
Sometimes when two colors are close in value, even with some transparency added to the
second color, they must be printed wet on wet for the best transparency results. It is difficult to
make firm suggestions because so much depends on color values. Experimentation with the
blocks is of prime importance; the best results come after a few possibilities are
tried.ACHIEVING TEXTUREOne of the important reasons for selecting the woodcut as a means
for color printing is that it is possible to achieve textural variations and surfaces that are
unattainable in other print media. Interesting color variations can be produced by overprinting a
combination of a smooth block and a textured block or two textured blocks. Flecks of pure color
will appear in whatever pattern the textures make, sometimes creating illusions of the formation
of a third color much the way colors are formed in pointillist or optical painting.PRINTING TWO
COLORS ON A BLOCKThere are other possibilities in the printing and the planning of color
blocks. Two or three colors can easily be printed on one block if the colors are in isolated areas.
Small rollers can be used very successfully to ink these areas. There are some small Hunt
rollers that come in sizes from 1 ½ to 6 inches. There are also smaller rollers 1 inch in length and
½ inch in diameter. All these rollers are quite soft and very good for nondetailed work. If a harder
roller is desired, it is best to make your own. Check for sources and methods in the section on
rollers (page 14).RAINBOW ROLLColors may be merged or blended on a roller and the blend
transferred to the block to print as graded tones. Place the colors on the inking slab, one after



the other, with a palette knife. Take a roller large enough to encompass all the colors and work it
back and forth over the slab with a minimum of side movement. The colors will merge together
and blend as the side-to-side motion is increased.CAROL SUMMERS Rainbow Glacier, 1970
Color woodcut, 36½″ × 37″ Courtesy Associated American Artists GalleryFor a graded or
rainbow roll, the colored ink is placed on the inking slab with a palette knife. Then a roller large
enough to cover the entire surface of the block is rolled over the patches of ink.Continuous
rolling in one direction will level out the ink film on the slab and on the roller. Some blending may
be accomplished by a slight sideways shifting of the roller on the slab to merge adjoining
colors.Once the roller is properly and evenly charged with the blended colors, the block can be
inked.When this procedure is done on a motorized press, the blending continues until eventually
the colors are so thoroughly merged that they become a single tone.SOLVENT TECHNIQUEThe
artist Carol Summers has developed a unique method of color printing from separate blocks that
is worth mentioning. Summers works with large, simple, stylized or abstracted forms, very often
of landscape or architecture. He cuts his blocks fairly deeply, usually of ¼-inch plywood. After
cutting the blocks, he places an uninked block in a register frame, lays a piece of woodcut paper
down on it, and rolls a thin film of oil-based ink right on the back of the paper with small rollers.
He inks separate blocks in registration in this manner, essentially inking and printing in one
operation. When all the blocks are printed and the ink is still wet, Summers sprays the whole
print with a thin film of odorless paint thinner, using a garden mister or a Pre-val spray bottle. The
colors run together slightly, giving a watercolor effect to the printed image. This spraying method
can be used only with adequate exhaust ventilation or outdoors.Sometimes Summers combines
the traditional method of rolling ink on the block with rolling ink on the paper. At times he prints
on the back of the print so that the image is diffused. The results are very handsome and quite
similar to rubbings.When the film of ink is even and blended, the roller is passed over the block.
The rainbow of colors has now been transferred to the raised surfaces.Japanese Woodcut
MethodGiven the rich history of Ukiyo-e, it is important to describe some of the basic methods
the Japanese used so eloquently in their prints. The Japanese approach to printing the color
woodcut is vastly different from our contemporary approach, which uses the wood grain as an
important element and relates the printing to overprinting colors. In Ukiyo-e the use of water-
based inks and the application and blending of watercolor washes directly on the blocks
resulted in amazing watercolor qualities and impressions that seem to us more like monotypes.
However, the application was so skilled that the printers were actually able to repeat the
complicated wash effects and make consistent multiple editions.The traditional approach of
Japanese artists to the use of their materials is quite ritualistic. Although mastering the manual
skill demanded of Ukiyo-e artisans is an impossibility in our culture, adapting some of the
methods is very possible for the contemporary artist. With this in mind, we will give some
rudimentary information on materials and procedure.MATERIALS AND TOOLSBasic woodcut
tools (page 9)Wood (cherry, poplar)Cutting knifeV gougeC gouges (2 sizes)Small chiselsLarge
chiselsWhetstones for sharpening toolsBaren for rubbingAnimal glue in stick formAlum (3 to 4



ounces)Library paste or rice pastePigmentBrushes (large and small horsehair) for applying
colorBrush for sizing (called a dosabake)Sumi inkGeneral equipment for stacking Paper, boards
for cutting, bowlsWood Cherry or yamazakura wood (a species of wild cherry) was almost the
only kind of wood used by the traditional Ukiyo-e artists. A very hard wood, cherry is difficult to
cut but was necessary for the fine lines and great detail so prevalent in Ukiyo-e prints, as well as
for the large editions that were common.Traditional Ukiyo-e blocks were always cut with the
grain, and a regular grain was preferred. Selecting the wood was a very important aspect of
preparing the block. The wood was most often cut from the central portion of a tree, between the
heart and the bark. The blocks were allowed to season for a few years to make them quite dry,
an important quality because the blocks needed to absorb some of the water-based pigments
during printing.Contemporary Japanese artists are very likely to use any wood that relates to
what they wish to say. Bass plywood, one of the woods most commonly used, is inexpensive
and easy to cut and comes in large sizes. Its unobtrusive grain also makes it desirable. American
plywoods such as birch and fir are available and can be successfully used. Birch plywood in ¼-
inch and ½-inch thicknesses, imported from Finland by Stewart Industries, is ideally suited for
the woodcut in general and for the Japanese method in particular and is quite inexpensive. In
addition to plywood, boards of pine, poplar, or fir can be used.Whetstones Tools are sharpened
on whetstones, called toishi, which are made of sedimentary natural stone or a ceramic material.
The ones of natural stone have a tendency to form uneven ruts from the sharpening process,
although ruts can be prevented by moving the tool around the stone. Ceramic whetstones are
available in a molded shape that aids in the sharpening of curves and angles, and small
slipstones are made especially to remove burrs from the inside of V gouges or curved scoops.
Whetstones are available in three surfaces: fine (shiageto), medium (chudo), and coarse (arato).
The fine stone will keep edges sharp during normal cutting if used regularly. The coarse stone
will remove nicks or bruises from the knife and is reserved for drastic changes in the angle or
deep sharpening.You should soak a whetstone in water, not oil, for a few minutes before using it.
When you start to sharpen, a creamy paste will form that helps the cutting action. Keep the angle
of the knife constant or you will round the cutting edge. Remove the burr from the tip by lightly
grinding the top side of the knife with a few strokes. You can protect the cutting edges of your
tools by keeping them in a canvas roll or carrier (to ire bukuro) or in a storage box.Mallet, chisels,
and gouges used by Ansei Uchima in cutting his blocks (frequently made of birch
plywood).Baren The baren is the pressing and rubbing tool used for printing. An ingenious,
simple tool, it is beautifully designed for use on porous Japanese paper. It consists of flat, coiled
strands of cord, strips of bamboo sheath, and a backing disk. The backing disk holds the coil of
cord. About 5 ½ inches in diameter, it is made of many layers of Japanese paper that are molded
on a form, covered with silk tissue, and lacquered. The bamboo sheath is used as a covering
and as a rubbing surface on one side and is twisted into a secure handle on the other side.The
baren comes in different weights depending on the thickness of the cord. The thicker the cord,
the stronger the pressure it can exert in printing. Only a few traditional printer-artisans can make



a proper baren, but all Japanese artists cover their own. The inside of the baren lasts for years
and can be recoiled. The bamboo sheath covering must be replaced often because of the
constant rubbing. For the Western artist who is not ready to cover or make a baren, adequate
ones are available in some art-supply stores, such as McClain’s Printmaking Supplies in King
City, Oregon. A professional baren can cost hundreds of dollars, but several inexpensive grades
are available. You can also buy the parts of a baren and put it together yourself, following the
directions that come with it.Pigments At the core, the difference between the Japanese method
and the Western method of printmaking is the use of water-based pigments by the Japanese
and oil-based inks by Western artists. Water-based pigments are usually mixed with rice paste,
which acts as a binder. It can be purchased in tubes or it can be prepared from rice flour and
water.You should experiment with a variety of water-soluble paints before deciding which will
best express your image. You an purchase powdered paint from several suppliers and mix it with
water to make a paste. By experimenting on paper, you will find, for example, quite a difference
in printing quality between sumi black, watercolor black, gouache black, and poster black. Sumi
ink is more of a dye and really penetrates the paper. Watercolor is a bit more uneven but
penetrates the paper too. Gouache penetrates less but prints strongly, and its colors are of
excellent quality and not fugitive. Poster color can print unevenly, with some of the color
penetrating and some lying on the surface. Library paste can be added as a binder to all these
pigments.ANDO HIROSHIGE Maisaka on the Tokaido Road Color woodcut, 13½″ × 8¾″
Collection of the authorsAny good quality brand of tempera or watercolor, such as Winsor &
Newton or Grumbacher, will work well.Brushes In Japanese printmaking, brushes instead of
rollers are used for applying pigment to the block, as well as for blending and grading color. Two
sizes are used, one for applying pigment over large areas and one for small areas. The brushes
are made of horsehair and wood or bamboo. Most Japanese artists soften the hairs of their
brushes by rubbing them against a piece of sharkskin with a little water for a half hour or longer
to soften the ends and split the hair tips.Two barens, the one on the right with a split in its
bamboo sheath cover, which will be replaced.Here the baren is taken apart. On the left is the
cover that is to be replaced, at the top center the coil bamboo card, and at the bottom center the
backing paper that gives the baren its circular shape. The piece of bamboo sheath on the right
will be shaped and trimmed to form a new cover for the baren.Paper The choice of paper is in
many ways more important in the Japanese method than in the Western method. The degree of
absorbency is important to the kind of effect desired in the image. Absorbency is affected by the
strength of the sizing used on the paper. Hosho, torinoko, and masa papers are all readily
available in this country and produce good results. They are absorbent, yet strong, and allow the
printer to rub extensively without tearing. Because they are so tough, they also seem immune to
shrinkage and expansion, a very useful characteristic in the Japanese method.Presized paper is
available with one or both sides sized from Nelson Whitehead, Aiko, or direct from Japan. Kizuki-
bosho, the paper used by Ansei Uchima, is sized on both sides and is made by a Tokyo
manufacturer whose family has been making paper for seven generations.These large



watercolor brushes (called enogu-bake) are used by Ansei Uchima for putting the color on the
block.The ends of the hairs on the brushes are split and softened by rubbing them against a
piece of sharkskin nailed to a board.These wide flat brushes, called mizubake, are used for
applying water or sizing to the sheets of paper.SIZING PAPERThe artist who wishes to exploit
the sensitivity of pigments to different kinds of sizing should have some knowledge of sizing
techniques. Sizing, or dosa, is prepared by boiling dry animal glue in water and adding alum
after the glue has dissolved. The relative amounts should be:1 gallon water8 ounces glue
(animal glue in stick form)3 to 4 ounces alumPreparation To prepare the mixture:1 Place the
water in a pan or double boiler large enough to accommodate the dipping of the 10-inch long
brush that is used for applying the sizing.2 Break the stick glue into pieces and place them in the
water.3 When the glue has softened a bit, place the pan over medium heat and stir constantly
with a wooden stick or spoon. Heat slowly until the glue has melted.4 Add the alum and mix very
well.5 Strain the sizing through a double thickness of cheesecloth to filter out extraneous
particles.Application Using a broad, flat brush called a dosabake, apply the sizing while it is
hot.1 Lay the paper flat on a large drawing board or wooden tabletop2 Dip the brush in the sizing
and drag it across the paper one stroke at a time. Start at one end and work quite vigorously,
then slow the movement toward the edge to allow uniform coverage.THE
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ChartsSUPPLIERSETCHING AND LITHOGRAPHIC PRESSESWATER-BASED SCREEN
INKSSCREEN-PRINTING INKSPAPERS FOR
PRINTMAKINGBIBLIOGRAPHYGLOSSARYINDEXPrefacePrintmaking today takes place on a
number of levels, from the beginner cutting a linoleum block to a sophisticated mixed media
extravaganza produced by a professional workshop. The first level—one of searching, learning,
and experimenting—usually takes place in a high school or college offering classes in
printmaking methods. It is here that many artists first encounter the rigors and rewards of the
print, and some may begin to develop a long-term commitment.The next level of printmaking
occurs in or around a university or professional art school campus, or sometimes in a private
print workshop. Here one finds an interesting lot of artists, many prominent in their locality rather
than nationally. They often work without the support of edition printers and have few assistants,
at least on a regular basis. Their prints reflect a diverse and intense vision of contemporary
life.The level of printmaking that receives the most attention involves the major artists who are
supported by a complex network of museums, galleries, art critics, and, most important, high-
tech artist-printmakers, who produce the prints in conjunction with the artists. No one person has
all the skills required for the elaborate works that are possible today. Techniques are mixed with
ease, with intaglio, woodcut, screen print, lithography, photocopying, collage, cast paper, and
other new methods combined to create works with a profusion of color and texture. New
processes, such as helio-relief, have been perfected while old processes, almost forgotten, such
as collotype and photogravure, have been resurrected and used again to produce fresh
images.Working with innovative artists, the new breed of print publishers is expanding the
vocabulary of the print in exciting ways. Some print workshops are superbly equipped, with
presses that can handle prints of a size rivaling large paintings. There are also custom-made
paper molds that require three or four people to lift them from the vat of pulp.While many of the
new prints are large, abstract, and colorful, the overwhelming number of participants in
contemporary printmaking insures that all directions and viewpoints are represented. There are
many ways to make meaningful and wonderful prints. A single artist, working alone, can still
produce an image of incredible power and esthetic strength. The technique should be only a
means to an end—that of creative expression at the highest level.PrefacePrintmaking today
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Clinton Cliness notes from an earlier interview on this technique proved essential and we are
grateful.Workshops photographed include Robert Blackburn’s Printmaking Workshop in New
York, the Manhattan Graphic Center, Rutgers’ Mason Gross School of the Arts, directed by Judy
Brodsky, and the Pennsylvania Academy printshop with Peter Paone. A number of teachers and
public school professionals including Caroline Rister Lee, Natalie Schifano, and Nadine Gordon
were especially helpful in obtaining student artwork for the section on school printmaking.At the
Parsons/New School workshop in New York City, William Phipps and Herman Zaage helped in
many ways, from compiling lists of suppliers to photographing printmaking procedures. Roberta
Waddell, curator of prints at the New York Public Library; Barry Walker, associate curator in the
department of prints and drawings at the Brooklyn Museum; and Meg Grasselli at the National
Gallery of Art in Washington, D. C., were cooperative and gracious in helping us search for
images of prints.The manuscript was typed by Meg Ross and Diane Kissinger, edited by Virginia
Croft and Sue Heinemann, who was the efficient general coordinator of the project. Diane
Kissinger compiled the index, and Roundtable Press, with Susan Meyer and Marsha Melnick as
the directors, was vital to the completion of this edition of the book.Many of the photographs are
by John Ross and Tim Ross; Ben Ness Photo labs in New York City did most of the processing.
The drawings are by John Ross.Finally, we must thank the president of the Free Press, Erwin
Glikes, for his encouragement and the direction so necessary for the completion of this work.
Our appreciation also to Roslyn Siegel, project editor at the Free Press, for her patience and
enthusiasm.1Relief PrintsPABLO PICASSO Woman with a Flowered Hat, 1962 Reduction
linocut, 13¾″ × 10¾″ Courtesy Reiss-Cohen, Inc. Photo by Nathan RabinAmong the most
appealing aspects of relief printmaking are the directness and swiftness of making an image and
the simplicity of the materials used in creating it. In a relief print it is the surface of the block that
yields the image; the areas that do not print are cut away, as in a woodcut or linocut, or a positive
image is created by cutting white lines into the block, as in a wood engraving. In a collage print
the relief surface is achieved by adhering materials to a support plate. In all methods ink is rolled
on the surface, paper is then placed upon it, and this is either rubbed by hand or run through a
press to produce an image. Of all the forms of expression in printmaking, the relief print is the
most ancient. Although it is not possible to relate the rich history of the relief print in a limited
space, a few highlights can help illuminate the historical precedence for many technical
procedures we use today.Origins and Development of Relief PrintingThe history of the relief print
is the history of peoples desire to communicate information, first through symbols and later
through images and the printed word. The relief print can be traced to prehistoric origins, when
early cave dwellers developed a unique iconography in both the Western and Eastern
hemispheres. The engraved and scratched lines filled with earth colors that decorated the walls
of caves were certainly a precursor to printmaking. Incised, engraved, and carved images were
an important form of human expression. The earliest evidence of the production of impressions
from carved reliefs comes from the Sumerians, who date from 4000 B.C. Among their carved
reliefs are stamping devices that they pressed into moist clay. They also carved cylinders of lapis



lazuli, alabaster, and other materials, which could be rolled into soft clay to leave the imprint of
some authoritative signature. By stretching the imagination a bit, these imprints can be regarded
as multiple prints on clay.The Olmec Indians of Mexico, who date from 1000 to 800 B.C., baked
clay tubes with relief designs that were used to print repeat patterns, perhaps on bark or on their
own bodies. However, even the Olmecs’ use of some form of color to roll out their multiple
designs did not lead to printing for communication.The transition from clay and stone to wood for
stamping seems to have occurred in Egypt, where early examples of woodblocks used for
printing textiles date to the sixth or seventh centuries A.D. It was also at about this time that
examples of printing on textiles and paper appeared in China. The invention of paper in China as
early as 107 B.C. had opened up the possibility of multiple printing and the dissemination of
images and information.EARLY WOODCUTS IN THE EASTThe advent of paper answered the
popular need to produce rubbings from stone inscriptions of the writings of Buddha. Dampened
paper could be pressed into the inscriptions to yield an impression of the forms, or a pad of ink
could be rubbed on the surface of the paper so that raised white writing appeared on a
blackened ground. We can only guess that the logical next step was to carve the inscriptions into
woodblocks, apply a water-based ink to the surface, and pull a hand-rubbed print much as we
do today.The earliest woodblock print bearing an image appears in the 17-foot-long Diamond
Sutra scroll, printed by Wang Chieh in A.D. 868. This complex figurative image with text was
discovered by a Taoist priest when he opened a sealed cave in eastern Turkestan in 1900.
Because the text and image were cut from one block, this combination is referred to in the West
as a block book. The complex and sophisticated imagery in the Diamond Sutra suggests that
the Chinese had a much earlier history of printing from woodblocks onto paper and textiles.
Color printing from more than one block dates from the same period.Through succeeding
centuries, the Chinese produced thousands of extraordinary block books on medicine, botany,
agriculture, poetry, and literature. They printed complex block books with color plates in the
seventeenth century, including two “how-to” manuals—the Ten Bamboo Hall Painting Book, a
collection of exercises in drawing birds, fruits, and flowers, and the Mustard Seed Garden—for
artists in need of instruction and inspiration. These books were later brought to Japan, where
they influenced the development of the Ukiyo-e prints. Although the Chinese developed
woodcuts of great skill and beauty, they seem to have lost interest in the medium after a period
of years, and there was little further development of color in the Chinese
woodcut.ANONYMOUSAllegory on the Meeting of Pope Paul II and Emperor Frederick III,
1469-73 Woodcut National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.EARLY WOODCUTS IN THE
WESTThe woodcut in Western art appears to have evolved in much the same way as it did in
the East. It fulfilled a utilitarian need in the printing of textiles and helped to propagate the faith
through the printing of images of a devotional nature. In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries
literacy was a rarity enjoyed only by the church hierarchy and the ruling classes. What better
method was there to inform the ignorant populace of the late Middle Ages than to produce prints
that could narrate the story of Christ, the Virgin Mary, and the lives of the saints?Paper from the



East was known in Spain in the twelfth century, but only when it was produced in large quantities
in France, Italy, and Germany in the fourteenth century did the art of the woodcut begin to
flourish.The oldest surviving European woodblock is a fragment of a Crucifixion scene dating
from the late fourteenth century. Called the Bois Protat, it was found in a monastery in eastern
France in 1899. The block is cut on both sides, but only one side is intact enough to print.
Because the complete scene measured a good 2 feet square and paper at the time was never
that large, it is thought that it once was printed on cloth for a banner or altarpiece.In southern
Germany, woodcuts began as primitive religious images. Their directness, simplicity of line, and
economy of means made them very powerful. They were handbills for veneration, sold for
pennies to pilgrims visiting holy places and to the populace on religious feast days. Woodcuts of
Christ or the Virgin Mary were often pasted inside traveling chests or onto small altarpieces and
frequently sewn into clothing to give protection from evil forces. Many were hand-colored to add
reality and make them more appealing.Although card playing existed in the thirteenth century
among the upper classes, it was not until paper came into common use in Europe in the
fourteenth century that woodcut playing cards reached the masses. Early images depicted
soldiers in Germany and an alphabet series in Italy, and in France cards showed decorative
court personages similar to those on today’s playing cards.RELIEF PRINTS IN PRINTED
BOOKSBefore printing from movable type took over in the middle fifteenth century, block books
similar to those in the Orient appeared in western Europe. Pictures and words were cut on the
same block. Outstanding block books were produced in the Netherlands: the Apocalypse of St.
John, the Art of Dying, and the Paupers Bible were copied many times in Germany and the rest
of Europe. The block-book Bible provided important models for Master E.S. and Martin
Schongauer.Although movable type had already been invented in Korea and used by the
Chinese for many centuries, it was not until the 1450s that Johannes Gutenberg of Mainz,
Germany, developed his method of printing from cast-metal type. The block book became
obsolete, as did the scribe, and a new era opened in western Europe as printing shops sprang
up to fill the demand for books and woodcut illustrations. Although the new press-printed books
could not compare with the illuminated manuscripts of the nobility, the middle class at last had
access to legible texts.The second half of the fifteenth century was also the period when dotted
metal, or criblé, prints were printed from pewter or copper. Gravers, drills, and punches of narrow
sizes and shapes were scooped or hammered into metal to create fine lines that printed white or
black when inked and printed as a relief print. This painstaking method was popular in northern
Europe but rarely pursued in Italy. The results were decorative but of limited creative
influence.RENAISSANCE MASTERS OF THE WOODCUTIt was at this time that painters began
to show an interest in making woodcuts. It is thought that in Ulm, Martin Schongauer’s brother
Ludwig drew adaptations of Martins engravings onto wood. In 1486 Erhardt Reuwich of Utrecht,
the first artist to be named in print, made a spectacular panoramic woodcut of Venice that was 5
feet long, the first folding plate in any Western book. Later Reuwich’s blocks were adapted in the
Nuremberg Chronicle, a pioneer encyclopedia of world history.By the late fifteenth century, the



great artists of northern Europe—Albrecht Dürer, Hans Holbein the Elder, Hans Baldung Grien,
and Lucas Cranach in Germany, and Lucas van Leyden in the Netherlands—were making
woodcuts of great eloquence. Dürer (1471-1528) in particular widely influenced other artists. In
addition to numerous single prints, he produced four superb woodcut series: the Great Passion,
the Small Passion, the Apocalypse, and the Life of the Virgin.ALBRECHT DÜRER The Riders
on the Four Horses (From the Apocalypse, c. 1496) Woodcut Metropolitan Museum of Art, New
York Gift of Junius S. Morgan, 1919HENDRIK GOLTZIUS Hercules Killing Cacus, 158
Chiaroscuro woodcut in two shades of sepia and black National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.
Rosenwald CollectionDürer himself was greatly influenced by Italian Renaissance art, which he
had encountered on his travels to Italy when he was in his early twenties. Many of the Italian
figurative woodcuts reflected the graceful draftsmanship of Sandro Botticelli, with a thinner,
more fluid line than that in northern European woodcuts.Multiple-block color printing was done
as early as 1508 by the German Jost de Negker, with Lucas Cranach and Hans Burgkmair
taking up the method soon after. Called chiaroscuro woodcuts, these works resembled tonal
drawings in that several values of one color were printed from separate blocks, starting with the
lightest tone. The Germans depended on an outline block and added color, while the Italians,
notably Ugo da Carpi, minimized the outline and allowed the tones to produce the image in a
more painterly manner. Da Carpi copied the work of important masters and emphasized
sweeping compositions, which became a popular way of working for centuries.It is worth noting
that Titian (c. 1488-1576) engaged craftsmen to cut his images. His Pharaoh’s Army Submerged
in the Red Sea (1549) is a spectacular work cut by Domenico dalle Greche but probably drawn
on the block by Titian. Cut on twelve blocks, it is truly a mural, 4 feet high by 7 feet wide. An
interesting inscription on the print reads, “This paper tapestry was drawn by Titian’s immortal
hand.”THE DEVELOPMENT OF WOOD ENGRAVINGAs interest in the intaglio techniques of
etching and engraving became more widespread, woodcuts by major artists began to diminish.
Because etching and engraving permitted finer detail, they seemed to eclipse the woodcut—at
least until 1780, when Thomas Bewick (1750-1828), an Englishman, developed a method of
engraving into hard blocks made of boxwood. On this smooth, hard surface, he produced clean,
fine white lines with incredible detail that did not break down in printing. When these boxwood
blocks were carefully inked and locked up in a press, thousands of sharp impressions were
possible. The method revolutionized the use of illustrations for newspapers, periodicals, books,
and advertisements. Soon craftsmen adopted this new method to mass-produce popular
paintings, which an eager middle class snapped up, but little imaginative creative work
ensued.UKIYO-E AND ITS INFLUENCE ON WESTERN ARTWhile Western artists had turned
away from the woodcut by the seventeenth century, truly elegant woodcuts called Ukiyo-e, or
“pictures of the transient world of everyday life,” were created in eighteenth-century Edo, now
Tokyo. These prints reflected on the pleasures of life: the world of fashion and beauty, the
theater, and erotic, joyous sexual encounters. The origins of Ukiyo-e may have been in the
superb little Chinese manuals on how to paint that we mentioned earlier. And according to A.



Hyatt Mayor in his Prints and People, color printing may have come to the Orient from Europe in
1549, when Saint Francis Xavier arrived in Japan, possibly bringing chiaroscuro woodcuts with
him. No matter what the origins, the multicolor prints of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century
Japan present us with an eloquent concept of color in the woodcut.Both chiaroscuro and Ukiyo-
e prints used multiple blocks, but the Japanese method differed in using water-based color and
dampened rice paper for printing. Such major artists as Utamaro, Sharaku, Harunobu, Hokusai,
and Hiroshige made prints of great refinement that also appealed to the poorer classes and the
uneducated. Like the medieval woodcuts of northern Europe, Ukiyo-e had little monetary value
attached to them. Selling for a few yen, they were bought by travelers as souvenirs and posted in
homes.There are many tales of Ukiyo-e prints first arriving in Paris in the nineteenth century as
packing material for art objects. However, as early as 1775 a Swedish naturalist, Carl Peter
Thunberg, spent considerable time in Nagasaki assembling a collection of Ukiyo-e. Dutch sea
captains in the early 1800s formed extensive collections that were known in Paris. In 1860 the
British magazine Once a Week contained articles about traveling in Japan illustrated with some
of Hiroshige’s landscapes. By 1862 a Japanese curio shop opened in Paris and sold many of the
Ukiyo-e prints. When the Paris Exposition Universelle exhibited a large quantity of Ukiyo-e in
1867, the Paris art world became profoundly aware of the art form.ERHARDT REUWICH View
of Venice, 1486 (From Sanctae Peregrinationes by Bernhard von Breydenbach) Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York Rogers Fund, 1919Right:TOYOKAWA YOSHIKUNI Nakamura Shikan
II as Sawai Matagoro, 1829 Color woodcut, 14¾″ × 97/8″ Collection of the
authorsBelow:THOMAS BEWICK Wood engraving, 1¾″ × 2⅝″ (shown actual size) Collection
of the authorsPAUL GAUGUIN Nave Nave Fenua (Delightful Land) (From the Noa Noa Suite,
1894-95) Woodcut, 14″ × 8″ National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C. Rosenwald
CollectionPAUL GAUGUIN Mahana Atua (Feast of the Gods) Woodcut (top) and woodcut block
(bottom) National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C. Rosenwald CollectionFollowing this
exhibition, many Western artists began to incorporate the concepts of Ukiyo-e into their work.
Although the art was declining in intensity and quality in Japan, it had great impact on the avant-
garde in Paris. Paul Gauguin, Vincent van Gogh, Mary Cassatt, Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec,
James Abbott McNeill Whistler, Edgar Degas, Edouard Manet, and Camille Pissarro were all
influenced by the asymmetrical compositions, strong designs, and stylized forms of Ukiyo-e.
They admired and frequently emulated the Japanese use of flat color, pattern, and line as
intrinsic compositional elements.The influence of the Japanese print was felt not only in Western
painting but also in printmaking. The woodcuts of Paul Gauguin (1848-1903) show a strong
Japanese influence. Although the artist conceived his blocks in black and white, he was
interested in the use of color. He experimented with printing a block in black, then reinking it in
another color, usually brown, and printing it slightly off-register. He added brilliant color to some
prints with stenciling or hand coloring. Gauguin’s innovative approach to the woodcut influenced
the woodcuts of the Norwegian artist Edvard Munch (1863-1944), who explored color printing
even further and made the actual wood grain an important element in his work. Munch



sometimes used separate blocks for each color; other times he used one block cut into separate
color areas, inked separately, and reassembled for printing with one rubbing. These are powerful
prints, in which color and form are synonymous.GERMAN EXPRESSIONIST WOODCUTSIn
Germany a revival of the woodcut occurred in 1905, when Die Brücke (“The Bridge”), a group of
artists in Dresden, turned to the woodcut as an ideal medium for their vigorous expressionism. In
their desire to create a new art form and to counteract the romantic classicism of the entrenched
academicians, they turned to the simplicity and directness of medieval woodcuts and tribal art
for inspiration.The initial group was led by Erich Heckel and Karl Schmidt-Rottluff and included
Ernst Ludwig Kirchner, Emil Nolde, Max Pechstein, and Otto Müller. Käthe Kollwitz and Ernst
Barlach, though not part of the group, were influenced by their esthetic direction.The renewed
interest in the woodcut was also a strong part of the Blaue Reiter (“Blue Rider”) movement
initiated by Wassily Kandinsky and Franz Marc in 1911. Other important artists in the group were
Paul Klee, Lyonel Feininger, and Alexei Jawlensky.ERNST L. KIRCHNER Alpine Shepherd,
1917 Woodcut Brooklyn Museum Lent by Paul J. Sachs, Courtesy Fogg MuseumMEXICAN
POLITICAL AND SOCIAL PRINTSIn the Western hemisphere, José Guadalupe Posada
(1852-1913), a self-taught Indian, was a most influential originator of a powerful graphic
movement that used the print for political and religious imagery. The Mexican Revolution of
1910-20 and political, social, and religious issues were sources for his lurid humor of throat
cutting, firing squads, and All Souls’ Day highjinks. His metal cuts and relief etchings were
printed for a few pesos, much as medieval woodcuts had been disseminated centuries earlier.
Posada’s simple, biting images had a significant influence on Diego Rivera, José Clemente
Orozco, and David Alfaro Siqueiros.CONTEMPORARY RELIEF PRINTSIn the United States,
the Works Progress Administration in the 1930s helped to revive interest in the print in general,
with gifted artists such as Louis Schanker, Stuart Davis, and Milton Avery taking a new interest in
its potential. However, it was only after the Second World War that a greater focus on the
woodcut could be seen in the work of Leonard Baskin, Antonio Frasconi, and Adja Junkers.MAX
BECKMANN Group Portrait at the Eden Bar Woodcut National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.
Rosenwald CollectionEMIL NOLDE Dr. P. (Profile), 1911 Woodcut Brooklyn Museum Gift of Mrs.
Margarete SchultzIn the late 1940s and 1950s, interest in the use of color in the relief print
increased. Carol Summers, Seong Moy, Clare Romano, Edmund Casarella, and John Ross in
the United States, and Michael Rothenstein in England, were early experimenters.In France,
Pablo Picasso (1881-1973) was responsible for another major innovation in the 1950s. Using
one block for multicolor linocuts, he was probably the first person to devise a reduction method:
cutting and printing each color from one block until only the last color portion remains on the
block. This eliminated the need for a separate block for each color and ensured more accurate
registration (see also the discussion of the reduction method on page 33).The flexibility of the
cardboard relief print, the collage print, and the mixed-media print, along with inventive ways of
inking with small rollers, has expanded the use of color. The Op and Pop images of the 1960s
and 1970s loosened conceptual ideas about color and helped to break down old taboos about



color in the print.A new wave of interest in the woodcut and the relief print in general has slowly
surfaced since the 1970s. This interest is buoyed by the vast multimedia facilities of print
publisher workshops. Artists working in these shops have access to power tools, varied
materials, and expert advice from first-class assistants and printers; they can combine media
and work on an almost unlimited scale. In addition, some Western artists and publishers, such
as Crown Point Press, have had Japanese cutters and printers translate drawn or printed
images into woodcut prints using traditional Japanese techniques. These Japanese craftsmen
can capture with consummate skill highly subtle variations in the sketch or drawing.Jim Dine,
Helen Frankenthaler, Frank Stella, Alex Katz, and Philip Pearlstein have all explored these
possibilities in their work. The new focus on expressionism among younger American, German,
and Italian artists has also produced some striking relief prints. With its simplicity and directness,
the relief print will no doubt continue to be an important medium for the future.FRANK STELLA
La penna di hu (black and white), 1988 Relief, etching, aquatint, on white TGL handmade paper,
77½″ × 58¾″ Printed and published by Tyler Graphics Ltd. Copyright © Frank Stella/ Tyler
Graphics Ltd. 1988 Photo: Steven Sloman 1988LEONARD BASKIN Death of the Laureate, 1959
Wood engraving, 11½″ diameter Collection of Ben SackheimWOODCUTSThe woodcut is one
of the most widely known and used forms of relief print. In a woodcut it is the raised surface
containing the positive image that is printed. The background area, or negative space, is carved
away, creating the white, or nonprinting, areas. As with other relief prints, ink is applied with a
roller to the raised surface, paper placed on it, and the image transferred by rubbing the back of
the paper or by running the block and paper through a press.Materials and Tools for
WoodcutsWood (pine, poplar, birch, pear, cherry)Woodcut knifeGouges (small C gouge, raked
V gouge)Roller (4- or 5-inch Hunt Speedball soft rubber)Glass or Formica slab for rolling
inkPrinting ink (letterpress, etching, or litho)Paper (mulberry, moriki, hosho, masa, and the
like)Sharpening stone (India, Carborundum, or Arkansas)3-in-1 oil or light machine oilPlastic
Wood for small corrections (tubes are easiest)Texturing tools (rasps, screws, punches, and the
like)Wooden spoon (Japanese rice spoon or square wooden drawer pull)Palette knives for
mixing inkSandpaper (fine, medium, rough)Brass wire brush (suede brush to bring up wood
grain)General art supplies, including pencils, charcoal, tracing paper, India ink, rags, assorted
brushes (from no. 3 pointed sabeline to ¾-inch flat ox hair), black and white poster color,
erasers, vinyl work glovesWOODBecause many kinds of wood can be used in making
woodcuts, you can choose one that best suits the image you are cutting. Even old, worn,
discarded boards are usable. Some artists save old boxwood, charred and burned pieces of
wood, knotty or rough-sawn logs, and other wood that may yield interesting textures and shapes.
With the correct procedure, you can make any piece of wood yield a good print.Pine The most
commonly available wood suitable for the woodcut technique is pine. Soft and easily bruised, it
requires very sharp tools to be cut cross grain. Clear pine costs about twice as much as
common pine but is free of knots. You can buy pine boards in widths up to 18 inches and
occasionally 24 inches, but for larger sizes you must join the boards by gluing the edges, which



requires special clamps. Because of pine’s softness, lines that are too thin become rounded or
bruised during printing; therefore, it is not a suitable wood for fine black line work. To harden the
surface and make cutting easier, you can coat the wood with a thin layer of shellac and sand it
when dry. Thin the shellac with 50 percent alcohol to help it penetrate. To prevent warping, you
can oil the wood. Linseed oil is acceptable, but it should be applied well in advance of cutting to
give the wood time to dry.Poplar A medium-soft wood that has good cutting characteristics and
even grain and is not brittle is sold in many lumberyards as whitewood, or poplar; it is used
extensively in inexpensive furniture. Poplar is slightly harder than pine and therefore can hold a
little more detail. Not long ago it was possible to buy poplar blocks planed to type-high thickness
(0.918 inch) from engraving-block manufacturer’s. With the decline of letterpress printing,
however, these suppliers have almost vanished, and it is rare to find anyone who makes this
type of block today.Cherry and pear woods These hard, dense fruit woods are suitable for very
fine lines and long printing. Cherry blocks were, and still are, used by Japanese cutters in the
Ukiyo-e tradition because of their resistance to splitting, their even grain, and their ability to
withstand printing pressure and abrasion. Cherry also was used extensively to make backings
for photoengraved plates and is still available from the American Printing Equipment Supply
Company in Long Island City, New York. Pear wood, which is similar to cherry in its
characteristics, is available in Europe but is a specialty wood in the United States.JACOB
LANDAU Funhouse, 1961 Woodcut, 16½″ × 12⅛″ Courtesy of the artistJOSEPH RAFFAEL
Matthew’s Lily, 1984 Color woodcut, 32″ × 37½″ Courtesy Pace Gallery, New YorkBirch plywood
The even grain of birch makes it an excellent surface for plywood. Available in most
lumberyards, birch plywood is more useful than the more common fir plywood because of its
even texture and lack of wild grain patterns. It is excellent for large blocks because it can be
bought in sheets 4 feet by 8 feet.Other domestic woods Maple is so hard and dense that it is
difficult to cut, but it yields extremely fine detail when properly worked. Walnut also is very hard
and dense enough to hold fine, even lines. Oak, although hard, is stubborn and has a
characteristic open pore texture that is disturbing. Mahogany is soft, very brittle, and has an
open, pecky pore surface that is monotonous. Spruce and hemlock are soft, brittle, and mushy
but can be used for color areas and knotty textures. Cedar is too brittle to cut well, and fir and
redwood, also brittle, flake off and chip when cut. In some places it may be possible to obtain
pine or gum plywood, which is suitable for large areas. Basswood is soft but usable, particularly
as plywood.Imported woods A variety of woods from Japan are suitable for woodcuts. Shina
plywood is easy to carve, but unfortunately, large pieces are expensive to ship and so this
material is difficult to obtain. A magnolia wood called ho, although expensive, is available in
small sizes, as is katsura, or Judas wood, which is denser and can hold fine detail.Lauan, a
mahogany plywood from the Philippines, is soft and light and has some use as a block for color
areas or textures. Swedish plywood in ¼-inch thickness is sometimes available in a wood similar
to birch that is finely textured and cuts well.CUTTING TOOLS AND AIDSAlmost any object that
is harder than wood can be used to bruise or indent its surface, and the indentations will print as



white marks. A sharp nail or hard pencil will score most woods; paper clips, keys, tin cans,
screwdrivers, needles, screws, dental tools, forks, pizza cutters, and plastic swizzle sticks will
leave impressions on the receptive surface of wood. You can use any of these implements to
create textures and designs that will print by the relief process, but when you want good control
of a shape or an area, you will see why knives and gouges have been used for so many
years.Knives The knife has long been one of the primary tools of the woodcut artist; it can make
cuts that no other tool can make and is one of the most useful instruments in the woodcutter’s
kit. A knife should be made of the best-quality carbon steel, raked back from the point at about a
45-degree angle, and kept very sharp on an Arkansas stone. The edge should be sharpened so
that it is straight, not rounded, and the point should be precise and keen if any small cutting is to
be accomplished. Handles come in many different sizes and styles, so you should choose one
that is comfortable to work with and holds the knife blade very tightly so it does not twist or
wobble.A few simple techniques will help you cut properly with the knife. For broad cutting of
large masses and long shapes, hold the knife to cut at an angle of 45 to 60 degrees. It takes four
cuts with the knife to make one black line; in order to minimize the continuous turning of the
block that is necessary if you hold the knife at a constant angle, learn to make the second cut by
swinging the knife to the other side, thus releasing the cut splinter. Do not cut too deeply or you
will tire quickly and diminish the fluency and responsiveness of your line.Objects that may be
hammered or impressed into soft wood: (A) small brads, (B) leather punch with cross design,
(C) hexagonal nut, (D) washer, (E) circular chuck, (F) staples.For broad, fast cutting of large
forms, hold the knife as shown. Make the first cut at about a 45-degree angle.Turn your knife to
the opposite side. Make the second cut, again at a 45-degree angle. The sliver of wood should
curl up out of the cut.The knife is unsurpassed for the clean cutting of small shapes, where great
control and accurate joining of lines are required. The tip of the knife does the most careful work.
For this kind of cutting, hold the tool somewhat like a pencil between the thumb and forefinger,
and twist and turn it in the direction of the cut. You can use the thumb of your other hand to push
the knife into the wood, especially when your hand and arm are not strong enough to maintain
the right pressure.In addition to cutting, the knife can be used to produce linear and textural
qualities. It can be used to score the wood with very fine lines, either across the grain or with the
grain. It can be used to bring up the grain if you hold the blade perpendicular to the block and
scrape against the grain, and it can be used as a chisel to shave away the wood. Its point can be
used to develop dot tones. Some very proficient artists use the knife as their only tool for all
kinds of cutting, including cleaning out large areas of wood, but other tools such as gouges and
chisels are more efficient for this purpose.Gouges and chisels You should have several kinds of
gouges and chisels in your toolbox. The most useful gouge is the raked V gouge; when properly
sharpened, it will cut cross grain without tearing and is a joy to use. It is handy to have two or
more raked V gouges, the smaller one for detailed lines and the larger one for large areas and
coarser textures.A C gouge, indispensable for general cutting, is available in many sizes and
shapes. When the curve of the gouge is very deep, it becomes a U gouge and must be



sharpened to a razor edge to cut effectively. We met an artist in Romania who made more than a
thousand woodcuts in a thirty-year period using a small C gouge almost exclusively for the entire
image on each block. When any tool is used to this degree, the textures can become
monotonous and the forms themselves can become constricted by the limits of the tool. Certain
shapes and areas demand different tools; for sensitive work it is a good idea to keep at least
three or four varieties of gouges at hand.The depth of cut does not have to exceed ⅛ inch
except in large areas, as in this block cut by Antonio Frasconi.To cut smaller shapes and details,
hold the knife somewhat like a pencil. Push it with the thumb of your other hand.Turn the knife to
the opposite angle. When you make the second cut, a small sliver of wood should be loosened.
Inside corners are easy to cut with a sharp knife.Some of the basic woodcut tools: (A) woodcut
knives in two sizes, (B) raked V gouges (large and small), (C) small Japanese C gouge with
movable steel gouge, (D) small shallow scoop or gouge, (E) ⅜-inch C gouge, (F) unusual
rectangular gouge, (G) fish-tailed straight chisel.A small flat chisel is very good for creating soft
gray edges when you do not want the typically hard-cut edge that is so characteristic of the
woodcut knife or gouge. Antonio Frasconi makes subtle and effective use of the flat chisel, and
soft-edged effects are apparent in the prints of Gauguin.Japanese tools Japanese tools do not
differ much from the ones used in the Western method of woodcut, but we do suggest that they
be used for the Japanese method (discussed later in this chapter). The Ukiyo-e artisans were
ritualistic in their use of tools; certain ones were used only for certain kinds of cutting. The cutters
themselves were assigned to very distinct areas of work, depending on their ability. Those who
were highly skilled cut the heads and the fine lines of the features and hair. Other cutters worked
on the bodies and the pattern of drapery. Less experienced cutters worked on color blocks or
unimportant areas.Their training took as long as ten years, and only a few achieved the skill
necessary to work on the delicate faces, hair, and hands.Japanese tools range from inexpensive
student gouges and chisels to very expensive professional tools of the highest quality. Although
the cheap tools are soft and will not hold an edge, the small knives are good for detail work and
the C gouges cut well for a while. Munakata, a twentieth-century Japanese woodcut artist, would
use them until they got dull and then throw them away.Professional tools are made from two
kinds of steel. The shaft is made from low-carbon steel for strength and flexibility; it is laminated
to a cutting edge of high-carbon steel for hardness and the ability to retain an edge. When
purchasing tools in a store, you can see the difference between professional tools and student
tools by inspecting the bevel of the knife edge. The professional tool will have a shiny layer of
metal for the cutting edge and a duller layer for the supporting metal.The best tools are made in
Japan and are available from McClain’s Printmaking Supplies in King City, Oregon. Hangi to are
straight-edged knives, but many other shapes are made, including V gouges, curved scoops,
and chisels, and most come in a large range of sizes. You may find the spoon-shaped tools
easier to use. The curve in the metal allows you to raise your hand higher above the block and
work with a greater freedom of motion. There is a choice of handles for most of these
instruments, including a split, two-part handle that holds the metal securely but permits the shaft



to be extended and resharpened if damaged. The split handle is best for the smallest tools.
Another choice is the long, straight wooden handle, which can be cut down to custom-fit the
hand.Chisels in small sizes are used for cutting out small areas of wood. Larger broad chisels
are used for cleaning out large areas and for making kento (register) cuts on the blocks.
Sometimes a wooden mallet is used to hit the back of the chisel in order to clear areas in
hardwood blocks.Sharpening It is possible to resharpen your old straight V gouges to the correct
angle of rake as shown in the diagram. Grind the tool to the desired angle on a coarse
Carborundum stone or on a small grinding wheel. If you use a wheel, do not overheat the tool or
you may lose the temper in the steel. Once you obtain the correct angle, sharpen each side of
the V gouge as you do a knife, making sure that the two edges meet at exactly the right angle.
This point does the cutting, and it must be precise and true for the most delicate work.Curved
gouges are very difficult to sharpen, and you need a great deal of practice and patience to
master the technique. Hold the tool as shown and slowly turn the tool between your thumb and
forefinger while keeping the same angle of tool to stone. A number of turns are required to grind
the edge evenly. The edge of the gouge should be rotated in small circles on the stone. When
the tool is held in front of a light, the edge should not be visible. If it reflects light on any one spot,
that area will need more sharpening.Japanese tools and the cuts they make, including gouges,
chisels, and a knife.RAKED “V” GOUGEThere are a number of stones, both India and
Carborundum, that have concave indentations of various curvatures for different-size gouges.
These are helpful to the beginner but scorned by old-timers, who insist that the flat stone is
sufficient and the human hand is the best instrument for controlling the tool. Lubricate the stone
with enough fine oil to float off the tiny particles of steel that eventually would clog the stone. Pike
oil, 3-in-l, or any light machine oil will work. Do not use linseed oil.Bench hooks A bench hook is
used to keep the block from moving while a gouge is being forced through the wood. You can
make a bench hook using a piece of ¼-inch plywood, Masonite, or composition board as a base.
Glue or screw two pieces of 1-inch-thick wood on each end but on opposite sides of the base.
Countersink the heads of the screws very deeply in order to prevent damage to the cutting edge
of your gouge. One edge of the bench hook fits on the front of your table and the other side
holds the block in position. It is a good idea to have several in various sizes because a small
block simply won’t work in a large bench hook.To sharpen a curved gouge, keep the bevel angle
steady. Move the gouge in small circles, rotating the shaft of the tool between your fingers.C
clamps You can clamp a large block to your table by using a carpenter’s C clamp. The pressure
of the threaded clamp will indent the block unless several layers of cardboard are added to
protect the soft surface of the wood. Clamps are not as convenient as bench hooks because
they must be loosened every time you want to move the block.Gouging jigs Another useful tool
is the gouging jig. If you are cutting a number of blocks, you may find it worthwhile to drill a
number of ½-inch holes in your table, spaced to receive ½-inch dowels that have been glued to
a strip of wood shaped as shown.The right-angled corner is essential to keep the wood from
slipping off the strip. The advantage of this method is that you can drill the holes at the angle you



prefer and shift the jig easily to accommodate small as well as large blocks.With a bench hook
holding the block in position, push the gouge with your strongest hand. Use your other hand as a
guide and restraint against the tool, to keep it from slipping out of control.This shows the corner
angle in use. It is held in place by the dowels, which fit into holes in the table.BENCH
HOOKBLOCK SUPPORT FOR TABLE holes drilled in table-topBLOCK SUPPORT FOR
TABLEIf your worktable is not heavy enough, it will slide across the floor; to prevent this, place it
against a wall or another piece of furniture. When a large amount of deep gouging is necessary,
you may want to use a small wooden mallet to help drive the gouge or chisel through the wood,
particularly if you are working in a hardwood like cherry or pear.Texturing tools An enormous
variety of things, from nails and screws to washers, bottle caps, punches, dog combs, drills,
rasps, wire screening, and sandpaper, can be hammered or tapped into the soft surface of
wood, and the indentations will print as white against the black surface of the block. Sculptors
small metal rakes with tiny teeth also produce interesting textures.Auxiliary woodcut tools: (A)
Multiple scratchboard tools (40 lines to the inch), (B) screw-thread cutting tip (makes multiple
grooves), (C) X-Acto knife, (D) pie trimmer (makes a zigzag line), (E) glass cutter, (F) pattern
wheel (makes a dotted line), (G) leather punch (for sewing seams), (H) sculptor’s rasp (makes
multiple grooves) (I) dog comb (useful for coarse multiple strokes), (J) brass brush (accentuates
grain or textures wood surface).Multiple gravers, with a certain number of lines to the inch,
ranging from 40 to 120 or more, are made for photoengravers by E. C. Lyons and E. C. Muller in
New York City. In the coarser sizes, such as 45-55-65, these tools are useful to the woodcut
artist for obtaining closely textured gray tones. They work best with the grain.Look around you for
tools or implements designed for other purposes. A dressmakers sharp-pointed wheel for
marking patterns, a little texture wheel for pastry making, and a sharp-edged pizza-cutting wheel
can all be useful tools for the woodcut. Your workshop, basement, attic, kitchen, hardware store,
or junk shop may house texture-making tools that you can use to introduce some freshness into
your work.Power tools Several types of power tools are very helpful to the woodcut artist. The
most widely available is the electric drill, which can be used with steel drill bits, wire brushes,
and other attachments. The block must be securely fastened to the table, or the force of the drill
will move it around.A vibrating tool such as the Vibro-Tool or Vibro-Graver has great potential if
handled with skill and care. It can be used with a variety of points, from carbide or diamond tips
to files and brushes. This tool is also good for intaglio work on zinc, copper, or Lucite plates. The
stroke of the vibrating point is adjustable and can therefore make many types of lines and
textures.A steel wire brush in an electric drill rapidly gives a coarse texture.Other tools for
texturing wood: (A) motorized Vibro-tool (for metal, wood, or plastic), (B) electric drill with
circular bit, (C) brass gun-cleaning brush, (D) wire brush (for electric drill), (E) wood rasp, (F)
circular drum of Carborundum.A flexible shaft hooked up to a small electric motor is a very
handy addition to an artists workshop. There are a number of bits, grinding wheels, rasps, wire
brushes, and other points that can be used with it.All these tools are simply devices for easing
the demands on the artists strength and time. They are as much a part of a printmaker’s



equipment as the pencil or the knife.ROLLERS AND BRAYERSRollers and brayers are used for
inking the surface of the block for printing. They present one of the greatest problems to the
artist attempting the relief print. You will soon find that a roller that inks one block properly will not
work well on another block. Eventually you will want to have many rollers differing in size and
hardness. Rollers are made from a number of materials, ranging from gelatin, soft and hard
rubber, plastic, leather, and linoleum, to Lucite or Plexiglas. It is important to understand the
advantages and disadvantages of each type.Hard-rubber rollers The small hard-rubber rollers
with a wooden core that are usually sold for use in printing linoleum cuts are of very little value to
the serious printmaker. Rarely even in diameter, they ink an irregular, blotchy pattern at best. The
most useful hard-rubber rollers are made of cylinder rubber stock, which is usually available in
outside diameters of 1½, 2, and 3 inches, with an inside diameter of ½ inch. Sold in lengths of 24
inches, this material can be cut with a hand hacksaw or on a power saw with a hollow-ground
blade (use a slow feed). The inside opening should be fitted with a ½-inch maple dowel cut
about ¼ inch longer than the length of the roller. The dowel can then be drilled and mounted in a
handle made from flat iron stock about ⅛ inch thick and 1 inch wide. If the iron bar stock is first
scored with a hacksaw, it will bend precisely at the proper place to fit the roller.A hard roller of
even diameter will ink the surface of a relief block without inking the shallow gouged or lowered
areas. If you want a “clean” print without a lot of gouged texture, then a hard-rubber roller is the
proper choice.Smaller rollers can be fitted with handles of stiff wire, such as the wire from coat
hangers, bent into the proper shape with two pairs of pliers. Since the most difficult part of the
roller to make is the handle, you should save any suitable handle and simply replace the roller
section. You can even buy wallpaper rollers with wooden or plastic rollers, throw away the roller
section, and cut a section of cylinder rubber with a dowel insert to fit the handle section. The
metal brackets can be bent inward to fit smaller rollers.HOW TO MAKE HARD-RUBBER
ROLLERSA rack for overhead storage of small brayers, most of them numbered for easy
identification.Soft-rubber rollers Soft-rubber rollers are available from Hunt Manufacturing
Company in Philadelphia. Called Hunt Speedball soft-rubber rollers, they come in a variety of
lengths from 1½ to 6 inches. The smaller sizes are particularly handy for small color areas.
Because the rubber composition is fairly soft, they are useful for collage prints and for inking
uneven blocks. They deposit ink on gouged areas very heavily and should be used with
discretion. The rollers are too soft for blocks that are not very deeply gouged, unless you want
lots of gouging texture to print. They are also too soft for finely cut blocks because thin lines fill in.
The small diameter of these rollers is a handicap when you ink a large area.Gelatin rollers A very
sensitive and useful brayer is made from gelatin. It gives a smooth, even distribution of ink. The
disadvantages of gelatin, however, are so numerous that it is rapidly being replaced by more
durable materials. Gelatin pits very easily, dissolves in contact with water, sags out of shape in
very warm weather, indents if left standing on a slab overnight, and is, in general, a delicate and
destructible material. It can be very expensive to have your rollers recast every year, as was the
custom in commercial printing shops.Plastic rollers Soft-plastic rollers are now being



manufactured that combine the even inking qualities of gelatin with the more durable
characteristics of hard rubber. They can be cast in an enormous variety of sizes and are the
most useful rollers in the studio. As would be expected, these rollers are also quite expensive.
Made of polyurethane or polyvinyl chloride, they will withstand an amazing amount of abuse. We
recommend them highly. Large sizes are very expensive but worth it.Dick Swift inking a large
roller with a smaller one at University of California at Long Beach. A motor turns the roller
through a belt drive.RUBBING TOOLSThe choice of tool for rubbing the back of the print to
transfer the ink to the paper can be as personal as the choice of cutting tool. We have known
artists who prefer objects that were hardly designed for printing use. These have ranged from an
ordinary wooden kitchen spoon to an electric light bulb that a Romanian artist staunchly avowed
was the best.The traditional rubbing tool of the Japanese is the baren, a flat, circular disk
backing a spiral of cord about 5½ inches in diameter covered with a sheath of bamboo. It is very
sensitive for printing water-based inks (see the section on “Japanese Woodcut Method”) but
usually does not give sufficient pressure for oil-based inks.We have found a most useful rubbing
tool to be two ordinary rectangular wooden drawer pulls glued together. One serves as the
handle and the other as the rubbing tool. The handle can be selected to fit the size of your hand.
The rubbing portion is usually a 4-inch drawer pull. Because the wood is quite raw, you need to
rub a little linseed oil into it in the beginning so that it will glide easily over the back of the print
and not tear the paper. After a few printing sessions you will find a lovely patina developing. The
flat of the knob is especially easy to use for large areas. The handle is excellent for small areas.
Some of our students have fashioned their own tools by using a jig saw and whittling a piece of
wood to the desired shape.Another excellent tool is a Japanese rice spoon made of bamboo,
which can be purchased in a Japanese novelty shop. The flat end can be used for larger areas,
the handle for smaller ones. Its great advantage is that it fits very comfortably in large and small
hands (see the discussion of hand printing on page 23).INKS AND PAPERSInks The oil-based
printer’s inks normally used for relief and etching prints are available from a large number of
manufacturer’s. They store better in tubes than in cans, making the slightly higher price for the
tubes well worth paying. Unfortunately, many colors are not available in tubes. When you must
buy cans, make it a practice to replace the circular wax-paper liner carefully, pressing it down
and leaving no air bubbles, before sealing the can with the lid. Wipe the rim clean too.Because
oil-based inks are much more flexible, they are generally preferred to water-based inks, which
dry very quickly. Water-based inks will be discussed in a later section on the Japanese method
(see page 38).Papers The papers most suitable for printing relief blocks are handmade in Japan
from the inner bark of the mulberry tree and other plants and bushes, such as the hibiscus and
the hydrangea. Almost all these papers are used unsized and not dampened.TIM ROSS
Judgement (Tarot Card 20), 1985 Woodcut and chine collæ, 8¾” × 5⅝”For very fine lines, as in
delicately cut wood engravings and relief etchings, it may be better to use machine-made
papers. Handmade papers vary in thickness and have much more surface texture than most
machine-made papers of rag content, and fine detail is somewhat harder to print on rough stock.



Many domestic papers are suitable, including Mohawk text, Strathmore all-rag book in wove
surfaces, and Strathmore bond wove. Some of the European papers are very good for fine detail
in press printing. These include Basingwerk light, Arches text wove, Maidstone, Rives light wove,
and Opaline, a parchment paper. All of these heavy or textured papers yield more detail if they
are dampened slightly. Most of the imported papers can be obtained from large art-supply stores
stocking paper or from paper importers and suppliers if you are ordering in quantity.See the
paper chart at the end of the book for further information on the characteristics of the most
useful Japanese and domestic papers.Putting the Image on the BlockPlacing an image on a
block can be done in a number of ways, using a variety of tools. The method selected will
depend on the nature of the image. If you prefer a direct approach, then a brush or felt-tip pen,
wide Speedball pen, or black compressed charcoal used freely on a color-tinted block will fulfill
your needs. If your image is complex or must be accurate in detail or proportion, it is often better
to work out the composition on paper first, then transfer the drawing to the block. The following
will give you some approaches we have found to be useful.PAINTING OR DRAWING ON THE
BLOCKMaterials:India inkPoster colors (black and white)Brushes (flat, pointed, and
Japanese)Felt-tip pens in assorted thin and thick sizesSpeedball pen nibs (no. 6 and no. 8)Black
compressed charcoalGeneral’s charcoal pencil (4B or 6B)Sharpened stick, pen holder, or brush
handle for stick drawingSpray fixativeTwo mixing tinsOil-based inks (red, blue, or gray in tubes or
cans)RagsWaterWood (½- or 1-inch clear or common pine or poplar, 15 or 18 inches wide, cut
to the desired length, or birch plywood cut to size)Wood lends itself exceptionally well to mass,
both solid and tonal, and to the use of strong line. The density of the wood and the direction of
the grain are characteristics that need to be considered in planning the image. By keeping them
in mind, you can approach the preparation in a variety of ways, depending on your esthetic
direction and your needs as an artist. If you prefer working directly on the block, you should take
special care to select wood that has an interesting grain, knot, or rough-sawn texture that can
help you evolve the image.One way to proceed is to paint directly on the wood surface with India
ink, working with verve and speed. When the ink drawing is dry, tint over the block with a diluted
oil-based ink, in a medium gray or burnt sienna, rubbed in with a rag. The tinting is done so you
can see your cut marks. An alternate method is to prepare the block with a thin coat of gray
poster color, rubbed on with a rag so that the wood does not become too wet or the pigment too
thick. You can carry the block with you as you would a sketch pad or drawing paper and paint
directly on it with a Japanese brush, pointed sable, felt-tip marker, pointed stick, wide Speedball
pen, or black chalk. Keep some of the background poster color handy for making changes. You
may prefer using two brushes, one with black for indicating positive forms and one with gray or
sienna for making corrections.Using compressed charcoal or a 4B or 6B Generals charcoal
pencil allows a similar freedom in drawing on the block. The compressed charcoal works
especially well because when it is rubbed flat across the wood it shows up the grain in a manner
closely related to how the grain looks after printing. Fix the drawing before cutting so that it will
not smudge.Painting directly on the block with India ink and a brush is a good way to keep the



image fresh and strong.When the ink drawing is dry, tint the entire block with a dilute mixture of
printer’s ink. Rub red, gray, blue, or some color of intermediate tonal value over the drawing. Pour
some solvent on a rag and thin the ink enough to tint the surface.We have used this direct
method of painting or drawing with our students, who have taken their blocks outdoors to draw
the landscape. It can also be used in the studio to work from a model or still life. The results are
most often free and spontaneous. Remember that, when printed, your image will be
reversed.CUTTING DIRECTLY INTO THE BLOCKMaterials:Black printing inkIndia
inkRagsMixing tinWaterWhite chalkWood (½- or 1-inch clear or common pine or poplar, 15 or 18
inches wide, cut to desired length, or birch plywood cut to size)Another method, related to the
one just discussed, is cutting directly into the block without a previously prepared sketch. This is
most successful when the artist has a clear mental concept of the image. The very act of cutting
becomes an important part of the development of the image on the block. The physical motion
itself can help achieve a certain freedom in the final work.The block should be blackened with a
rag dampened with India ink that has been diluted with a little water or rubbed with oil-based
printing ink thinned with paint thinner. Be sure it is a thin coat, and let it dry thoroughly before
cutting. Blackening the block allows your cut marks to be seen.ANTONIO FRASCONI Los
Desaparecidos X, 1988 Woodcut, 29½″ × 41½″ Courtesy Terry Dintenfass Gallery, New
YorkOne of our students produced some impressive prints in this manner by using a discarded
birch plywood door. He blackened his block with India ink and, with only a rudimentary
positioning of forms with white chalk, proceeded to cut large expressionistic, figurative images
with gouges and knives. The beginning woodcut artist, however, must not assume that a large
block or gouge and an expressionistic image will necessarily produce a free or spontaneous
print.PHOTOCOPY TRANSFER METHODMaterials:Photocopy of drawing to sizeLacquer
thinnerWide, soft brushWood (½- or 1-inch clear common pine or poplar, 15 or 18 inches wide,
cut to desired length, or birch plywood cut to size)The fastest and most accurate way to put an
image on the surface of a woodblock is to transfer a photocopy of a drawing or photo directly to
the block. There are electrostatic photocopying machines that have the capacity to take 42-inch-
wide material up to any reasonable length, such as 6 or 8 feet. The transfer agent is lacquer
thinner (toluol compound) or lighter fluid, which you apply to the block with a wide, soft brush
such as a Japanese hake brush made of sheep hair. Because the solvent evaporates rapidly,
you should place the photocopy face down on the block with no delay. Then rub it with a
burnisher on the back to transfer the image to the block. If the drawing is not too large, it can also
be transferred through an etching press with considerable pressure. If it is large, it may need
fluid application section by section. If a press is used, the wood must be plywood or un warped
plank wood.It is desirable, when transferring a large photocopy, to tape one side to the block
first. Then lift the photocopy and, with a 5-inch-wide hake brush, put the lacquer thinner on
stroke by stroke, burnishing after each stroke. This will give a clean, precise rendering of the
image on the block surface.To make a photocopy transfer, tape the photocopy to the block on
one edge only so that it can be lifted out of the way. Apply lacquer thinner with a wide brush to



the top edge of the woodblock as shown.Reposition the photocopy against the block and rub the
back with a wooden burnisher, such as a Japanese rice spoon. Do this before the lacquer
thinner has a chance to evaporate.Lift the photocopy and add another brushstroke of lacquer
thinner to the block adjacent to the already-transferred image.Continue stroke by stroke until the
entire image is transferred.You can transfer images to mat board or cardboard plates in the
same manner. The quality of the transfer is very high, if done properly. This procedure can save
time, particularly if complex images must be transferred.CHARCOAL OFFSET DRAWING AND
TRACING-PAPER TRANSFER METHODSMaterials:6B compressed-charcoal pencilMedium H
pencilThin tracing paper of very transparent qualityCarbon paperMasking tapeSpray
fixativeJapanese rice spoon or wooden drawer knobWood (½- or 1-inch clear or common pine
or poplar, 15 or 18 inches wide, cut to desired length, or birch plywood cut to size)Charcoal
offset drawing In this method you prepare the drawing on tracing paper with a compressed-
charcoal pencil, keeping in mind the need for strong lines and no smudging. After completing the
drawing, you place it face down and tape it to the block. The block should be tinted beforehand
with burnt sienna or gray poster color or printing ink diluted in paint thinner so that the cut marks
can easily be seen. Carefully rub the back of the tracing with a rice spoon or drawer knob, using
strong pressure (see page 20). The dense black compressed-charcoal pencil will transfer itself
quickly to the block with excellent readability. The same result should occur if you run the block
and tracing paper through an etching press with strong pressure. When a press is used, the
wood should be plywood or unwarped plank wood. A good spray of fixative will keep the drawing
from smudging, and cutting can begin.Because the drawing is reversed when it is placed on the
block, the finished print will look like the original drawing on the tracing paper. There will not be a
mirror image such as you get when painting or cutting the drawing directly on the block.A very
quick transferring procedure uses a drawing made with soft pencil or charcoal pencil. Do not fix
the drawing. Turn it over, face down, on the block and tape it in position. Rub the back of the
tracing with a spoon or a wooden drawer pull.The pencil drawing has now been placed on the
block. When the block is cut and printed, everything will be “flopped” back into its original
position in the drawing—a great advantage of this method. Lettering is easy to do by this
method.Another way to transfer a drawing is the carbon-paper technique. Tape a tracing of your
shapes to the block. Slip carbon paper (typewriter carbon is fine) under the tracing and trace the
drawing to transfer it to the block. Use a soft pencil; a pencil that is too hard will indent the wood,
and those indentations will print as thin white lines.Tracing-paper transfer This method can be
used if a drawing has already been prepared on paper or illustration board in a manner that
relates well to the simplicity of line and mass of the woodcut, with a brush, for instance, or a
Speed-ball pen and ink or a felt-tip pen. Make a tracing with a 6B compressed-charcoal pencil,
drawing every line and mass with the sharpened charcoal pencil. After completing the drawing,
place it face down and tape it to the pretinted block, then rub with a rice spoon, drawer knob, or
your fingernail. You can run it through an etching press with considerable pressure if you use
plywood or unwarped plank wood.A variation on this method is the carbon-paper technique. You



make a linear tracing of the prepared drawing with a medium-soft pencil, then place the tracing
face down on the block with a piece of carbon paper between, as described in the discussion of
the offset method of preparing the image. Then you trace the drawing with a medium pencil so
that the carbon paper deposits the image with sufficient strength on the block. Be careful not to
trace with too much pressure because the wood indents easily. This method is the least
satisfactory because an additional step is required to use the carbon paper and because tracing
the linear image of a drawing is alien to the concept of the woodcut.Still another transfer method,
used by the Japanese traditionalists, is described in the section on the Japanese method (see
page 40).Steven Sorman using a mallet and chisel on plywood for his screen From Away (shown
on page 216) at Tyler Graphics, November 1987. Photo: Marabeth Cohen.Cutting the
WoodblockA good way to start to familiarize yourself with cutting tools is to prepare a series of
small blocks without planned images. With these blocks you can explore the many cutting and
textural possibilities inherent in the tools. By freeing yourself of imagery and finding out what the
tools can do in your hand, you can develop a basic cutting vocabulary and also understand the
vast potential for tonality through textures. Then you can print these experimental blocks to
create a guide for future cutting.Cutting methods, of course, vary in relation to the development
of an idea. With images as varied and personal as they are in contemporary expression, any
fixed rules become meaningless. Generally, however, it is a good idea to cut in the direction of
the flow of the form, and one sure caution is to avoid overcutting and to undercut wherever
possible. It is easy to become carried away with the physical movement of cutting and forget that
each cut will appear as a nonprinted area. That is why undercutting and proofing are so
important. Developing a block through proofing is as important as cutting the block. If you pull
frequent proofs at various stages and work on them with white paint to see how new areas will
evolve or use black paint to remove overcut areas or to change imagery, you can develop a freer
concept. Do not hesitate to sacrifice the drawn image on the block to constant proofing. The
image can easily be reindicated, and it is far more time-consuming to have to correct an overcut
block.EDVARD MUNCH The Kiss, 1902 Color woodcut, 18⅜″ × 18 5/16″ The Museum of
Modern Art, New York Gift of Mrs. John D. Rockefeller, Jr.Another caution is to try to keep a
certain consistency in the scale of cutting. Again, this applies to certain imagery and not to
others. In an abstract image, for instance, the scale of cutting does not need to be consistent,
but in a landscape or figurative image, the scale, the weight of cutting, and therefore the sizes of
the gouges or cuts are very important. Develop spatial relationships by varying the weight of
your lines and tonalities.Areas of tone or grays in a black-and-white print can be achieved in a
variety of ways. In his early woodcuts Dürer never relied on texture or wood grain but only on line.
He developed form and tonality in his woodcuts just as he did in his pen drawings. Today’s
expression in the woodcut is comparatively free. Line can, of course, express tone and form, but
so can the great variety of textures that are possible with the many cutting and textural tools.
Wood grain can play an extremely important role in the development of an image. Sometimes it
has been used as almost the total image, as in Munch’s The Kiss. Often it is the rich combination



of grain, line, black mass, and texture that fulfills the wide potential of the wood.DEVELOPING
THE GRAINThere are many methods for bringing out the grain of wood. For an image expressed
almost totally through the grain, you need careful control. One method is to hold the blade of a
woodcut knife perpendicular to the block and lightly scrape the straight edge against the grain.
Sometimes thinly scoring with your knife around the area where you want to bring up the grain
can help you keep within the form.Brass brush, flat knife, and sandpaper emphasize granular
structure to extent shown.Where less control is necessary, a wire brush like an ordinary suede
brush or a copper gun-bore cleaner can be rubbed with the grain. Sandpaper in varying degrees
of roughness can also be rubbed with the grain, as can pumice. If you want a rough texture, you
can use a power-driven metal brush.Whatever the method, the scraping, rubbing, or sanding
wears away the softer particles of wood between the harder growth layers, forcing the grain to
become more prominent.PROOFING THE WOODCUTPulling an impression of the cutting, no
matter how rudimentary it may be, is an important aspect in developing the woodcut. You can
make proofs without using ink at all. One useful method is to rub the raised cut surface
thoroughly with a large stick of graphite. Place a piece of thin proofing paper over the area and
rub with a suitable rubbing tool. You should get a clean, sharp, readable impression of the
developing block. You can easily make changes right on the proof with white and black poster
color if you first spray the graphite impression with some fixative. The graphite method is useful
for small areas when the block is in its very early stages. (When cutting is more advanced, ink is
recommended.) You can readily remove the graphite from the block by rubbing with a rag
sprinkled with a small amount of paint thinner. Another proofing method is to place paper over an
uninked block and then rub the back of the paper with a stick of graphite to produce the image
(see page 22).You can also roll the block with a light, even coat of black ink and pull a proof. A
useful method is to pull two proofs if you are going to make extensive corrections with black and
white poster color on the proof. One proof is for making the changes, and the other shows what
exists on the block so you can find the areas to be corrected.It is possible to take a quick “proof”
of a cut block by rubbing a piece of paper positioned on top with lithographic crayon or
pastel.Using proofing to develop and change the block greatly reduces the hazard of overcutting
and enables the artist to realize the potential of the wood in a clearer, faster way. The greatest
surprise for the beginner invariably comes after the block has been lovingly cut, becoming a
thing of beauty in itself, a bas relief, where every cut seems to have meaning because of the
texture of the wood and the play of light on the relief surface. Then with the first proof comes the
unhappy revelation: none of these nuances is evident! There is just a flat relation of white line
and mass against black. The whites are usually cut too heavily, too deeply, and too much.To
clean the block without dirtying the recessions on the block, use only a dry rag to clean away the
ink. If this is insufficient for proper cleaning, then dampen the rag with just a few drops of paint
thinner.Unfortunately, this kind of preliminary proofing can be done only once or twice because
the residue of ink tends to fill in the fine cutting and delicate textures, making it harder but not
impossible to see old cut marks. A good cleaning can be accomplished with a sufficient amount



of solvent to remove almost all of the ink on the block, so that subsequent proofs and the final
prints will retain all the grain and detail that were in the original cutting.CORRECTING ERRORS
IN WOODBLOCKSIt is painstaking, but not impossible, to correct mistakes in wood, and great
care should be taken not to overcut your blocks or damage areas that should print. However,
certain things can be done to repair small damages and bruises. These methods have distinct
practical value and will save many a damaged block.Plastic Wood, gesso, and modeling paste
The easiest and fastest way to repair broken lines, overcut textures, and general overcutting is to
fill the damaged area with fresh Plastic Wood, applied in as many layers as necessary to fill the
holes. Use tubed Plastic Wood and replace the cap immediately because it dries out quickly.
Apply it in small amounts with a little trowel like a painting knife. Do not make any layer more than
⅛ inch thick, and allow each one to dry. Because a clean base is essential for Plastic Wood to
stick properly, it is best to apply it before inking the block. However, most errors or the need to
make changes are not discovered until after a proof is pulled. In that case, clean the block well
with solvent, especially in the recessions, and dry it thoroughly with a clean rag. It often helps to
roughen the surface to be repaired by scraping with a knife. This will help the Plastic Wood bind
to the block. The final layer should be slightly higher than the level of the block, but not
excessively high or it will be too time-consuming to sand back to level. Sand the high spots with
fine sandpaper wrapped around as small a rectangular block as possible. Sand with the grain
only, keeping the pressure even and working carefully in order not to damage surrounding
areas.Plastic wood can be used to fill cut or gouged areas in a woodcut to correct mistakes. Let
it dry thoroughly; then sand it to the level of the block.Plastic Wood will not withstand rough
treatment and may fall out if the area has been improperly prepared. Press printing also tends to
pick out loose areas of Plastic Wood. For extensive areas on long editions it may be better to
plug the block or cut a new block. It is relatively easy to use Plastic Wood to fix spots that have
not been too thoroughly gouged out. If a section has been completely ruined by excessive
cutting and extends over a large area, it may be preferable to try the next method—
planing.Small errors can also be corrected by applying acrylic gesso or modeling paste in much
the same way as Plastic Wood. If a small chip is accidentally cut away, you can glue it back
immediately with a little carpenter’s glue.Planing When the offending section extends to the
edge of the block, it may be better to plane the whole section down to fresh wood. This is radical
surgery indeed, and will work in only some cases. Plane with the grain and go deep enough to
expose enough good wood for proper recutting. When you have finished planing, sand the entire
area with fine sandpaper to even out the plane marks. A block treated in this way can be printed
only by hand rubbing and will never print properly on a press.REPAIR OF BROKEN LINES IN
WOODCUTPLUGGING A WOODCUTPlugging When a line or two has broken and the block
must be printed for a long edition, the best repair method is plugging. Cut a wedge-shaped piece
of wood several inches long to use as a plug, then cut a deep, tapered groove in the block
through the line that is broken, removing all the wood to be replaced. Hammer the wedge into
the tapered cut until it is forced in very tight. Cut off the excess with a hacksaw, sand down to the



level of the block, and recut the line. The wedge will fit so tightly that it need not be glued. If you
need to repair a larger area than a wedge will cover, you can cut a block shaped to fit a deep
incision in your block. The depth of the incision should be more than ¼ inch, and the sides
should be cut vertically. The new wood must be glued in position with Elmer’s or carpenter’s
glue, sanded level, and then recut to gain the desired effect. The bottom of the incision should
be level enough for the glue to hold the repair block in place.It is possible to drill circular holes
with a bit and then glue in pieces of wooden dowel to fit the drilled holes. This method does not
make a good joint and can only be used for small, isolated repairs.Printing the Woodcut by
HandThe printing of the woodblock is almost as important as the cutting. Without a doubt,
sensitive printing through careful inking and rubbing can reveal all the nuances of line and
tonality that may be inherent in a block. Heavy inking and heavy rubbing with an improper tool
can make a sensitively cut block look crude.There are a few steps that should be carefully
followed to produce good prints. First, it is important to set up for printing. The cutting table
should be thoroughly cleaned with a dust brush to clear away all wood chips. The block should
be brushed off with a soft wire brush to remove every tiny chip of wood, which could be picked
up by the roller and redeposited onto the block. When little chips become lodged between the
paper and the block, they produce tears in the paper during rubbing and ruin the print. All tools
used in the cutting process should be put aside. Only the block, a tube of black printing ink, a
palette knife, a slab for rolling, a good roller, one or two rubbing tools, and enough precut paper
should appear on the worktable.The choice of roller and ink depends on the intricacy of the
cutting. If the block is finely cut with considerable detail and tonality, a hard roller and stiff ink are
needed. If the cutting is in loose, large forms, a softer roller and thinner ink can be used.Squeeze
a moderate amount of ink onto the inking slab. Pick up some ink on the roller and roll it out on the
slab in horizontal and vertical movements. Be sure the ink is distributed evenly on both the roller
and the slab. When there is a thin, even layer on the roller, begin to deposit the ink on the block
in a variety of horizontal, vertical, and diagonal movements in order to distribute the ink evenly.
This process can be repeated three or four times from slab to block until there is an even, tacky,
moderate deposit of ink on the block. Avoid too much ink. Overinking will fill in thin lines and
produce a too thick, uneven deposit on the paper.The brayer or roller should spread the ink
evenly over the surface. Good ink distribution is vital to a clear impression.Ink the block
thoroughly. Move the roller in many directions, building up the ink gradually. Too much ink will fill
the fine textures and delicate cutting.Place the paper in position, using a register frame if you
want consistent margins. (The register frame is optional for one-color prints but essential for
color registration.)A Japanese rice spoon, made of bamboo, is the rubbing tool. The flat side
covers large areas quickly. Use the edge for the greatest pressure and the strongest
impression.The printing instrument is two wooden drawer pulls glued together. Use good
pressure for clean printing.When the block is properly rolled up, place the paper carefully on it,
leaving even margins, and rub lightly with the palm of your hand to smooth out the paper and
adhere it to the block. Then rub the paper with your rubbing tool using moderate to heavy



pressure. (When rice paper is used, a good precaution against tearing the fragile paper is to
place a piece of tracing paper between the rubbing tool and the paper.) Rub in small, even
strokes from the center outward, applying consistent pressure, rather than in long, broad strokes
that are more difficult to control. Hold the paper down with your free hand. Pick up a corner of the
print, being careful not to disturb the register, and check the quality of the printing every now and
then. If the paper is medium to thin in weight, some of the image will show through on the back,
which will often indicate that there is proper pressure and a proper amount of ink. If the block has
been inked too lightly, sometimes it can be carefully reinked if the paper is picked up in small
areas at a time, the adhered area held down with the other hand, and the rerolling done without
disturbing the register.A tonal quality can be achieved through printing, and tones can be made
to vary in the same print. If one area in a print is planned as a black and another as a gray, rub
the black area heavily with the rubbing tool and rub the gray area lightly with just the fingers.
Even more controlled grays can be achieved by inking lightly in some areas and more heavily in
others and again using a combination of fingers and the rubbing tool for printing.Press
PrintingThe sensitive control that you get when you print by hand rubbing the back of the paper
is exclusive to this method. However, if you need a large edition or want to print the block
together with type, you may want to plan the block for printing in a press. There are several types
of presses that you can use.Check the printing by lifting the corners after you have printed the
major part of the block. You can replace the paper in position and reprint any light areas. You
may need to hold the rest of the sheet with one hand to prevent slipping.If you want to vary the
tonality, use only the pressure of your fingers on certain areas.The finger-printed section is much
lighter than the spoon-rubbed areas.CLARE ROMANO Bridge in the City, 1955 Black-and-white
woodcut, 22¼″ × 11″ Whitney Museum of American ArtRELIEF PRINTING ON AN ETCHING
PRESSThe most commonly available press is the typical etching press, with a bed that passes
between two steel rollers. If it has an upper roller that can be adjusted to 1 inch or more above
the bed, you can easily print a woodcut on this type of press. The inking is done with hand
brayers or rollers. More than one color can be rolled onto the block if the areas to be inked are
separated enough to avoid overlapping.The block need not be perfectly level for printing on an
etching press. Slight cupping or curling presents no problem because the contact area between
the steel printing roller and the inked block is a thin line about ¼ inch wide. This contact allows
the block, even though warped, to print evenly if it is placed on the press so that the grain runs
parallel to the length of the press roller. Use newsprint or other absorbent paper, like a blotter, to
keep the blanket clean. Normally one blanket is plenty; the pressure may be much lighter than
that used for intaglio printing because you are printing from only the surface of the
block.Smoother papers tend to print detail and texture more accurately than rough papers. If you
use thin Japanese papers such as mulberry, sekishu, or moriki, the ink may be forced through
them, soiling the blanket. Use additional newsprint to protect it as a precaution. Heavier papers
need less packing and are easier to handle.Avoid handling the inked block while it is in position
on the press bed. You can tape paper to the bed and mark the corners where the block fits. It is



easy to make little cardboard stops and tape them to the bed to indicate the precise position of
the block. The paper can also be controlled this way, making possible an even margin
throughout the edition. When you are doing color work, you can use taped cardboard stops as a
register system.HOW TO PRINT A WARPED BLOCK ON AN ETCHING PRESSAn etching
press may be used to print woodcuts if the roller can be raised high enough to accommodate the
block. The ink is applied with a brayer. Light packing is used for level blocks, with newsprint and
a blotter put under a thin blanket. The pressure is controlled by micrometer gauges.Press
printing yields longer editions than hand printing because the pressure is distributed evenly over
the entire length of the block rather than in small areas, as in hand rubbing.RELIEF PRINTING
ON THE VANDERCOOK PRESSEditions of several hundred or more in several colors are
possible on a Vandercook press. There are many models, differing in size and inking facility. The
older models are relatively inexpensive because every commercial printer used to have a press
of this kind for proofing typographic matter. Many models have no inking rollers; the inking is
done with brayers, and the press simply makes the impression.Some older Vandercooks have
no grippers to hold the paper, making them more difficult to use for large editions than models
with grippers. It is possible to do color register work on gripperless presses by linking enough
rubber bands to form two strings. Wrap the bands around the cylinder and fasten them with
string or paper clips. Slip the paper to be printed under these rubber bands, taking care that the
printing surface does not come in contact with the rubber bands, which can damage it. Mark the
packing sheet with pencil as a guide for the paper so you can place successive sheets in a
similar position. The register obtained by this method is not as precise as that obtained on more
recent presses.Newer presses have inking rollers attached to the printing cylinder that ink the
block in the instant after the printing drum passes over the block. Some presses have motor-
driven inking rollers that automatically distribute ink over the surface of the rollers, making them
ideal for longer editions.Lockup The block must be fixed in position on the bed of the press in
order to prevent slipping and ensure even margins. The easiest way to fix the block is to use an
automatic lockup bar, which is available in different lengths for the varying beds that Vandercook
manufactures.The cheapest lockup is made with pieces of rectangular wood, called furniture,
held in place with keys and quoins to lock up the block. Wooden furniture is inexpensive and
widely available, even secondhand, since most job printers get rid of their old furniture from time
to time. Metal furniture is better than wood, and plastic furniture is even better than metal but is
expensive and not commonly available. A great convenience if you do much press printing is to
have some magnetic metal furniture handy. You can use this material to lock the block in position
temporarily for a few proofs. It is not, however, suitable as a lockup for a large number of
impressions.To print an edition on the Vandercook 25 press, the block is locked in position using
plywood furniture and conventional quoins. The block must be level.After the block is inked, the
cylinder is run to the foot of the press and the paper is placed in position, resting on the slanted
paper support. The grippers will pull the paper through the printing cycle.When the cylinder has
returned to the head of the press, the grippers release and the printed impression may be



checked for flaws.Makeready If you use type-high (0.918 inch) wood that is quite level, you will
find good impressions easy to obtain. Slight variations in the printing surface can he remedied
by gluing thin pieces of strong tissue paper, called makeready, on the packing sheet over the
printing cylinder. Use Sphinx paste, and if the edges of the paper cause a sharp line to print,
sand the edges with fine sandpaper to smooth them. Better still, tearing the paper instead of
cutting it will usually solve the problem. It may be necessary to glue more than one layer of
makeready paper to the packing sheet to bring the printing surface to the proper height. Discard
the packing sheet when the edition is finished. Do not attempt to reclaim it for your next print
because it will be ruined by the glue.If you use wood that is less than type-high, slip a few sheets
of thin cardboard or oaktag under the block to build up the height of the block. Cut the sheets
slightly smaller than the block so they do not stick out and ruin your lockup.Wood that is warped
or curled may be too difficult to print, since makeready will not suffice to correct this handicap.
Therefore, be sure your blocks are level from the start when printing on a proof press, which is
fixed in position and cannot adjust to the rollers as an etching press can. The best source of
level blocks is from a manufacturer of backing wood for photoengravings. The blocks are usually
of cherry or poplar, both very good for woodcuts.It is possible to print from relief etchings made
from zinc or copper plates or from collage plates made from cardboard, paper, cloth, and other
materials. If these plates are to be press-printed, care must be taken to get the surface of the
plate as level as possible; otherwise, the makeready will be an enormous task. The collage
plates should be well sealed and thoroughly glued in order to withstand the suction of the inking
rollers and the pressure of the impression cylinder.Printing It is possible to get an excellent
impression on the Vandercook if the preparation of the makeready is done well and the
distribution of ink is right. Too much ink will fill in the fine texture of the block and clog the fine
lines. It is better to start with a thin film and build it up rather than put too much ink on the rollers
and then have to remove it, which also necessitates a washup of the block.To print a large sheet
of paper without slurring or blurring of the edges of the image, you may need to hold the trailing
edge of the paper tight against the cylinder as it prints.Peter Kruty adjusts the tension on a
perforated tympan sheet on his Vandercook proofing press at Solo Letterpress workshop in New
York.RELIEF PRINTING WITH THE HAND PRESSThe use of the hand press, such as the
Columbian or Albion press, has dwindled in fine printmaking. It is suitable for small blocks,
however, and some wood engravers still prefer it. The block must be inked with a brayer.
Because the edges of the block usually print darker, makeready must be done with care, the
packing built up with thin sheets of paper pasted to the packing sheet with Sphinx paste. The
makeready paper must be torn or the edges sanded so there is a gradual transition in thickness.
The block is placed in the center of the bed of the press, and when the bed is rolled in and out
for alternate inking and printing, care must be taken not to cause bumping or jogging, which can
loosen the block and cause slurring or blurred prints.The pressure exerted by one of these old
platens is considerable and can easily damage a block if it is excessive. Therefore the pressure
should be built up gradually by increasing the number of pieces of paper or cardboard under the



block to raise it to proper printing level. Pressure can also be increased by adding to the packing
sheets placed under the tympan sheet, which covers the printing cylinder. A tiny speck of lint or
sand can cause pitting or denting of the block in any press, including cylinder and platen
presses, and great care must be taken to keep the inking slab and roller clean.A bookbinding
press can be used to print small woodcuts if the edition is limited. The pressure is usually good,
but the amount of manipulation is quite time-consuming. Hand rubbing is faster.PRINTING
FROM A LOW RELIEF SURFACEIt is possible to print from a surface where the relief is too low
to use normal methods, such as an underbitten relief etching. Since inking the plate directly with
a roller would almost certainly contact the lower areas, ink a piece of heavy oaktag paper
instead. (Or use a piece of heavy acetate or vinyl, which cleans easily and can be reused.) Then
place the inked surface on and facing the plate, put a piece of mat board or smooth cardboard
on top of that, and run it through the etching press with reduced pressure. Only the raised areas
will receive the ink. It is possible to use this process without the press by burnishing or spooning
the back of the oaktag carefully and firmly. This will ink the plate, which you can then print onto
your paper either by spooning or by using the etching press. William Blake’s relief etchings were
very shallow and were printed by a similar method.COLOR WOODCUTSColor should be used
in a relief print to develop a visual idea and express form. It should not be used merely as
decoration or as a “tint” on a black-and-white print. The artist who understands and exploits the
great potential of color can create a relief print of highly expressive power.The woodcut block
itself has a quality that makes colors take on vibrancy and intensity. It is easy to cut separate
blocks for each color and to print them in register to achieve a final impression of many colors in
one image. It is also possible to use a single block to print all the colors in a work. This method,
known as the reduction or subtractive method, was the one used so eloquently by Picasso in his
linoleum color prints.Developing the ImageThe procedures an artist uses in the color relief print
are extremely personal, dictated by his or her own esthetic direction. One of the attractions of
the color woodcut is its potential for printing transparent colors over each other to create a third
color. With this possibility in mind, you can work with a limited palette and still achieve multiple
colors and exploit the intrinsic nature of the color woodcut.KEY BLOCKSome artists cut a key
block containing most or all of the dominant design elements. It is proofed in a single color after
being cut, and the proofs used as trials for color relationships. The artist can paint directly on the
proofs, using poster color, watercolor, or ink, to develop the image through color and then follow
these sketches for cutting the other blocks. The drawback of the key-block method occurs when
too much emphasis is placed on the first block and the succeeding colors become only
incidental to the design rather than essential to it. The Japanese Ukiyo-e artists used a key block
with the major elements in black line and successive color blocks for the areas of mass and
pattern.COLOR ON BLOCKYou can also develop a color sketch directly on a block, painting the
image with poster or tempera paint that is thinned to keep the wood grain from filling with color.
After completing the design, make a careful tracing of it as a record, then cut the most important
color on the block. This first block serves as a master that can be proofed in register onto



successive blocks. The tracing you have made will enable you to cut the shapes of the next
colors. The drawback of this method is that you destroy your color sketch when you cut the first
block.DAVID SALLE Portrait with Scissors and Nightclub, 1987 Color woodblock print, 24¾″ ×
30″ Courtesy Crown Point Press, New York and San FranciscoRICHARD BOSMAN The Wave,
1987 10-color woodcut (cut by the artist), 30″ × 38″ Courtesy Experimental Workshop, San
FranciscoHowever, it eliminates one transfer and keeps the first block vigorous and fresh, which
is a very positive factor.SEPARATE COLOR SKETCHThe most complete control is obtained
when a carefully worked-out color drawing is completed on a separate sheet. This is an excellent
means for those who must have a completely realized solution before they start. The sketch
should be made in a medium that can reflect the transparencies possible in color overprinting.
Watercolor is good, colored inks are better, and poster color or tempera is suitable if used
properly.If you use poster colors for your sketch, it is a good idea to visualize the additional
colors that will be created as colors print over one another. You can do this by premixing the
colors for the sketch. As an example, you may decide to make a three-color woodcut in red,
yellow, and blue. Because poster colors are opaque, it is a good idea to place the three base
colors in small dishes. Then premix as closely as possible the four colors you would achieve by
overprinting and place them in small dishes. Yellow and red in overprinting will create orange;
yellow and blue will overprint as green; red and blue will overprint as purple; and red, yellow, and
blue will yield a brown. Use this palette of seven colors to paint your sketch as freely as you wish,
and you can achieve a good approximation of what you will realize in the finished print. If the
white of the paper is considered as a color in the sketch, eight colors could result in the final
print. The sequence of printing and whether you print wet over wet or wet over dry, as discussed
later in the chapter, will determine the intensities and dominance of the colors.Pastels can be
used in a similar fashion, as can colored pencils. Both are excellent for small-scale work if used
on tracing paper or transparent vellum. Colors can be applied over one another in a single
drawing to approximate the quality of overprinted inks. Felt pens using dyes are excellent,
although they tend to fade after a few months. You can even use colored paper to make a
collage sketch as a guide for a color relief print, again by selecting and extending the number of
colors with overprinting in mind.Whichever medium you choose, you will have to make a tracing
of the first key color. The completed sketch can serve as the master guide for all the blocks to be
cut. The results from this method are not likely to be as fresh and spontaneous as from other,
more direct approaches. However, the increase in control of color relationships has certain
advantages for those artists who desire complex color statements. The choice of method is
really determined by each artist’s personal direction.Color Register MethodsThere are many
ways to achieve accurate registration of colors. The choice will depend on your imagery and the
kind of control you wish to exercise. If your approach is loose, a freer system such as the
reduction method might be best. If your concept depends on great accuracy, the multiple block
system may be best. Study each procedure in relation to your needs or your sketch.MULTIPLE
BLOCKS AND REGISTER FRAMEAfter completing your color sketch, select the first block to be



cut. It may not be the color you will print first, but it should be the color that displays the largest
percentage of image so that subsequent color blocks can be registered and cut in relation to it.
After it is cut, you will need to place this first image on each successive block in proper register,
or juxtaposition, so that each color area will print in the correct relation to it.A register frame is
easy to construct. On a base of ¼-inch plywood, Presdwood, or composition board, nail or glue
two pieces of 1-by-2-inch wood as shown. These pieces are at right angles to each other and
hold the block in place. If you use cardboard, linoleum, or other thin blocks, you can construct
the frame from thin stripping, making sure it approximates the thickness of the block you are
printing. Along the edges of the frame, nail or glue two strips of thin ⅛-by-1-inch wood stripping
to serve as a paper guide. Take care to leave an open corner when you fasten the stripping so
that your thumb can comfortably adjust the paper. Wooden 12-inch rulers make excellent paper
guides.REGISTER FRAMEInk the first block fairly heavily and place it in the frame. Slide the
block against the long edge of the frame until it touches the other, perpendicular edge. Make
sure that the long side of the block is firmly fitted in the frame. This position must be duplicated
every time the block is printed. If the block is square, both sides will fit securely, but it is more
likely that the block will be slightly out of square, with one side fitting solidly and the other side
touching at one point only. When the block is in position, tape a piece of tracing paper to the
edge of the frame.OFFSETTING ONTO SUCCESSIVE BLOCKSTracing paper is preferred for
offsetting the cut image onto uncut blocks because it is not absorbent and will hold a great deal
of ink on its surface. Let the tracing paper drop down over the well-inked first block. Rub your
hand over the back of the paper to hold it firmly. Then rub the back of the tracing paper with a
rubbing tool to obtain a heavy deposit of ink on the paper. It is essential to have an amply inked
image because it must suffice for offsetting onto additional uncut blocks.Lift up the tracing paper
with the imprint of the block on it, being careful not to remove the paper from the frame. Slip out
the block that has just been printed. Turn the block over to its uncut side and slip it back into the
register frame carefully in the same position. (Both sides of the block can be used.)Drop the
tracing paper onto the block. Rub it with your hand to adhere it and then use a rubbing tool to
achieve a strong image on the uncut block. Lift up the tracing paper again, remove the block,
and slip in the next uncut block. Repeat the process until the first cut image has been
successfully transferred, in position, onto each uncut block.When printing color blocks, always
place the block, using the block guides, into the register frame in the same way for each printing
to achieve a consistent register.Let the offset images dry on the uncut color blocks. Wash off the
ink from the first cut block with odorless paint thinner so that the pores of the wood do not
become clogged. After the offset images are dry, you can indicate the second color in chalk or
trace it on the block from a drawing. Care must be taken to make the image of the second color
slightly larger so that the colors will overlap and no gaps of white paper will appear between
forms. This technique, called trapping, requires an overlap of 1/16 inch or so.After cutting the
second color block, you repeat the offset transfer, placing the image on tracing paper and then
on the third and succeeding blocks that are to be cut. This time, instead of using a dark ink, use



a light red or green ink so that the image from the second block can be seen clearly in relation to
the first one.The key to using this method effectively is to avoid cutting any of the blocks
completely. The composition can then develop organically, and changes can easily be made
after first proofing. When printing an edition from the register frame, trim the paper in advance to
have two straight sides at right angles to each other. These sides fit into the paper guides on the
frame and must always be placed in the same manner, from block to block, in order to maintain
color registration. The best way to hold the paper is by diagonally opposite corners, which gives
you the most control. Slide the paper along the long edge of the paper guide until it hits the short
side. Then lower the paper onto the inked block and print it by rubbing. Once the ink has
adhered the paper to the block, the block can be moved out of the guides for the printing
process. Inking should also be done with the block away from the frame edges in order to keep
the frame clean and to help keep paper margins clean. If the registration is a tight one, you may
want to tape the paper in position on the register frame and move only the blocks in and out of
the frame.To transfer a design cut into a block to another block in order to achieve color register,
ink the block, then place it in the register frame. Put a piece of nonabsorbent paper (tracing or
bond paper) in position with masking tape. Rub the paper with the spoon to print the inked
design.Now turn the block over or place a new, uncut block in the register frame, leaving the
taped tracing paper in position.Transfer the wet ink from the tracing paper to the uncut block by
rubbing with the spoon. The tape will keep the paper in the correct position.The design has been
transferred, in register, to the new block. This will enable you to see exactly where the first block
will fall in relation to the new block.JAPANESE REGISTER METHODThe Japanese register
method requires blocks somewhat larger than the printed area because the register guides are
cut into each block. The white margin around the print is established by the register guides.
Small right-angled key stops are cut into one corner and one side of the block. They do not have
to be cut very deeply, as they must hold only the edge of the paper; about three times the
thickness of the paper is enough (see drawing for details). The paper is fitted into the stops each
time an impression is to be pulled. The stops are cut into each block in succession, as the
blocks are cut. The previously cut block is transferred to the uncut blocks either by the Japanese
method of gluing the key proof to each block (see page 40) or by the Western method of
offsetting a proof inked on tracing paper onto the next blocks. Because the Japanese register
method restricts the size of the margins, most Western printmakers do not use it.PIN
REGISTERAn adequate method for registering small prints employs two long needles. Common
pins are usually too short for any but tiny prints. After cutting the first block, take a heavily inked
proof on strong, tough paper. While the paper is still on the block, punch two needles through
the paper into the block. The holes must be close to the outer edge of the paper and far enough
apart to ensure adequate control. Remove the needles, then the inked proof, and place the
proof, image down, on the next block. Transfer the image by rubbing the back, and punch holes
into the new block through the same holes in the paper. Now cut the second block, and continue
this process until all the blocks are cut. The pinholes in the paper are usually easy to burnish



closed when the print is dry.JAPANESE REGISTER METHODJohn Hutcheson and Jim
Lefkowitz register Frank Stella’s La penna di hu by center marks on each side of the sheet at
Tyler Graphics. Photo: Marabeth Cohen.The needle method has great disadvantages: only small
editions can be printed before the process becomes too tedious, and large prints are too difficult
to handle. Also, during printing you may need help to keep the paper taut and away from the
inked surface until the needles find the holes in the wood.SMALL BLOCKS OR PIECESYou may
need to register a small block or found object in a certain position on a color print. If the block is
of thin material, such as cardboard, engraving metal, cloth, or the like, it can simply be glued to a
base block of plywood, Masonite, or chipboard. If the block is of thicker material, such as ⅞-inch
wood or ¾-inch plywood, or cannot easily be glued in place, you can make a base board out of
heavy paper or cardboard. Cut this material to the size of the key block or the size of the print.
Mark the position of the small block on the base board so that you can return the block to the
correct position each time it is inked.When you are printing from very thick material such as
rough-sawn planks or log sections, machine parts, and the like, you have to make a special jig or
frame to hold these pieces in place.REGISTER FOR THICK RELIEF-PRINT OBJECTSJIGSAW
METHODAn interesting method of making a color print from one block should be mentioned
because it eliminates register problems yet enables the artist to use multiple colors. This
approach was used by Edvard Munch, the gifted Norwegian Expressionist painter and
printmaker, whose bold and symbolic use of color in prints was unique for his time. Although he
would employ four or five colors in one print, he often printed them from one block that was
sawed into separate pieces, very much like a jigsaw puzzle. After separately inking each piece,
he would fit the elements together again and print the complete image quite easily with one
rubbing.Two Beings was printed from one block carefully sawn into two separate pieces. The
two simple elements, the couple and ground and the sky, were cut along the edges of their
forms. A thin dividing line appears in the print where a slight space occurs between the forms.
This line becomes an integral part of the design and seems to preview the white separating lines
that appear so frequently in contemporary intaglio plates that are cut into separate pieces, inked,
and reassembled in printing. Mat board or cardboard can also produce this effect if it is cut into
segments, inked separately, then reassembled into correct position for printing. Of course, the
surface of the mat board should be sealed with lacquer, shellac, or polymer gesso before
inking.Antonio Frasconi places small blocks on a marked cardboard sheet in order to control
their register for a color print. It is not necessary to cut the same size blocks for each
color.PETER PAONEThe Garden, 1989 Reduction linocut, 20″ × 26″ Courtesy of the
artistREDUCTION METHODThe reduction method is best described by its name. One block is
reduced in stages to a multicolored print. It is an interesting and creative procedure for the
experienced artist, but the uninitiated should prepare a careful sketch to help clarify the
sequential cutting of areas.The first color is sometimes printed from the whole block. Sometimes
a minimal amount of the block is removed to designate the first color. The number of the edition
must be determined before printing the first color, as there is no possibility of reprinting. After



printing the first color, remove all the ink from the block, indicate the second color on the block,
and cut away all the unwanted wood. Ink the block with the second color and print it over the first
color. Repeat the cutting and inking until a satisfactory image develops. With this method the
area of the block is reduced with each cutting, and therefore the larger areas of color must be
cut first. The final block, of necessity, contains only a small percentage of the area of the original
block. It may be necessary to allow the first color to half dry or dry completely before the second
color is printed. This will depend on the colors chosen and how much the second color is
absorbed into the first color.Picasso completed a fine series of vibrant color linocuts between
1958 and 1963 that are reduction prints. They are interesting to study in preparation for using
this method.Inks for Color PrintingThe chemistry involved in the production of today’s printing ink
is so complex that a new profession has evolved, that of ink chemist or engineer. Some
manufacturers go to great lengths to keep their formulas secret, but the technology has become
so sophisticated that the artist and printmaker can purchase fine-quality inks. It is suggested that
you buy ink from a well-established commercial firm and conduct a few simple tests of the
permanence of some key colors. You will probably find that the great majority of colors are
relatively permanent and a small number fade quite rapidly and are unsuitable for use.In general,
the earth colors—the ochres, umbers, and siennas—are usually permanent. The cadmiums—
yellow, orange, and red—are also permanent in most cases. The addition of black, white,
transparent extender, and the phthalo blues and greens makes a fairly complete
palette.FRANCES MYERS Exotic Dangers, 1987 Color woodcut, 44″ × 32″ Courtesy of the
artistThe colors that tend to fade are the reds, magentas, purples, and certain blues. The
pigments used in the manufacture of the inks are responsible for the fading in almost every
instance. Usually, manufacturers do not specify which pigment has been used in the
composition of an ink, making it difficult to predict which color is not permanent. When in doubt,
roll a thin film of ink onto a few white mat cards. Place one in the sun, one in a shady spot, and
file another away inside a book or cabinet. After a month or two you will see the amount of fading
in each case. Very few colors will pass the sun test without some fading, but all should pass the
shade test. Use the best pigments you can get. We have used good-quality etching ink that is
adaptable for relief prints, etching, and collagraphs.Because printmakers have a prime interest
in the permanence of their colors, they must take proper care to guarantee that all their inks are
stable. Many artists mix their own colors by adding a good-quality oil paint (one without
excessive filler, binder, or extender) to a transparent white ink extender in order to get the proper
viscosity. Oil paint directly from the tube, although made of high-quality ground pigments, rarely
has enough stickiness to roll out properly for inking a relief print. The amount of transparent
extender (basically a varnish) will vary according to the viscosity required. In any case, add only
the minimum extender needed to achieve good rolling quality. A small amount of dry magnesium
can be added to the color to make it stiffer.It is more useful to purchase opaque than transparent
inks and mix them with transparent white, which is not a white pigment but a transparent varnish
of tannish color that does not alter the intensity of other colors. Mixing allows you to control the



amount of transparency and to add transparency to any color you choose. The primary colors,
called process colors by ink manufacturers, can produce a wide range of hues and, used with
black and white, can extend your palette to a very wide spectrum. However, such colors as
emerald green and intense magenta or purple may have to be purchased specially in order to
get the maximum brilliance and intensity.Unless you use up ink rapidly, you should buy it in tube
form. Many makers provide a good range of colors in large tubes (about 1 inch in diameter and 7
inches long). Although tube ink is slightly more expensive per pound than ink in cans, it is much
more convenient to use. We have some tubes of ink that are twenty years old and still in good
condition. Replace the caps carefully after cleaning them with a rag or palette knife.If you do use
canned ink, wipe the rims and lids and replace the circular wax paper by smoothing it over the
surface of the ink, eliminating any air bubbles. When ink skins over, the top must be scraped off
and discarded. Even a small piece of dried ink skin can be an annoyance when printing. To
retard drying out, you can cut a circle of heavy vinyl by tracing the bottom of the can for size and
tap it firmly on the ink surface. There are also spray cans of sealers for cans of ink, which are
available from ink manufacturers and are useful in preventing drying out. A thin film is sprayed
over the ink surface.Color PrintingSensitive printing is a vital step in the completion of the
colored image. A thorough knowledge of overprinting and color sequencing enables the
printmaker to exploit color with variation and inventiveness.Transparencies can be used in
overprinting to achieve a wide color range with just a few colors. Adding transparent white does
not appreciably alter the color quality of the inks; up to 80 percent can be added to an ink to
achieve the desired transparency. The transparent white should be added on the mixing slab
and mixed well with a palette knife. The amount of transparency is determined by the color. A
lemon yellow or bright orange needs little or no transparency because of the natural
transparency of the color itself.You will find that it is much easier to roll up a block with color inks
because they have a softer consistency. Less ink is required on the block and less rubbing in
printing. If delicate cutting is to be printed, you may find it desirable to add some powdered
magnesium to the ink in order to stiffen it. Experiment with different inks to find which are best
suited for your work.Generally speaking, dark colors are printed first and light ones last in order
to achieve the most effect from overprinting with transparent inks. However, there are times
when a dark or black block is a key block and it is necessary for the image to print it last.John
Hutcheson and Jim Lefkowitz use small brayers with different colors to ink La penna di hu by
Frank Stella at Tyler Graphics.The quality of a color print can be greatly changed if the sequence
in printing is reversed. Experiment to find the various possibilities that exist through sequential
printing. You can also use colored papers for a wide range of effects. Japanese moriki paper
comes in a fine range of colors. Light colors can be printed over black and off-black papers.
High-key colored papers and subtle colors can all be used with very surprising results.WET
AND DRY PRINTINGDifferent qualities in the print can be achieved by printing wet on wet or wet
on dry. Usually when transparency is used, the colors are printed wet over dry or semidry inks.
Sometimes when two colors are close in value, even with some transparency added to the



second color, they must be printed wet on wet for the best transparency results. It is difficult to
make firm suggestions because so much depends on color values. Experimentation with the
blocks is of prime importance; the best results come after a few possibilities are
tried.ACHIEVING TEXTUREOne of the important reasons for selecting the woodcut as a means
for color printing is that it is possible to achieve textural variations and surfaces that are
unattainable in other print media. Interesting color variations can be produced by overprinting a
combination of a smooth block and a textured block or two textured blocks. Flecks of pure color
will appear in whatever pattern the textures make, sometimes creating illusions of the formation
of a third color much the way colors are formed in pointillist or optical painting.PRINTING TWO
COLORS ON A BLOCKThere are other possibilities in the printing and the planning of color
blocks. Two or three colors can easily be printed on one block if the colors are in isolated areas.
Small rollers can be used very successfully to ink these areas. There are some small Hunt
rollers that come in sizes from 1 ½ to 6 inches. There are also smaller rollers 1 inch in length and
½ inch in diameter. All these rollers are quite soft and very good for nondetailed work. If a harder
roller is desired, it is best to make your own. Check for sources and methods in the section on
rollers (page 14).RAINBOW ROLLColors may be merged or blended on a roller and the blend
transferred to the block to print as graded tones. Place the colors on the inking slab, one after
the other, with a palette knife. Take a roller large enough to encompass all the colors and work it
back and forth over the slab with a minimum of side movement. The colors will merge together
and blend as the side-to-side motion is increased.CAROL SUMMERS Rainbow Glacier, 1970
Color woodcut, 36½″ × 37″ Courtesy Associated American Artists GalleryFor a graded or
rainbow roll, the colored ink is placed on the inking slab with a palette knife. Then a roller large
enough to cover the entire surface of the block is rolled over the patches of ink.Continuous
rolling in one direction will level out the ink film on the slab and on the roller. Some blending may
be accomplished by a slight sideways shifting of the roller on the slab to merge adjoining
colors.Once the roller is properly and evenly charged with the blended colors, the block can be
inked.When this procedure is done on a motorized press, the blending continues until eventually
the colors are so thoroughly merged that they become a single tone.SOLVENT TECHNIQUEThe
artist Carol Summers has developed a unique method of color printing from separate blocks that
is worth mentioning. Summers works with large, simple, stylized or abstracted forms, very often
of landscape or architecture. He cuts his blocks fairly deeply, usually of ¼-inch plywood. After
cutting the blocks, he places an uninked block in a register frame, lays a piece of woodcut paper
down on it, and rolls a thin film of oil-based ink right on the back of the paper with small rollers.
He inks separate blocks in registration in this manner, essentially inking and printing in one
operation. When all the blocks are printed and the ink is still wet, Summers sprays the whole
print with a thin film of odorless paint thinner, using a garden mister or a Pre-val spray bottle. The
colors run together slightly, giving a watercolor effect to the printed image. This spraying method
can be used only with adequate exhaust ventilation or outdoors.Sometimes Summers combines
the traditional method of rolling ink on the block with rolling ink on the paper. At times he prints



on the back of the print so that the image is diffused. The results are very handsome and quite
similar to rubbings.When the film of ink is even and blended, the roller is passed over the block.
The rainbow of colors has now been transferred to the raised surfaces.Japanese Woodcut
MethodGiven the rich history of Ukiyo-e, it is important to describe some of the basic methods
the Japanese used so eloquently in their prints. The Japanese approach to printing the color
woodcut is vastly different from our contemporary approach, which uses the wood grain as an
important element and relates the printing to overprinting colors. In Ukiyo-e the use of water-
based inks and the application and blending of watercolor washes directly on the blocks
resulted in amazing watercolor qualities and impressions that seem to us more like monotypes.
However, the application was so skilled that the printers were actually able to repeat the
complicated wash effects and make consistent multiple editions.The traditional approach of
Japanese artists to the use of their materials is quite ritualistic. Although mastering the manual
skill demanded of Ukiyo-e artisans is an impossibility in our culture, adapting some of the
methods is very possible for the contemporary artist. With this in mind, we will give some
rudimentary information on materials and procedure.MATERIALS AND TOOLSBasic woodcut
tools (page 9)Wood (cherry, poplar)Cutting knifeV gougeC gouges (2 sizes)Small chiselsLarge
chiselsWhetstones for sharpening toolsBaren for rubbingAnimal glue in stick formAlum (3 to 4
ounces)Library paste or rice pastePigmentBrushes (large and small horsehair) for applying
colorBrush for sizing (called a dosabake)Sumi inkGeneral equipment for stacking Paper, boards
for cutting, bowlsWood Cherry or yamazakura wood (a species of wild cherry) was almost the
only kind of wood used by the traditional Ukiyo-e artists. A very hard wood, cherry is difficult to
cut but was necessary for the fine lines and great detail so prevalent in Ukiyo-e prints, as well as
for the large editions that were common.Traditional Ukiyo-e blocks were always cut with the
grain, and a regular grain was preferred. Selecting the wood was a very important aspect of
preparing the block. The wood was most often cut from the central portion of a tree, between the
heart and the bark. The blocks were allowed to season for a few years to make them quite dry,
an important quality because the blocks needed to absorb some of the water-based pigments
during printing.Contemporary Japanese artists are very likely to use any wood that relates to
what they wish to say. Bass plywood, one of the woods most commonly used, is inexpensive
and easy to cut and comes in large sizes. Its unobtrusive grain also makes it desirable. American
plywoods such as birch and fir are available and can be successfully used. Birch plywood in ¼-
inch and ½-inch thicknesses, imported from Finland by Stewart Industries, is ideally suited for
the woodcut in general and for the Japanese method in particular and is quite inexpensive. In
addition to plywood, boards of pine, poplar, or fir can be used.Whetstones Tools are sharpened
on whetstones, called toishi, which are made of sedimentary natural stone or a ceramic material.
The ones of natural stone have a tendency to form uneven ruts from the sharpening process,
although ruts can be prevented by moving the tool around the stone. Ceramic whetstones are
available in a molded shape that aids in the sharpening of curves and angles, and small
slipstones are made especially to remove burrs from the inside of V gouges or curved scoops.



Whetstones are available in three surfaces: fine (shiageto), medium (chudo), and coarse (arato).
The fine stone will keep edges sharp during normal cutting if used regularly. The coarse stone
will remove nicks or bruises from the knife and is reserved for drastic changes in the angle or
deep sharpening.You should soak a whetstone in water, not oil, for a few minutes before using it.
When you start to sharpen, a creamy paste will form that helps the cutting action. Keep the angle
of the knife constant or you will round the cutting edge. Remove the burr from the tip by lightly
grinding the top side of the knife with a few strokes. You can protect the cutting edges of your
tools by keeping them in a canvas roll or carrier (to ire bukuro) or in a storage box.Mallet, chisels,
and gouges used by Ansei Uchima in cutting his blocks (frequently made of birch
plywood).Baren The baren is the pressing and rubbing tool used for printing. An ingenious,
simple tool, it is beautifully designed for use on porous Japanese paper. It consists of flat, coiled
strands of cord, strips of bamboo sheath, and a backing disk. The backing disk holds the coil of
cord. About 5 ½ inches in diameter, it is made of many layers of Japanese paper that are molded
on a form, covered with silk tissue, and lacquered. The bamboo sheath is used as a covering
and as a rubbing surface on one side and is twisted into a secure handle on the other side.The
baren comes in different weights depending on the thickness of the cord. The thicker the cord,
the stronger the pressure it can exert in printing. Only a few traditional printer-artisans can make
a proper baren, but all Japanese artists cover their own. The inside of the baren lasts for years
and can be recoiled. The bamboo sheath covering must be replaced often because of the
constant rubbing. For the Western artist who is not ready to cover or make a baren, adequate
ones are available in some art-supply stores, such as McClain’s Printmaking Supplies in King
City, Oregon. A professional baren can cost hundreds of dollars, but several inexpensive grades
are available. You can also buy the parts of a baren and put it together yourself, following the
directions that come with it.Pigments At the core, the difference between the Japanese method
and the Western method of printmaking is the use of water-based pigments by the Japanese
and oil-based inks by Western artists. Water-based pigments are usually mixed with rice paste,
which acts as a binder. It can be purchased in tubes or it can be prepared from rice flour and
water.You should experiment with a variety of water-soluble paints before deciding which will
best express your image. You an purchase powdered paint from several suppliers and mix it with
water to make a paste. By experimenting on paper, you will find, for example, quite a difference
in printing quality between sumi black, watercolor black, gouache black, and poster black. Sumi
ink is more of a dye and really penetrates the paper. Watercolor is a bit more uneven but
penetrates the paper too. Gouache penetrates less but prints strongly, and its colors are of
excellent quality and not fugitive. Poster color can print unevenly, with some of the color
penetrating and some lying on the surface. Library paste can be added as a binder to all these
pigments.ANDO HIROSHIGE Maisaka on the Tokaido Road Color woodcut, 13½″ × 8¾″
Collection of the authorsAny good quality brand of tempera or watercolor, such as Winsor &
Newton or Grumbacher, will work well.Brushes In Japanese printmaking, brushes instead of
rollers are used for applying pigment to the block, as well as for blending and grading color. Two



sizes are used, one for applying pigment over large areas and one for small areas. The brushes
are made of horsehair and wood or bamboo. Most Japanese artists soften the hairs of their
brushes by rubbing them against a piece of sharkskin with a little water for a half hour or longer
to soften the ends and split the hair tips.Two barens, the one on the right with a split in its
bamboo sheath cover, which will be replaced.Here the baren is taken apart. On the left is the
cover that is to be replaced, at the top center the coil bamboo card, and at the bottom center the
backing paper that gives the baren its circular shape. The piece of bamboo sheath on the right
will be shaped and trimmed to form a new cover for the baren.Paper The choice of paper is in
many ways more important in the Japanese method than in the Western method. The degree of
absorbency is important to the kind of effect desired in the image. Absorbency is affected by the
strength of the sizing used on the paper. Hosho, torinoko, and masa papers are all readily
available in this country and produce good results. They are absorbent, yet strong, and allow the
printer to rub extensively without tearing. Because they are so tough, they also seem immune to
shrinkage and expansion, a very useful characteristic in the Japanese method.Presized paper is
available with one or both sides sized from Nelson Whitehead, Aiko, or direct from Japan. Kizuki-
bosho, the paper used by Ansei Uchima, is sized on both sides and is made by a Tokyo
manufacturer whose family has been making paper for seven generations.These large
watercolor brushes (called enogu-bake) are used by Ansei Uchima for putting the color on the
block.The ends of the hairs on the brushes are split and softened by rubbing them against a
piece of sharkskin nailed to a board.These wide flat brushes, called mizubake, are used for
applying water or sizing to the sheets of paper.SIZING PAPERThe artist who wishes to exploit
the sensitivity of pigments to different kinds of sizing should have some knowledge of sizing
techniques. Sizing, or dosa, is prepared by boiling dry animal glue in water and adding alum
after the glue has dissolved. The relative amounts should be:1 gallon water8 ounces glue
(animal glue in stick form)3 to 4 ounces alumPreparation To prepare the mixture:1 Place the
water in a pan or double boiler large enough to accommodate the dipping of the 10-inch long
brush that is used for applying the sizing.2 Break the stick glue into pieces and place them in the
water.3 When the glue has softened a bit, place the pan over medium heat and stir constantly
with a wooden stick or spoon. Heat slowly until the glue has melted.4 Add the alum and mix very
well.5 Strain the sizing through a double thickness of cheesecloth to filter out extraneous
particles.Application Using a broad, flat brush called a dosabake, apply the sizing while it is
hot.1 Lay the paper flat on a large drawing board or wooden tabletop2 Dip the brush in the sizing
and drag it across the paper one stroke at a time. Start at one end and work quite vigorously,
then slow the movement toward the edge to allow uniform coverage.1Relief PrintsPABLO
PICASSO Woman with a Flowered Hat, 1962 Reduction linocut, 13¾″ × 10¾″ Courtesy Reiss-
Cohen, Inc. Photo by Nathan RabinAmong the most appealing aspects of relief printmaking are
the directness and swiftness of making an image and the simplicity of the materials used in
creating it. In a relief print it is the surface of the block that yields the image; the areas that do not
print are cut away, as in a woodcut or linocut, or a positive image is created by cutting white lines



into the block, as in a wood engraving. In a collage print the relief surface is achieved by
adhering materials to a support plate. In all methods ink is rolled on the surface, paper is then
placed upon it, and this is either rubbed by hand or run through a press to produce an image. Of
all the forms of expression in printmaking, the relief print is the most ancient. Although it is not
possible to relate the rich history of the relief print in a limited space, a few highlights can help
illuminate the historical precedence for many technical procedures we use today.Origins and
Development of Relief PrintingThe history of the relief print is the history of peoples desire to
communicate information, first through symbols and later through images and the printed word.
The relief print can be traced to prehistoric origins, when early cave dwellers developed a unique
iconography in both the Western and Eastern hemispheres. The engraved and scratched lines
filled with earth colors that decorated the walls of caves were certainly a precursor to
printmaking. Incised, engraved, and carved images were an important form of human
expression. The earliest evidence of the production of impressions from carved reliefs comes
from the Sumerians, who date from 4000 B.C. Among their carved reliefs are stamping devices
that they pressed into moist clay. They also carved cylinders of lapis lazuli, alabaster, and other
materials, which could be rolled into soft clay to leave the imprint of some authoritative signature.
By stretching the imagination a bit, these imprints can be regarded as multiple prints on clay.The
Olmec Indians of Mexico, who date from 1000 to 800 B.C., baked clay tubes with relief designs
that were used to print repeat patterns, perhaps on bark or on their own bodies. However, even
the Olmecs’ use of some form of color to roll out their multiple designs did not lead to printing for
communication.The transition from clay and stone to wood for stamping seems to have occurred
in Egypt, where early examples of woodblocks used for printing textiles date to the sixth or
seventh centuries A.D. It was also at about this time that examples of printing on textiles and
paper appeared in China. The invention of paper in China as early as 107 B.C. had opened up
the possibility of multiple printing and the dissemination of images and information.EARLY
WOODCUTS IN THE EASTThe advent of paper answered the popular need to produce
rubbings from stone inscriptions of the writings of Buddha. Dampened paper could be pressed
into the inscriptions to yield an impression of the forms, or a pad of ink could be rubbed on the
surface of the paper so that raised white writing appeared on a blackened ground. We can only
guess that the logical next step was to carve the inscriptions into woodblocks, apply a water-
based ink to the surface, and pull a hand-rubbed print much as we do today.The earliest
woodblock print bearing an image appears in the 17-foot-long Diamond Sutra scroll, printed by
Wang Chieh in A.D. 868. This complex figurative image with text was discovered by a Taoist
priest when he opened a sealed cave in eastern Turkestan in 1900. Because the text and image
were cut from one block, this combination is referred to in the West as a block book. The
complex and sophisticated imagery in the Diamond Sutra suggests that the Chinese had a
much earlier history of printing from woodblocks onto paper and textiles. Color printing from
more than one block dates from the same period.Through succeeding centuries, the Chinese
produced thousands of extraordinary block books on medicine, botany, agriculture, poetry, and



literature. They printed complex block books with color plates in the seventeenth century,
including two “how-to” manuals—the Ten Bamboo Hall Painting Book, a collection of exercises
in drawing birds, fruits, and flowers, and the Mustard Seed Garden—for artists in need of
instruction and inspiration. These books were later brought to Japan, where they influenced the
development of the Ukiyo-e prints. Although the Chinese developed woodcuts of great skill and
beauty, they seem to have lost interest in the medium after a period of years, and there was little
further development of color in the Chinese woodcut.ANONYMOUSAllegory on the Meeting of
Pope Paul II and Emperor Frederick III, 1469-73 Woodcut National Gallery of Art, Washington,
D.C.EARLY WOODCUTS IN THE WESTThe woodcut in Western art appears to have evolved in
much the same way as it did in the East. It fulfilled a utilitarian need in the printing of textiles and
helped to propagate the faith through the printing of images of a devotional nature. In the
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries literacy was a rarity enjoyed only by the church hierarchy and
the ruling classes. What better method was there to inform the ignorant populace of the late
Middle Ages than to produce prints that could narrate the story of Christ, the Virgin Mary, and
the lives of the saints?Paper from the East was known in Spain in the twelfth century, but only
when it was produced in large quantities in France, Italy, and Germany in the fourteenth century
did the art of the woodcut begin to flourish.The oldest surviving European woodblock is a
fragment of a Crucifixion scene dating from the late fourteenth century. Called the Bois Protat, it
was found in a monastery in eastern France in 1899. The block is cut on both sides, but only one
side is intact enough to print. Because the complete scene measured a good 2 feet square and
paper at the time was never that large, it is thought that it once was printed on cloth for a banner
or altarpiece.In southern Germany, woodcuts began as primitive religious images. Their
directness, simplicity of line, and economy of means made them very powerful. They were
handbills for veneration, sold for pennies to pilgrims visiting holy places and to the populace on
religious feast days. Woodcuts of Christ or the Virgin Mary were often pasted inside traveling
chests or onto small altarpieces and frequently sewn into clothing to give protection from evil
forces. Many were hand-colored to add reality and make them more appealing.Although card
playing existed in the thirteenth century among the upper classes, it was not until paper came
into common use in Europe in the fourteenth century that woodcut playing cards reached the
masses. Early images depicted soldiers in Germany and an alphabet series in Italy, and in
France cards showed decorative court personages similar to those on today’s playing
cards.RELIEF PRINTS IN PRINTED BOOKSBefore printing from movable type took over in the
middle fifteenth century, block books similar to those in the Orient appeared in western Europe.
Pictures and words were cut on the same block. Outstanding block books were produced in the
Netherlands: the Apocalypse of St. John, the Art of Dying, and the Paupers Bible were copied
many times in Germany and the rest of Europe. The block-book Bible provided important models
for Master E.S. and Martin Schongauer.Although movable type had already been invented in
Korea and used by the Chinese for many centuries, it was not until the 1450s that Johannes
Gutenberg of Mainz, Germany, developed his method of printing from cast-metal type. The block



book became obsolete, as did the scribe, and a new era opened in western Europe as printing
shops sprang up to fill the demand for books and woodcut illustrations. Although the new press-
printed books could not compare with the illuminated manuscripts of the nobility, the middle
class at last had access to legible texts.The second half of the fifteenth century was also the
period when dotted metal, or criblé, prints were printed from pewter or copper. Gravers, drills,
and punches of narrow sizes and shapes were scooped or hammered into metal to create fine
lines that printed white or black when inked and printed as a relief print. This painstaking method
was popular in northern Europe but rarely pursued in Italy. The results were decorative but of
limited creative influence.RENAISSANCE MASTERS OF THE WOODCUTIt was at this time that
painters began to show an interest in making woodcuts. It is thought that in Ulm, Martin
Schongauer’s brother Ludwig drew adaptations of Martins engravings onto wood. In 1486
Erhardt Reuwich of Utrecht, the first artist to be named in print, made a spectacular panoramic
woodcut of Venice that was 5 feet long, the first folding plate in any Western book. Later
Reuwich’s blocks were adapted in the Nuremberg Chronicle, a pioneer encyclopedia of world
history.By the late fifteenth century, the great artists of northern Europe—Albrecht Dürer, Hans
Holbein the Elder, Hans Baldung Grien, and Lucas Cranach in Germany, and Lucas van Leyden
in the Netherlands—were making woodcuts of great eloquence. Dürer (1471-1528) in particular
widely influenced other artists. In addition to numerous single prints, he produced four superb
woodcut series: the Great Passion, the Small Passion, the Apocalypse, and the Life of the
Virgin.ALBRECHT DÜRER The Riders on the Four Horses (From the Apocalypse, c. 1496)
Woodcut Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York Gift of Junius S. Morgan, 1919HENDRIK
GOLTZIUS Hercules Killing Cacus, 158 Chiaroscuro woodcut in two shades of sepia and black
National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C. Rosenwald CollectionDürer himself was greatly
influenced by Italian Renaissance art, which he had encountered on his travels to Italy when he
was in his early twenties. Many of the Italian figurative woodcuts reflected the graceful
draftsmanship of Sandro Botticelli, with a thinner, more fluid line than that in northern European
woodcuts.Multiple-block color printing was done as early as 1508 by the German Jost de
Negker, with Lucas Cranach and Hans Burgkmair taking up the method soon after. Called
chiaroscuro woodcuts, these works resembled tonal drawings in that several values of one color
were printed from separate blocks, starting with the lightest tone. The Germans depended on an
outline block and added color, while the Italians, notably Ugo da Carpi, minimized the outline
and allowed the tones to produce the image in a more painterly manner. Da Carpi copied the
work of important masters and emphasized sweeping compositions, which became a popular
way of working for centuries.It is worth noting that Titian (c. 1488-1576) engaged craftsmen to
cut his images. His Pharaoh’s Army Submerged in the Red Sea (1549) is a spectacular work cut
by Domenico dalle Greche but probably drawn on the block by Titian. Cut on twelve blocks, it is
truly a mural, 4 feet high by 7 feet wide. An interesting inscription on the print reads, “This paper
tapestry was drawn by Titian’s immortal hand.”THE DEVELOPMENT OF WOOD
ENGRAVINGAs interest in the intaglio techniques of etching and engraving became more



widespread, woodcuts by major artists began to diminish. Because etching and engraving
permitted finer detail, they seemed to eclipse the woodcut—at least until 1780, when Thomas
Bewick (1750-1828), an Englishman, developed a method of engraving into hard blocks made
of boxwood. On this smooth, hard surface, he produced clean, fine white lines with incredible
detail that did not break down in printing. When these boxwood blocks were carefully inked and
locked up in a press, thousands of sharp impressions were possible. The method revolutionized
the use of illustrations for newspapers, periodicals, books, and advertisements. Soon craftsmen
adopted this new method to mass-produce popular paintings, which an eager middle class
snapped up, but little imaginative creative work ensued.UKIYO-E AND ITS INFLUENCE ON
WESTERN ARTWhile Western artists had turned away from the woodcut by the seventeenth
century, truly elegant woodcuts called Ukiyo-e, or “pictures of the transient world of everyday
life,” were created in eighteenth-century Edo, now Tokyo. These prints reflected on the pleasures
of life: the world of fashion and beauty, the theater, and erotic, joyous sexual encounters. The
origins of Ukiyo-e may have been in the superb little Chinese manuals on how to paint that we
mentioned earlier. And according to A. Hyatt Mayor in his Prints and People, color printing may
have come to the Orient from Europe in 1549, when Saint Francis Xavier arrived in Japan,
possibly bringing chiaroscuro woodcuts with him. No matter what the origins, the multicolor
prints of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Japan present us with an eloquent concept of color
in the woodcut.Both chiaroscuro and Ukiyo-e prints used multiple blocks, but the Japanese
method differed in using water-based color and dampened rice paper for printing. Such major
artists as Utamaro, Sharaku, Harunobu, Hokusai, and Hiroshige made prints of great refinement
that also appealed to the poorer classes and the uneducated. Like the medieval woodcuts of
northern Europe, Ukiyo-e had little monetary value attached to them. Selling for a few yen, they
were bought by travelers as souvenirs and posted in homes.There are many tales of Ukiyo-e
prints first arriving in Paris in the nineteenth century as packing material for art objects. However,
as early as 1775 a Swedish naturalist, Carl Peter Thunberg, spent considerable time in
Nagasaki assembling a collection of Ukiyo-e. Dutch sea captains in the early 1800s formed
extensive collections that were known in Paris. In 1860 the British magazine Once a Week
contained articles about traveling in Japan illustrated with some of Hiroshige’s landscapes. By
1862 a Japanese curio shop opened in Paris and sold many of the Ukiyo-e prints. When the
Paris Exposition Universelle exhibited a large quantity of Ukiyo-e in 1867, the Paris art world
became profoundly aware of the art form.ERHARDT REUWICH View of Venice, 1486 (From
Sanctae Peregrinationes by Bernhard von Breydenbach) Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York
Rogers Fund, 1919Right:TOYOKAWA YOSHIKUNI Nakamura Shikan II as Sawai Matagoro,
1829 Color woodcut, 14¾″ × 97/8″ Collection of the authorsBelow:THOMAS BEWICK Wood
engraving, 1¾″ × 2⅝″ (shown actual size) Collection of the authorsPAUL GAUGUIN Nave Nave
Fenua (Delightful Land) (From the Noa Noa Suite, 1894-95) Woodcut, 14″ × 8″ National Gallery
of Art, Washington, D.C. Rosenwald CollectionPAUL GAUGUIN Mahana Atua (Feast of the
Gods) Woodcut (top) and woodcut block (bottom) National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.



Rosenwald CollectionFollowing this exhibition, many Western artists began to incorporate the
concepts of Ukiyo-e into their work. Although the art was declining in intensity and quality in
Japan, it had great impact on the avant-garde in Paris. Paul Gauguin, Vincent van Gogh, Mary
Cassatt, Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, James Abbott McNeill Whistler, Edgar Degas, Edouard
Manet, and Camille Pissarro were all influenced by the asymmetrical compositions, strong
designs, and stylized forms of Ukiyo-e. They admired and frequently emulated the Japanese use
of flat color, pattern, and line as intrinsic compositional elements.The influence of the Japanese
print was felt not only in Western painting but also in printmaking. The woodcuts of Paul Gauguin
(1848-1903) show a strong Japanese influence. Although the artist conceived his blocks in black
and white, he was interested in the use of color. He experimented with printing a block in black,
then reinking it in another color, usually brown, and printing it slightly off-register. He added
brilliant color to some prints with stenciling or hand coloring. Gauguin’s innovative approach to
the woodcut influenced the woodcuts of the Norwegian artist Edvard Munch (1863-1944), who
explored color printing even further and made the actual wood grain an important element in his
work. Munch sometimes used separate blocks for each color; other times he used one block cut
into separate color areas, inked separately, and reassembled for printing with one rubbing.
These are powerful prints, in which color and form are synonymous.GERMAN EXPRESSIONIST
WOODCUTSIn Germany a revival of the woodcut occurred in 1905, when Die Brücke (“The
Bridge”), a group of artists in Dresden, turned to the woodcut as an ideal medium for their
vigorous expressionism. In their desire to create a new art form and to counteract the romantic
classicism of the entrenched academicians, they turned to the simplicity and directness of
medieval woodcuts and tribal art for inspiration.The initial group was led by Erich Heckel and
Karl Schmidt-Rottluff and included Ernst Ludwig Kirchner, Emil Nolde, Max Pechstein, and Otto
Müller. Käthe Kollwitz and Ernst Barlach, though not part of the group, were influenced by their
esthetic direction.The renewed interest in the woodcut was also a strong part of the Blaue Reiter
(“Blue Rider”) movement initiated by Wassily Kandinsky and Franz Marc in 1911. Other
important artists in the group were Paul Klee, Lyonel Feininger, and Alexei Jawlensky.ERNST L.
KIRCHNER Alpine Shepherd, 1917 Woodcut Brooklyn Museum Lent by Paul J. Sachs, Courtesy
Fogg MuseumMEXICAN POLITICAL AND SOCIAL PRINTSIn the Western hemisphere, José
Guadalupe Posada (1852-1913), a self-taught Indian, was a most influential originator of a
powerful graphic movement that used the print for political and religious imagery. The Mexican
Revolution of 1910-20 and political, social, and religious issues were sources for his lurid humor
of throat cutting, firing squads, and All Souls’ Day highjinks. His metal cuts and relief etchings
were printed for a few pesos, much as medieval woodcuts had been disseminated centuries
earlier. Posada’s simple, biting images had a significant influence on Diego Rivera, José
Clemente Orozco, and David Alfaro Siqueiros.CONTEMPORARY RELIEF PRINTSIn the United
States, the Works Progress Administration in the 1930s helped to revive interest in the print in
general, with gifted artists such as Louis Schanker, Stuart Davis, and Milton Avery taking a new
interest in its potential. However, it was only after the Second World War that a greater focus on



the woodcut could be seen in the work of Leonard Baskin, Antonio Frasconi, and Adja
Junkers.MAX BECKMANN Group Portrait at the Eden Bar Woodcut National Gallery of Art,
Washington, D.C. Rosenwald CollectionEMIL NOLDE Dr. P. (Profile), 1911 Woodcut Brooklyn
Museum Gift of Mrs. Margarete SchultzIn the late 1940s and 1950s, interest in the use of color in
the relief print increased. Carol Summers, Seong Moy, Clare Romano, Edmund Casarella, and
John Ross in the United States, and Michael Rothenstein in England, were early
experimenters.In France, Pablo Picasso (1881-1973) was responsible for another major
innovation in the 1950s. Using one block for multicolor linocuts, he was probably the first person
to devise a reduction method: cutting and printing each color from one block until only the last
color portion remains on the block. This eliminated the need for a separate block for each color
and ensured more accurate registration (see also the discussion of the reduction method on
page 33).The flexibility of the cardboard relief print, the collage print, and the mixed-media print,
along with inventive ways of inking with small rollers, has expanded the use of color. The Op and
Pop images of the 1960s and 1970s loosened conceptual ideas about color and helped to break
down old taboos about color in the print.A new wave of interest in the woodcut and the relief
print in general has slowly surfaced since the 1970s. This interest is buoyed by the vast
multimedia facilities of print publisher workshops. Artists working in these shops have access to
power tools, varied materials, and expert advice from first-class assistants and printers; they can
combine media and work on an almost unlimited scale. In addition, some Western artists and
publishers, such as Crown Point Press, have had Japanese cutters and printers translate drawn
or printed images into woodcut prints using traditional Japanese techniques. These Japanese
craftsmen can capture with consummate skill highly subtle variations in the sketch or
drawing.Jim Dine, Helen Frankenthaler, Frank Stella, Alex Katz, and Philip Pearlstein have all
explored these possibilities in their work. The new focus on expressionism among younger
American, German, and Italian artists has also produced some striking relief prints. With its
simplicity and directness, the relief print will no doubt continue to be an important medium for the
future.FRANK STELLA La penna di hu (black and white), 1988 Relief, etching, aquatint, on
white TGL handmade paper, 77½″ × 58¾″ Printed and published by Tyler Graphics Ltd.
Copyright © Frank Stella/ Tyler Graphics Ltd. 1988 Photo: Steven Sloman 1988LEONARD
BASKIN Death of the Laureate, 1959 Wood engraving, 11½″ diameter Collection of Ben
SackheimWOODCUTSThe woodcut is one of the most widely known and used forms of relief
print. In a woodcut it is the raised surface containing the positive image that is printed. The
background area, or negative space, is carved away, creating the white, or nonprinting, areas.
As with other relief prints, ink is applied with a roller to the raised surface, paper placed on it, and
the image transferred by rubbing the back of the paper or by running the block and paper
through a press.Materials and Tools for WoodcutsWood (pine, poplar, birch, pear,
cherry)Woodcut knifeGouges (small C gouge, raked V gouge)Roller (4- or 5-inch Hunt
Speedball soft rubber)Glass or Formica slab for rolling inkPrinting ink (letterpress, etching, or
litho)Paper (mulberry, moriki, hosho, masa, and the like)Sharpening stone (India, Carborundum,



or Arkansas)3-in-1 oil or light machine oilPlastic Wood for small corrections (tubes are
easiest)Texturing tools (rasps, screws, punches, and the like)Wooden spoon (Japanese rice
spoon or square wooden drawer pull)Palette knives for mixing inkSandpaper (fine, medium,
rough)Brass wire brush (suede brush to bring up wood grain)General art supplies, including
pencils, charcoal, tracing paper, India ink, rags, assorted brushes (from no. 3 pointed sabeline to
¾-inch flat ox hair), black and white poster color, erasers, vinyl work glovesWOODBecause
many kinds of wood can be used in making woodcuts, you can choose one that best suits the
image you are cutting. Even old, worn, discarded boards are usable. Some artists save old
boxwood, charred and burned pieces of wood, knotty or rough-sawn logs, and other wood that
may yield interesting textures and shapes. With the correct procedure, you can make any piece
of wood yield a good print.Pine The most commonly available wood suitable for the woodcut
technique is pine. Soft and easily bruised, it requires very sharp tools to be cut cross grain. Clear
pine costs about twice as much as common pine but is free of knots. You can buy pine boards in
widths up to 18 inches and occasionally 24 inches, but for larger sizes you must join the boards
by gluing the edges, which requires special clamps. Because of pine’s softness, lines that are
too thin become rounded or bruised during printing; therefore, it is not a suitable wood for fine
black line work. To harden the surface and make cutting easier, you can coat the wood with a
thin layer of shellac and sand it when dry. Thin the shellac with 50 percent alcohol to help it
penetrate. To prevent warping, you can oil the wood. Linseed oil is acceptable, but it should be
applied well in advance of cutting to give the wood time to dry.Poplar A medium-soft wood that
has good cutting characteristics and even grain and is not brittle is sold in many lumberyards as
whitewood, or poplar; it is used extensively in inexpensive furniture. Poplar is slightly harder than
pine and therefore can hold a little more detail. Not long ago it was possible to buy poplar blocks
planed to type-high thickness (0.918 inch) from engraving-block manufacturer’s. With the
decline of letterpress printing, however, these suppliers have almost vanished, and it is rare to
find anyone who makes this type of block today.Cherry and pear woods These hard, dense fruit
woods are suitable for very fine lines and long printing. Cherry blocks were, and still are, used by
Japanese cutters in the Ukiyo-e tradition because of their resistance to splitting, their even grain,
and their ability to withstand printing pressure and abrasion. Cherry also was used extensively to
make backings for photoengraved plates and is still available from the American Printing
Equipment Supply Company in Long Island City, New York. Pear wood, which is similar to cherry
in its characteristics, is available in Europe but is a specialty wood in the United States.JACOB
LANDAU Funhouse, 1961 Woodcut, 16½″ × 12⅛″ Courtesy of the artistJOSEPH RAFFAEL
Matthew’s Lily, 1984 Color woodcut, 32″ × 37½″ Courtesy Pace Gallery, New YorkBirch plywood
The even grain of birch makes it an excellent surface for plywood. Available in most
lumberyards, birch plywood is more useful than the more common fir plywood because of its
even texture and lack of wild grain patterns. It is excellent for large blocks because it can be
bought in sheets 4 feet by 8 feet.Other domestic woods Maple is so hard and dense that it is
difficult to cut, but it yields extremely fine detail when properly worked. Walnut also is very hard



and dense enough to hold fine, even lines. Oak, although hard, is stubborn and has a
characteristic open pore texture that is disturbing. Mahogany is soft, very brittle, and has an
open, pecky pore surface that is monotonous. Spruce and hemlock are soft, brittle, and mushy
but can be used for color areas and knotty textures. Cedar is too brittle to cut well, and fir and
redwood, also brittle, flake off and chip when cut. In some places it may be possible to obtain
pine or gum plywood, which is suitable for large areas. Basswood is soft but usable, particularly
as plywood.Imported woods A variety of woods from Japan are suitable for woodcuts. Shina
plywood is easy to carve, but unfortunately, large pieces are expensive to ship and so this
material is difficult to obtain. A magnolia wood called ho, although expensive, is available in
small sizes, as is katsura, or Judas wood, which is denser and can hold fine detail.Lauan, a
mahogany plywood from the Philippines, is soft and light and has some use as a block for color
areas or textures. Swedish plywood in ¼-inch thickness is sometimes available in a wood similar
to birch that is finely textured and cuts well.CUTTING TOOLS AND AIDSAlmost any object that
is harder than wood can be used to bruise or indent its surface, and the indentations will print as
white marks. A sharp nail or hard pencil will score most woods; paper clips, keys, tin cans,
screwdrivers, needles, screws, dental tools, forks, pizza cutters, and plastic swizzle sticks will
leave impressions on the receptive surface of wood. You can use any of these implements to
create textures and designs that will print by the relief process, but when you want good control
of a shape or an area, you will see why knives and gouges have been used for so many
years.Knives The knife has long been one of the primary tools of the woodcut artist; it can make
cuts that no other tool can make and is one of the most useful instruments in the woodcutter’s
kit. A knife should be made of the best-quality carbon steel, raked back from the point at about a
45-degree angle, and kept very sharp on an Arkansas stone. The edge should be sharpened so
that it is straight, not rounded, and the point should be precise and keen if any small cutting is to
be accomplished. Handles come in many different sizes and styles, so you should choose one
that is comfortable to work with and holds the knife blade very tightly so it does not twist or
wobble.A few simple techniques will help you cut properly with the knife. For broad cutting of
large masses and long shapes, hold the knife to cut at an angle of 45 to 60 degrees. It takes four
cuts with the knife to make one black line; in order to minimize the continuous turning of the
block that is necessary if you hold the knife at a constant angle, learn to make the second cut by
swinging the knife to the other side, thus releasing the cut splinter. Do not cut too deeply or you
will tire quickly and diminish the fluency and responsiveness of your line.Objects that may be
hammered or impressed into soft wood: (A) small brads, (B) leather punch with cross design,
(C) hexagonal nut, (D) washer, (E) circular chuck, (F) staples.For broad, fast cutting of large
forms, hold the knife as shown. Make the first cut at about a 45-degree angle.Turn your knife to
the opposite side. Make the second cut, again at a 45-degree angle. The sliver of wood should
curl up out of the cut.The knife is unsurpassed for the clean cutting of small shapes, where great
control and accurate joining of lines are required. The tip of the knife does the most careful work.
For this kind of cutting, hold the tool somewhat like a pencil between the thumb and forefinger,



and twist and turn it in the direction of the cut. You can use the thumb of your other hand to push
the knife into the wood, especially when your hand and arm are not strong enough to maintain
the right pressure.In addition to cutting, the knife can be used to produce linear and textural
qualities. It can be used to score the wood with very fine lines, either across the grain or with the
grain. It can be used to bring up the grain if you hold the blade perpendicular to the block and
scrape against the grain, and it can be used as a chisel to shave away the wood. Its point can be
used to develop dot tones. Some very proficient artists use the knife as their only tool for all
kinds of cutting, including cleaning out large areas of wood, but other tools such as gouges and
chisels are more efficient for this purpose.Gouges and chisels You should have several kinds of
gouges and chisels in your toolbox. The most useful gouge is the raked V gouge; when properly
sharpened, it will cut cross grain without tearing and is a joy to use. It is handy to have two or
more raked V gouges, the smaller one for detailed lines and the larger one for large areas and
coarser textures.A C gouge, indispensable for general cutting, is available in many sizes and
shapes. When the curve of the gouge is very deep, it becomes a U gouge and must be
sharpened to a razor edge to cut effectively. We met an artist in Romania who made more than a
thousand woodcuts in a thirty-year period using a small C gouge almost exclusively for the entire
image on each block. When any tool is used to this degree, the textures can become
monotonous and the forms themselves can become constricted by the limits of the tool. Certain
shapes and areas demand different tools; for sensitive work it is a good idea to keep at least
three or four varieties of gouges at hand.The depth of cut does not have to exceed ⅛ inch
except in large areas, as in this block cut by Antonio Frasconi.To cut smaller shapes and details,
hold the knife somewhat like a pencil. Push it with the thumb of your other hand.Turn the knife to
the opposite angle. When you make the second cut, a small sliver of wood should be loosened.
Inside corners are easy to cut with a sharp knife.Some of the basic woodcut tools: (A) woodcut
knives in two sizes, (B) raked V gouges (large and small), (C) small Japanese C gouge with
movable steel gouge, (D) small shallow scoop or gouge, (E) ⅜-inch C gouge, (F) unusual
rectangular gouge, (G) fish-tailed straight chisel.A small flat chisel is very good for creating soft
gray edges when you do not want the typically hard-cut edge that is so characteristic of the
woodcut knife or gouge. Antonio Frasconi makes subtle and effective use of the flat chisel, and
soft-edged effects are apparent in the prints of Gauguin.Japanese tools Japanese tools do not
differ much from the ones used in the Western method of woodcut, but we do suggest that they
be used for the Japanese method (discussed later in this chapter). The Ukiyo-e artisans were
ritualistic in their use of tools; certain ones were used only for certain kinds of cutting. The cutters
themselves were assigned to very distinct areas of work, depending on their ability. Those who
were highly skilled cut the heads and the fine lines of the features and hair. Other cutters worked
on the bodies and the pattern of drapery. Less experienced cutters worked on color blocks or
unimportant areas.Their training took as long as ten years, and only a few achieved the skill
necessary to work on the delicate faces, hair, and hands.Japanese tools range from inexpensive
student gouges and chisels to very expensive professional tools of the highest quality. Although



the cheap tools are soft and will not hold an edge, the small knives are good for detail work and
the C gouges cut well for a while. Munakata, a twentieth-century Japanese woodcut artist, would
use them until they got dull and then throw them away.Professional tools are made from two
kinds of steel. The shaft is made from low-carbon steel for strength and flexibility; it is laminated
to a cutting edge of high-carbon steel for hardness and the ability to retain an edge. When
purchasing tools in a store, you can see the difference between professional tools and student
tools by inspecting the bevel of the knife edge. The professional tool will have a shiny layer of
metal for the cutting edge and a duller layer for the supporting metal.The best tools are made in
Japan and are available from McClain’s Printmaking Supplies in King City, Oregon. Hangi to are
straight-edged knives, but many other shapes are made, including V gouges, curved scoops,
and chisels, and most come in a large range of sizes. You may find the spoon-shaped tools
easier to use. The curve in the metal allows you to raise your hand higher above the block and
work with a greater freedom of motion. There is a choice of handles for most of these
instruments, including a split, two-part handle that holds the metal securely but permits the shaft
to be extended and resharpened if damaged. The split handle is best for the smallest tools.
Another choice is the long, straight wooden handle, which can be cut down to custom-fit the
hand.Chisels in small sizes are used for cutting out small areas of wood. Larger broad chisels
are used for cleaning out large areas and for making kento (register) cuts on the blocks.
Sometimes a wooden mallet is used to hit the back of the chisel in order to clear areas in
hardwood blocks.Sharpening It is possible to resharpen your old straight V gouges to the correct
angle of rake as shown in the diagram. Grind the tool to the desired angle on a coarse
Carborundum stone or on a small grinding wheel. If you use a wheel, do not overheat the tool or
you may lose the temper in the steel. Once you obtain the correct angle, sharpen each side of
the V gouge as you do a knife, making sure that the two edges meet at exactly the right angle.
This point does the cutting, and it must be precise and true for the most delicate work.Curved
gouges are very difficult to sharpen, and you need a great deal of practice and patience to
master the technique. Hold the tool as shown and slowly turn the tool between your thumb and
forefinger while keeping the same angle of tool to stone. A number of turns are required to grind
the edge evenly. The edge of the gouge should be rotated in small circles on the stone. When
the tool is held in front of a light, the edge should not be visible. If it reflects light on any one spot,
that area will need more sharpening.Japanese tools and the cuts they make, including gouges,
chisels, and a knife.RAKED “V” GOUGEThere are a number of stones, both India and
Carborundum, that have concave indentations of various curvatures for different-size gouges.
These are helpful to the beginner but scorned by old-timers, who insist that the flat stone is
sufficient and the human hand is the best instrument for controlling the tool. Lubricate the stone
with enough fine oil to float off the tiny particles of steel that eventually would clog the stone. Pike
oil, 3-in-l, or any light machine oil will work. Do not use linseed oil.Bench hooks A bench hook is
used to keep the block from moving while a gouge is being forced through the wood. You can
make a bench hook using a piece of ¼-inch plywood, Masonite, or composition board as a base.



Glue or screw two pieces of 1-inch-thick wood on each end but on opposite sides of the base.
Countersink the heads of the screws very deeply in order to prevent damage to the cutting edge
of your gouge. One edge of the bench hook fits on the front of your table and the other side
holds the block in position. It is a good idea to have several in various sizes because a small
block simply won’t work in a large bench hook.To sharpen a curved gouge, keep the bevel angle
steady. Move the gouge in small circles, rotating the shaft of the tool between your fingers.C
clamps You can clamp a large block to your table by using a carpenter’s C clamp. The pressure
of the threaded clamp will indent the block unless several layers of cardboard are added to
protect the soft surface of the wood. Clamps are not as convenient as bench hooks because
they must be loosened every time you want to move the block.Gouging jigs Another useful tool
is the gouging jig. If you are cutting a number of blocks, you may find it worthwhile to drill a
number of ½-inch holes in your table, spaced to receive ½-inch dowels that have been glued to
a strip of wood shaped as shown.The right-angled corner is essential to keep the wood from
slipping off the strip. The advantage of this method is that you can drill the holes at the angle you
prefer and shift the jig easily to accommodate small as well as large blocks.With a bench hook
holding the block in position, push the gouge with your strongest hand. Use your other hand as a
guide and restraint against the tool, to keep it from slipping out of control.This shows the corner
angle in use. It is held in place by the dowels, which fit into holes in the table.BENCH
HOOKBLOCK SUPPORT FOR TABLE holes drilled in table-topBLOCK SUPPORT FOR
TABLEIf your worktable is not heavy enough, it will slide across the floor; to prevent this, place it
against a wall or another piece of furniture. When a large amount of deep gouging is necessary,
you may want to use a small wooden mallet to help drive the gouge or chisel through the wood,
particularly if you are working in a hardwood like cherry or pear.Texturing tools An enormous
variety of things, from nails and screws to washers, bottle caps, punches, dog combs, drills,
rasps, wire screening, and sandpaper, can be hammered or tapped into the soft surface of
wood, and the indentations will print as white against the black surface of the block. Sculptors
small metal rakes with tiny teeth also produce interesting textures.Auxiliary woodcut tools: (A)
Multiple scratchboard tools (40 lines to the inch), (B) screw-thread cutting tip (makes multiple
grooves), (C) X-Acto knife, (D) pie trimmer (makes a zigzag line), (E) glass cutter, (F) pattern
wheel (makes a dotted line), (G) leather punch (for sewing seams), (H) sculptor’s rasp (makes
multiple grooves) (I) dog comb (useful for coarse multiple strokes), (J) brass brush (accentuates
grain or textures wood surface).Multiple gravers, with a certain number of lines to the inch,
ranging from 40 to 120 or more, are made for photoengravers by E. C. Lyons and E. C. Muller in
New York City. In the coarser sizes, such as 45-55-65, these tools are useful to the woodcut
artist for obtaining closely textured gray tones. They work best with the grain.Look around you for
tools or implements designed for other purposes. A dressmakers sharp-pointed wheel for
marking patterns, a little texture wheel for pastry making, and a sharp-edged pizza-cutting wheel
can all be useful tools for the woodcut. Your workshop, basement, attic, kitchen, hardware store,
or junk shop may house texture-making tools that you can use to introduce some freshness into



your work.Power tools Several types of power tools are very helpful to the woodcut artist. The
most widely available is the electric drill, which can be used with steel drill bits, wire brushes,
and other attachments. The block must be securely fastened to the table, or the force of the drill
will move it around.A vibrating tool such as the Vibro-Tool or Vibro-Graver has great potential if
handled with skill and care. It can be used with a variety of points, from carbide or diamond tips
to files and brushes. This tool is also good for intaglio work on zinc, copper, or Lucite plates. The
stroke of the vibrating point is adjustable and can therefore make many types of lines and
textures.A steel wire brush in an electric drill rapidly gives a coarse texture.Other tools for
texturing wood: (A) motorized Vibro-tool (for metal, wood, or plastic), (B) electric drill with
circular bit, (C) brass gun-cleaning brush, (D) wire brush (for electric drill), (E) wood rasp, (F)
circular drum of Carborundum.A flexible shaft hooked up to a small electric motor is a very
handy addition to an artists workshop. There are a number of bits, grinding wheels, rasps, wire
brushes, and other points that can be used with it.All these tools are simply devices for easing
the demands on the artists strength and time. They are as much a part of a printmaker’s
equipment as the pencil or the knife.ROLLERS AND BRAYERSRollers and brayers are used for
inking the surface of the block for printing. They present one of the greatest problems to the
artist attempting the relief print. You will soon find that a roller that inks one block properly will not
work well on another block. Eventually you will want to have many rollers differing in size and
hardness. Rollers are made from a number of materials, ranging from gelatin, soft and hard
rubber, plastic, leather, and linoleum, to Lucite or Plexiglas. It is important to understand the
advantages and disadvantages of each type.Hard-rubber rollers The small hard-rubber rollers
with a wooden core that are usually sold for use in printing linoleum cuts are of very little value to
the serious printmaker. Rarely even in diameter, they ink an irregular, blotchy pattern at best. The
most useful hard-rubber rollers are made of cylinder rubber stock, which is usually available in
outside diameters of 1½, 2, and 3 inches, with an inside diameter of ½ inch. Sold in lengths of 24
inches, this material can be cut with a hand hacksaw or on a power saw with a hollow-ground
blade (use a slow feed). The inside opening should be fitted with a ½-inch maple dowel cut
about ¼ inch longer than the length of the roller. The dowel can then be drilled and mounted in a
handle made from flat iron stock about ⅛ inch thick and 1 inch wide. If the iron bar stock is first
scored with a hacksaw, it will bend precisely at the proper place to fit the roller.A hard roller of
even diameter will ink the surface of a relief block without inking the shallow gouged or lowered
areas. If you want a “clean” print without a lot of gouged texture, then a hard-rubber roller is the
proper choice.Smaller rollers can be fitted with handles of stiff wire, such as the wire from coat
hangers, bent into the proper shape with two pairs of pliers. Since the most difficult part of the
roller to make is the handle, you should save any suitable handle and simply replace the roller
section. You can even buy wallpaper rollers with wooden or plastic rollers, throw away the roller
section, and cut a section of cylinder rubber with a dowel insert to fit the handle section. The
metal brackets can be bent inward to fit smaller rollers.HOW TO MAKE HARD-RUBBER
ROLLERSA rack for overhead storage of small brayers, most of them numbered for easy



identification.Soft-rubber rollers Soft-rubber rollers are available from Hunt Manufacturing
Company in Philadelphia. Called Hunt Speedball soft-rubber rollers, they come in a variety of
lengths from 1½ to 6 inches. The smaller sizes are particularly handy for small color areas.
Because the rubber composition is fairly soft, they are useful for collage prints and for inking
uneven blocks. They deposit ink on gouged areas very heavily and should be used with
discretion. The rollers are too soft for blocks that are not very deeply gouged, unless you want
lots of gouging texture to print. They are also too soft for finely cut blocks because thin lines fill in.
The small diameter of these rollers is a handicap when you ink a large area.Gelatin rollers A very
sensitive and useful brayer is made from gelatin. It gives a smooth, even distribution of ink. The
disadvantages of gelatin, however, are so numerous that it is rapidly being replaced by more
durable materials. Gelatin pits very easily, dissolves in contact with water, sags out of shape in
very warm weather, indents if left standing on a slab overnight, and is, in general, a delicate and
destructible material. It can be very expensive to have your rollers recast every year, as was the
custom in commercial printing shops.Plastic rollers Soft-plastic rollers are now being
manufactured that combine the even inking qualities of gelatin with the more durable
characteristics of hard rubber. They can be cast in an enormous variety of sizes and are the
most useful rollers in the studio. As would be expected, these rollers are also quite expensive.
Made of polyurethane or polyvinyl chloride, they will withstand an amazing amount of abuse. We
recommend them highly. Large sizes are very expensive but worth it.Dick Swift inking a large
roller with a smaller one at University of California at Long Beach. A motor turns the roller
through a belt drive.RUBBING TOOLSThe choice of tool for rubbing the back of the print to
transfer the ink to the paper can be as personal as the choice of cutting tool. We have known
artists who prefer objects that were hardly designed for printing use. These have ranged from an
ordinary wooden kitchen spoon to an electric light bulb that a Romanian artist staunchly avowed
was the best.The traditional rubbing tool of the Japanese is the baren, a flat, circular disk
backing a spiral of cord about 5½ inches in diameter covered with a sheath of bamboo. It is very
sensitive for printing water-based inks (see the section on “Japanese Woodcut Method”) but
usually does not give sufficient pressure for oil-based inks.We have found a most useful rubbing
tool to be two ordinary rectangular wooden drawer pulls glued together. One serves as the
handle and the other as the rubbing tool. The handle can be selected to fit the size of your hand.
The rubbing portion is usually a 4-inch drawer pull. Because the wood is quite raw, you need to
rub a little linseed oil into it in the beginning so that it will glide easily over the back of the print
and not tear the paper. After a few printing sessions you will find a lovely patina developing. The
flat of the knob is especially easy to use for large areas. The handle is excellent for small areas.
Some of our students have fashioned their own tools by using a jig saw and whittling a piece of
wood to the desired shape.Another excellent tool is a Japanese rice spoon made of bamboo,
which can be purchased in a Japanese novelty shop. The flat end can be used for larger areas,
the handle for smaller ones. Its great advantage is that it fits very comfortably in large and small
hands (see the discussion of hand printing on page 23).INKS AND PAPERSInks The oil-based



printer’s inks normally used for relief and etching prints are available from a large number of
manufacturer’s. They store better in tubes than in cans, making the slightly higher price for the
tubes well worth paying. Unfortunately, many colors are not available in tubes. When you must
buy cans, make it a practice to replace the circular wax-paper liner carefully, pressing it down
and leaving no air bubbles, before sealing the can with the lid. Wipe the rim clean too.Because
oil-based inks are much more flexible, they are generally preferred to water-based inks, which
dry very quickly. Water-based inks will be discussed in a later section on the Japanese method
(see page 38).Papers The papers most suitable for printing relief blocks are handmade in Japan
from the inner bark of the mulberry tree and other plants and bushes, such as the hibiscus and
the hydrangea. Almost all these papers are used unsized and not dampened.TIM ROSS
Judgement (Tarot Card 20), 1985 Woodcut and chine collæ, 8¾” × 5⅝”For very fine lines, as in
delicately cut wood engravings and relief etchings, it may be better to use machine-made
papers. Handmade papers vary in thickness and have much more surface texture than most
machine-made papers of rag content, and fine detail is somewhat harder to print on rough stock.
Many domestic papers are suitable, including Mohawk text, Strathmore all-rag book in wove
surfaces, and Strathmore bond wove. Some of the European papers are very good for fine detail
in press printing. These include Basingwerk light, Arches text wove, Maidstone, Rives light wove,
and Opaline, a parchment paper. All of these heavy or textured papers yield more detail if they
are dampened slightly. Most of the imported papers can be obtained from large art-supply stores
stocking paper or from paper importers and suppliers if you are ordering in quantity.See the
paper chart at the end of the book for further information on the characteristics of the most
useful Japanese and domestic papers.Putting the Image on the BlockPlacing an image on a
block can be done in a number of ways, using a variety of tools. The method selected will
depend on the nature of the image. If you prefer a direct approach, then a brush or felt-tip pen,
wide Speedball pen, or black compressed charcoal used freely on a color-tinted block will fulfill
your needs. If your image is complex or must be accurate in detail or proportion, it is often better
to work out the composition on paper first, then transfer the drawing to the block. The following
will give you some approaches we have found to be useful.PAINTING OR DRAWING ON THE
BLOCKMaterials:India inkPoster colors (black and white)Brushes (flat, pointed, and
Japanese)Felt-tip pens in assorted thin and thick sizesSpeedball pen nibs (no. 6 and no. 8)Black
compressed charcoalGeneral’s charcoal pencil (4B or 6B)Sharpened stick, pen holder, or brush
handle for stick drawingSpray fixativeTwo mixing tinsOil-based inks (red, blue, or gray in tubes or
cans)RagsWaterWood (½- or 1-inch clear or common pine or poplar, 15 or 18 inches wide, cut
to the desired length, or birch plywood cut to size)Wood lends itself exceptionally well to mass,
both solid and tonal, and to the use of strong line. The density of the wood and the direction of
the grain are characteristics that need to be considered in planning the image. By keeping them
in mind, you can approach the preparation in a variety of ways, depending on your esthetic
direction and your needs as an artist. If you prefer working directly on the block, you should take
special care to select wood that has an interesting grain, knot, or rough-sawn texture that can



help you evolve the image.One way to proceed is to paint directly on the wood surface with India
ink, working with verve and speed. When the ink drawing is dry, tint over the block with a diluted
oil-based ink, in a medium gray or burnt sienna, rubbed in with a rag. The tinting is done so you
can see your cut marks. An alternate method is to prepare the block with a thin coat of gray
poster color, rubbed on with a rag so that the wood does not become too wet or the pigment too
thick. You can carry the block with you as you would a sketch pad or drawing paper and paint
directly on it with a Japanese brush, pointed sable, felt-tip marker, pointed stick, wide Speedball
pen, or black chalk. Keep some of the background poster color handy for making changes. You
may prefer using two brushes, one with black for indicating positive forms and one with gray or
sienna for making corrections.Using compressed charcoal or a 4B or 6B Generals charcoal
pencil allows a similar freedom in drawing on the block. The compressed charcoal works
especially well because when it is rubbed flat across the wood it shows up the grain in a manner
closely related to how the grain looks after printing. Fix the drawing before cutting so that it will
not smudge.Painting directly on the block with India ink and a brush is a good way to keep the
image fresh and strong.When the ink drawing is dry, tint the entire block with a dilute mixture of
printer’s ink. Rub red, gray, blue, or some color of intermediate tonal value over the drawing. Pour
some solvent on a rag and thin the ink enough to tint the surface.We have used this direct
method of painting or drawing with our students, who have taken their blocks outdoors to draw
the landscape. It can also be used in the studio to work from a model or still life. The results are
most often free and spontaneous. Remember that, when printed, your image will be
reversed.CUTTING DIRECTLY INTO THE BLOCKMaterials:Black printing inkIndia
inkRagsMixing tinWaterWhite chalkWood (½- or 1-inch clear or common pine or poplar, 15 or 18
inches wide, cut to desired length, or birch plywood cut to size)Another method, related to the
one just discussed, is cutting directly into the block without a previously prepared sketch. This is
most successful when the artist has a clear mental concept of the image. The very act of cutting
becomes an important part of the development of the image on the block. The physical motion
itself can help achieve a certain freedom in the final work.The block should be blackened with a
rag dampened with India ink that has been diluted with a little water or rubbed with oil-based
printing ink thinned with paint thinner. Be sure it is a thin coat, and let it dry thoroughly before
cutting. Blackening the block allows your cut marks to be seen.ANTONIO FRASCONI Los
Desaparecidos X, 1988 Woodcut, 29½″ × 41½″ Courtesy Terry Dintenfass Gallery, New
YorkOne of our students produced some impressive prints in this manner by using a discarded
birch plywood door. He blackened his block with India ink and, with only a rudimentary
positioning of forms with white chalk, proceeded to cut large expressionistic, figurative images
with gouges and knives. The beginning woodcut artist, however, must not assume that a large
block or gouge and an expressionistic image will necessarily produce a free or spontaneous
print.PHOTOCOPY TRANSFER METHODMaterials:Photocopy of drawing to sizeLacquer
thinnerWide, soft brushWood (½- or 1-inch clear common pine or poplar, 15 or 18 inches wide,
cut to desired length, or birch plywood cut to size)The fastest and most accurate way to put an



image on the surface of a woodblock is to transfer a photocopy of a drawing or photo directly to
the block. There are electrostatic photocopying machines that have the capacity to take 42-inch-
wide material up to any reasonable length, such as 6 or 8 feet. The transfer agent is lacquer
thinner (toluol compound) or lighter fluid, which you apply to the block with a wide, soft brush
such as a Japanese hake brush made of sheep hair. Because the solvent evaporates rapidly,
you should place the photocopy face down on the block with no delay. Then rub it with a
burnisher on the back to transfer the image to the block. If the drawing is not too large, it can also
be transferred through an etching press with considerable pressure. If it is large, it may need
fluid application section by section. If a press is used, the wood must be plywood or un warped
plank wood.It is desirable, when transferring a large photocopy, to tape one side to the block
first. Then lift the photocopy and, with a 5-inch-wide hake brush, put the lacquer thinner on
stroke by stroke, burnishing after each stroke. This will give a clean, precise rendering of the
image on the block surface.To make a photocopy transfer, tape the photocopy to the block on
one edge only so that it can be lifted out of the way. Apply lacquer thinner with a wide brush to
the top edge of the woodblock as shown.Reposition the photocopy against the block and rub the
back with a wooden burnisher, such as a Japanese rice spoon. Do this before the lacquer
thinner has a chance to evaporate.Lift the photocopy and add another brushstroke of lacquer
thinner to the block adjacent to the already-transferred image.Continue stroke by stroke until the
entire image is transferred.You can transfer images to mat board or cardboard plates in the
same manner. The quality of the transfer is very high, if done properly. This procedure can save
time, particularly if complex images must be transferred.CHARCOAL OFFSET DRAWING AND
TRACING-PAPER TRANSFER METHODSMaterials:6B compressed-charcoal pencilMedium H
pencilThin tracing paper of very transparent qualityCarbon paperMasking tapeSpray
fixativeJapanese rice spoon or wooden drawer knobWood (½- or 1-inch clear or common pine
or poplar, 15 or 18 inches wide, cut to desired length, or birch plywood cut to size)Charcoal
offset drawing In this method you prepare the drawing on tracing paper with a compressed-
charcoal pencil, keeping in mind the need for strong lines and no smudging. After completing the
drawing, you place it face down and tape it to the block. The block should be tinted beforehand
with burnt sienna or gray poster color or printing ink diluted in paint thinner so that the cut marks
can easily be seen. Carefully rub the back of the tracing with a rice spoon or drawer knob, using
strong pressure (see page 20). The dense black compressed-charcoal pencil will transfer itself
quickly to the block with excellent readability. The same result should occur if you run the block
and tracing paper through an etching press with strong pressure. When a press is used, the
wood should be plywood or unwarped plank wood. A good spray of fixative will keep the drawing
from smudging, and cutting can begin.Because the drawing is reversed when it is placed on the
block, the finished print will look like the original drawing on the tracing paper. There will not be a
mirror image such as you get when painting or cutting the drawing directly on the block.A very
quick transferring procedure uses a drawing made with soft pencil or charcoal pencil. Do not fix
the drawing. Turn it over, face down, on the block and tape it in position. Rub the back of the



tracing with a spoon or a wooden drawer pull.The pencil drawing has now been placed on the
block. When the block is cut and printed, everything will be “flopped” back into its original
position in the drawing—a great advantage of this method. Lettering is easy to do by this
method.Another way to transfer a drawing is the carbon-paper technique. Tape a tracing of your
shapes to the block. Slip carbon paper (typewriter carbon is fine) under the tracing and trace the
drawing to transfer it to the block. Use a soft pencil; a pencil that is too hard will indent the wood,
and those indentations will print as thin white lines.Tracing-paper transfer This method can be
used if a drawing has already been prepared on paper or illustration board in a manner that
relates well to the simplicity of line and mass of the woodcut, with a brush, for instance, or a
Speed-ball pen and ink or a felt-tip pen. Make a tracing with a 6B compressed-charcoal pencil,
drawing every line and mass with the sharpened charcoal pencil. After completing the drawing,
place it face down and tape it to the pretinted block, then rub with a rice spoon, drawer knob, or
your fingernail. You can run it through an etching press with considerable pressure if you use
plywood or unwarped plank wood.A variation on this method is the carbon-paper technique. You
make a linear tracing of the prepared drawing with a medium-soft pencil, then place the tracing
face down on the block with a piece of carbon paper between, as described in the discussion of
the offset method of preparing the image. Then you trace the drawing with a medium pencil so
that the carbon paper deposits the image with sufficient strength on the block. Be careful not to
trace with too much pressure because the wood indents easily. This method is the least
satisfactory because an additional step is required to use the carbon paper and because tracing
the linear image of a drawing is alien to the concept of the woodcut.Still another transfer method,
used by the Japanese traditionalists, is described in the section on the Japanese method (see
page 40).Steven Sorman using a mallet and chisel on plywood for his screen From Away (shown
on page 216) at Tyler Graphics, November 1987. Photo: Marabeth Cohen.Cutting the
WoodblockA good way to start to familiarize yourself with cutting tools is to prepare a series of
small blocks without planned images. With these blocks you can explore the many cutting and
textural possibilities inherent in the tools. By freeing yourself of imagery and finding out what the
tools can do in your hand, you can develop a basic cutting vocabulary and also understand the
vast potential for tonality through textures. Then you can print these experimental blocks to
create a guide for future cutting.Cutting methods, of course, vary in relation to the development
of an idea. With images as varied and personal as they are in contemporary expression, any
fixed rules become meaningless. Generally, however, it is a good idea to cut in the direction of
the flow of the form, and one sure caution is to avoid overcutting and to undercut wherever
possible. It is easy to become carried away with the physical movement of cutting and forget that
each cut will appear as a nonprinted area. That is why undercutting and proofing are so
important. Developing a block through proofing is as important as cutting the block. If you pull
frequent proofs at various stages and work on them with white paint to see how new areas will
evolve or use black paint to remove overcut areas or to change imagery, you can develop a freer
concept. Do not hesitate to sacrifice the drawn image on the block to constant proofing. The



image can easily be reindicated, and it is far more time-consuming to have to correct an overcut
block.EDVARD MUNCH The Kiss, 1902 Color woodcut, 18⅜″ × 18 5/16″ The Museum of
Modern Art, New York Gift of Mrs. John D. Rockefeller, Jr.Another caution is to try to keep a
certain consistency in the scale of cutting. Again, this applies to certain imagery and not to
others. In an abstract image, for instance, the scale of cutting does not need to be consistent,
but in a landscape or figurative image, the scale, the weight of cutting, and therefore the sizes of
the gouges or cuts are very important. Develop spatial relationships by varying the weight of
your lines and tonalities.Areas of tone or grays in a black-and-white print can be achieved in a
variety of ways. In his early woodcuts Dürer never relied on texture or wood grain but only on line.
He developed form and tonality in his woodcuts just as he did in his pen drawings. Today’s
expression in the woodcut is comparatively free. Line can, of course, express tone and form, but
so can the great variety of textures that are possible with the many cutting and textural tools.
Wood grain can play an extremely important role in the development of an image. Sometimes it
has been used as almost the total image, as in Munch’s The Kiss. Often it is the rich combination
of grain, line, black mass, and texture that fulfills the wide potential of the wood.DEVELOPING
THE GRAINThere are many methods for bringing out the grain of wood. For an image expressed
almost totally through the grain, you need careful control. One method is to hold the blade of a
woodcut knife perpendicular to the block and lightly scrape the straight edge against the grain.
Sometimes thinly scoring with your knife around the area where you want to bring up the grain
can help you keep within the form.Brass brush, flat knife, and sandpaper emphasize granular
structure to extent shown.Where less control is necessary, a wire brush like an ordinary suede
brush or a copper gun-bore cleaner can be rubbed with the grain. Sandpaper in varying degrees
of roughness can also be rubbed with the grain, as can pumice. If you want a rough texture, you
can use a power-driven metal brush.Whatever the method, the scraping, rubbing, or sanding
wears away the softer particles of wood between the harder growth layers, forcing the grain to
become more prominent.PROOFING THE WOODCUTPulling an impression of the cutting, no
matter how rudimentary it may be, is an important aspect in developing the woodcut. You can
make proofs without using ink at all. One useful method is to rub the raised cut surface
thoroughly with a large stick of graphite. Place a piece of thin proofing paper over the area and
rub with a suitable rubbing tool. You should get a clean, sharp, readable impression of the
developing block. You can easily make changes right on the proof with white and black poster
color if you first spray the graphite impression with some fixative. The graphite method is useful
for small areas when the block is in its very early stages. (When cutting is more advanced, ink is
recommended.) You can readily remove the graphite from the block by rubbing with a rag
sprinkled with a small amount of paint thinner. Another proofing method is to place paper over an
uninked block and then rub the back of the paper with a stick of graphite to produce the image
(see page 22).You can also roll the block with a light, even coat of black ink and pull a proof. A
useful method is to pull two proofs if you are going to make extensive corrections with black and
white poster color on the proof. One proof is for making the changes, and the other shows what



exists on the block so you can find the areas to be corrected.It is possible to take a quick “proof”
of a cut block by rubbing a piece of paper positioned on top with lithographic crayon or
pastel.Using proofing to develop and change the block greatly reduces the hazard of overcutting
and enables the artist to realize the potential of the wood in a clearer, faster way. The greatest
surprise for the beginner invariably comes after the block has been lovingly cut, becoming a
thing of beauty in itself, a bas relief, where every cut seems to have meaning because of the
texture of the wood and the play of light on the relief surface. Then with the first proof comes the
unhappy revelation: none of these nuances is evident! There is just a flat relation of white line
and mass against black. The whites are usually cut too heavily, too deeply, and too much.To
clean the block without dirtying the recessions on the block, use only a dry rag to clean away the
ink. If this is insufficient for proper cleaning, then dampen the rag with just a few drops of paint
thinner.Unfortunately, this kind of preliminary proofing can be done only once or twice because
the residue of ink tends to fill in the fine cutting and delicate textures, making it harder but not
impossible to see old cut marks. A good cleaning can be accomplished with a sufficient amount
of solvent to remove almost all of the ink on the block, so that subsequent proofs and the final
prints will retain all the grain and detail that were in the original cutting.CORRECTING ERRORS
IN WOODBLOCKSIt is painstaking, but not impossible, to correct mistakes in wood, and great
care should be taken not to overcut your blocks or damage areas that should print. However,
certain things can be done to repair small damages and bruises. These methods have distinct
practical value and will save many a damaged block.Plastic Wood, gesso, and modeling paste
The easiest and fastest way to repair broken lines, overcut textures, and general overcutting is to
fill the damaged area with fresh Plastic Wood, applied in as many layers as necessary to fill the
holes. Use tubed Plastic Wood and replace the cap immediately because it dries out quickly.
Apply it in small amounts with a little trowel like a painting knife. Do not make any layer more than
⅛ inch thick, and allow each one to dry. Because a clean base is essential for Plastic Wood to
stick properly, it is best to apply it before inking the block. However, most errors or the need to
make changes are not discovered until after a proof is pulled. In that case, clean the block well
with solvent, especially in the recessions, and dry it thoroughly with a clean rag. It often helps to
roughen the surface to be repaired by scraping with a knife. This will help the Plastic Wood bind
to the block. The final layer should be slightly higher than the level of the block, but not
excessively high or it will be too time-consuming to sand back to level. Sand the high spots with
fine sandpaper wrapped around as small a rectangular block as possible. Sand with the grain
only, keeping the pressure even and working carefully in order not to damage surrounding
areas.Plastic wood can be used to fill cut or gouged areas in a woodcut to correct mistakes. Let
it dry thoroughly; then sand it to the level of the block.Plastic Wood will not withstand rough
treatment and may fall out if the area has been improperly prepared. Press printing also tends to
pick out loose areas of Plastic Wood. For extensive areas on long editions it may be better to
plug the block or cut a new block. It is relatively easy to use Plastic Wood to fix spots that have
not been too thoroughly gouged out. If a section has been completely ruined by excessive



cutting and extends over a large area, it may be preferable to try the next method—
planing.Small errors can also be corrected by applying acrylic gesso or modeling paste in much
the same way as Plastic Wood. If a small chip is accidentally cut away, you can glue it back
immediately with a little carpenter’s glue.Planing When the offending section extends to the
edge of the block, it may be better to plane the whole section down to fresh wood. This is radical
surgery indeed, and will work in only some cases. Plane with the grain and go deep enough to
expose enough good wood for proper recutting. When you have finished planing, sand the entire
area with fine sandpaper to even out the plane marks. A block treated in this way can be printed
only by hand rubbing and will never print properly on a press.REPAIR OF BROKEN LINES IN
WOODCUTPLUGGING A WOODCUTPlugging When a line or two has broken and the block
must be printed for a long edition, the best repair method is plugging. Cut a wedge-shaped piece
of wood several inches long to use as a plug, then cut a deep, tapered groove in the block
through the line that is broken, removing all the wood to be replaced. Hammer the wedge into
the tapered cut until it is forced in very tight. Cut off the excess with a hacksaw, sand down to the
level of the block, and recut the line. The wedge will fit so tightly that it need not be glued. If you
need to repair a larger area than a wedge will cover, you can cut a block shaped to fit a deep
incision in your block. The depth of the incision should be more than ¼ inch, and the sides
should be cut vertically. The new wood must be glued in position with Elmer’s or carpenter’s
glue, sanded level, and then recut to gain the desired effect. The bottom of the incision should
be level enough for the glue to hold the repair block in place.It is possible to drill circular holes
with a bit and then glue in pieces of wooden dowel to fit the drilled holes. This method does not
make a good joint and can only be used for small, isolated repairs.Printing the Woodcut by
HandThe printing of the woodblock is almost as important as the cutting. Without a doubt,
sensitive printing through careful inking and rubbing can reveal all the nuances of line and
tonality that may be inherent in a block. Heavy inking and heavy rubbing with an improper tool
can make a sensitively cut block look crude.There are a few steps that should be carefully
followed to produce good prints. First, it is important to set up for printing. The cutting table
should be thoroughly cleaned with a dust brush to clear away all wood chips. The block should
be brushed off with a soft wire brush to remove every tiny chip of wood, which could be picked
up by the roller and redeposited onto the block. When little chips become lodged between the
paper and the block, they produce tears in the paper during rubbing and ruin the print. All tools
used in the cutting process should be put aside. Only the block, a tube of black printing ink, a
palette knife, a slab for rolling, a good roller, one or two rubbing tools, and enough precut paper
should appear on the worktable.The choice of roller and ink depends on the intricacy of the
cutting. If the block is finely cut with considerable detail and tonality, a hard roller and stiff ink are
needed. If the cutting is in loose, large forms, a softer roller and thinner ink can be used.Squeeze
a moderate amount of ink onto the inking slab. Pick up some ink on the roller and roll it out on the
slab in horizontal and vertical movements. Be sure the ink is distributed evenly on both the roller
and the slab. When there is a thin, even layer on the roller, begin to deposit the ink on the block



in a variety of horizontal, vertical, and diagonal movements in order to distribute the ink evenly.
This process can be repeated three or four times from slab to block until there is an even, tacky,
moderate deposit of ink on the block. Avoid too much ink. Overinking will fill in thin lines and
produce a too thick, uneven deposit on the paper.The brayer or roller should spread the ink
evenly over the surface. Good ink distribution is vital to a clear impression.Ink the block
thoroughly. Move the roller in many directions, building up the ink gradually. Too much ink will fill
the fine textures and delicate cutting.Place the paper in position, using a register frame if you
want consistent margins. (The register frame is optional for one-color prints but essential for
color registration.)A Japanese rice spoon, made of bamboo, is the rubbing tool. The flat side
covers large areas quickly. Use the edge for the greatest pressure and the strongest
impression.The printing instrument is two wooden drawer pulls glued together. Use good
pressure for clean printing.When the block is properly rolled up, place the paper carefully on it,
leaving even margins, and rub lightly with the palm of your hand to smooth out the paper and
adhere it to the block. Then rub the paper with your rubbing tool using moderate to heavy
pressure. (When rice paper is used, a good precaution against tearing the fragile paper is to
place a piece of tracing paper between the rubbing tool and the paper.) Rub in small, even
strokes from the center outward, applying consistent pressure, rather than in long, broad strokes
that are more difficult to control. Hold the paper down with your free hand. Pick up a corner of the
print, being careful not to disturb the register, and check the quality of the printing every now and
then. If the paper is medium to thin in weight, some of the image will show through on the back,
which will often indicate that there is proper pressure and a proper amount of ink. If the block has
been inked too lightly, sometimes it can be carefully reinked if the paper is picked up in small
areas at a time, the adhered area held down with the other hand, and the rerolling done without
disturbing the register.A tonal quality can be achieved through printing, and tones can be made
to vary in the same print. If one area in a print is planned as a black and another as a gray, rub
the black area heavily with the rubbing tool and rub the gray area lightly with just the fingers.
Even more controlled grays can be achieved by inking lightly in some areas and more heavily in
others and again using a combination of fingers and the rubbing tool for printing.Press
PrintingThe sensitive control that you get when you print by hand rubbing the back of the paper
is exclusive to this method. However, if you need a large edition or want to print the block
together with type, you may want to plan the block for printing in a press. There are several types
of presses that you can use.Check the printing by lifting the corners after you have printed the
major part of the block. You can replace the paper in position and reprint any light areas. You
may need to hold the rest of the sheet with one hand to prevent slipping.If you want to vary the
tonality, use only the pressure of your fingers on certain areas.The finger-printed section is much
lighter than the spoon-rubbed areas.CLARE ROMANO Bridge in the City, 1955 Black-and-white
woodcut, 22¼″ × 11″ Whitney Museum of American ArtRELIEF PRINTING ON AN ETCHING
PRESSThe most commonly available press is the typical etching press, with a bed that passes
between two steel rollers. If it has an upper roller that can be adjusted to 1 inch or more above



the bed, you can easily print a woodcut on this type of press. The inking is done with hand
brayers or rollers. More than one color can be rolled onto the block if the areas to be inked are
separated enough to avoid overlapping.The block need not be perfectly level for printing on an
etching press. Slight cupping or curling presents no problem because the contact area between
the steel printing roller and the inked block is a thin line about ¼ inch wide. This contact allows
the block, even though warped, to print evenly if it is placed on the press so that the grain runs
parallel to the length of the press roller. Use newsprint or other absorbent paper, like a blotter, to
keep the blanket clean. Normally one blanket is plenty; the pressure may be much lighter than
that used for intaglio printing because you are printing from only the surface of the
block.Smoother papers tend to print detail and texture more accurately than rough papers. If you
use thin Japanese papers such as mulberry, sekishu, or moriki, the ink may be forced through
them, soiling the blanket. Use additional newsprint to protect it as a precaution. Heavier papers
need less packing and are easier to handle.Avoid handling the inked block while it is in position
on the press bed. You can tape paper to the bed and mark the corners where the block fits. It is
easy to make little cardboard stops and tape them to the bed to indicate the precise position of
the block. The paper can also be controlled this way, making possible an even margin
throughout the edition. When you are doing color work, you can use taped cardboard stops as a
register system.HOW TO PRINT A WARPED BLOCK ON AN ETCHING PRESSAn etching
press may be used to print woodcuts if the roller can be raised high enough to accommodate the
block. The ink is applied with a brayer. Light packing is used for level blocks, with newsprint and
a blotter put under a thin blanket. The pressure is controlled by micrometer gauges.Press
printing yields longer editions than hand printing because the pressure is distributed evenly over
the entire length of the block rather than in small areas, as in hand rubbing.RELIEF PRINTING
ON THE VANDERCOOK PRESSEditions of several hundred or more in several colors are
possible on a Vandercook press. There are many models, differing in size and inking facility. The
older models are relatively inexpensive because every commercial printer used to have a press
of this kind for proofing typographic matter. Many models have no inking rollers; the inking is
done with brayers, and the press simply makes the impression.Some older Vandercooks have
no grippers to hold the paper, making them more difficult to use for large editions than models
with grippers. It is possible to do color register work on gripperless presses by linking enough
rubber bands to form two strings. Wrap the bands around the cylinder and fasten them with
string or paper clips. Slip the paper to be printed under these rubber bands, taking care that the
printing surface does not come in contact with the rubber bands, which can damage it. Mark the
packing sheet with pencil as a guide for the paper so you can place successive sheets in a
similar position. The register obtained by this method is not as precise as that obtained on more
recent presses.Newer presses have inking rollers attached to the printing cylinder that ink the
block in the instant after the printing drum passes over the block. Some presses have motor-
driven inking rollers that automatically distribute ink over the surface of the rollers, making them
ideal for longer editions.Lockup The block must be fixed in position on the bed of the press in



order to prevent slipping and ensure even margins. The easiest way to fix the block is to use an
automatic lockup bar, which is available in different lengths for the varying beds that Vandercook
manufactures.The cheapest lockup is made with pieces of rectangular wood, called furniture,
held in place with keys and quoins to lock up the block. Wooden furniture is inexpensive and
widely available, even secondhand, since most job printers get rid of their old furniture from time
to time. Metal furniture is better than wood, and plastic furniture is even better than metal but is
expensive and not commonly available. A great convenience if you do much press printing is to
have some magnetic metal furniture handy. You can use this material to lock the block in position
temporarily for a few proofs. It is not, however, suitable as a lockup for a large number of
impressions.To print an edition on the Vandercook 25 press, the block is locked in position using
plywood furniture and conventional quoins. The block must be level.After the block is inked, the
cylinder is run to the foot of the press and the paper is placed in position, resting on the slanted
paper support. The grippers will pull the paper through the printing cycle.When the cylinder has
returned to the head of the press, the grippers release and the printed impression may be
checked for flaws.Makeready If you use type-high (0.918 inch) wood that is quite level, you will
find good impressions easy to obtain. Slight variations in the printing surface can he remedied
by gluing thin pieces of strong tissue paper, called makeready, on the packing sheet over the
printing cylinder. Use Sphinx paste, and if the edges of the paper cause a sharp line to print,
sand the edges with fine sandpaper to smooth them. Better still, tearing the paper instead of
cutting it will usually solve the problem. It may be necessary to glue more than one layer of
makeready paper to the packing sheet to bring the printing surface to the proper height. Discard
the packing sheet when the edition is finished. Do not attempt to reclaim it for your next print
because it will be ruined by the glue.If you use wood that is less than type-high, slip a few sheets
of thin cardboard or oaktag under the block to build up the height of the block. Cut the sheets
slightly smaller than the block so they do not stick out and ruin your lockup.Wood that is warped
or curled may be too difficult to print, since makeready will not suffice to correct this handicap.
Therefore, be sure your blocks are level from the start when printing on a proof press, which is
fixed in position and cannot adjust to the rollers as an etching press can. The best source of
level blocks is from a manufacturer of backing wood for photoengravings. The blocks are usually
of cherry or poplar, both very good for woodcuts.It is possible to print from relief etchings made
from zinc or copper plates or from collage plates made from cardboard, paper, cloth, and other
materials. If these plates are to be press-printed, care must be taken to get the surface of the
plate as level as possible; otherwise, the makeready will be an enormous task. The collage
plates should be well sealed and thoroughly glued in order to withstand the suction of the inking
rollers and the pressure of the impression cylinder.Printing It is possible to get an excellent
impression on the Vandercook if the preparation of the makeready is done well and the
distribution of ink is right. Too much ink will fill in the fine texture of the block and clog the fine
lines. It is better to start with a thin film and build it up rather than put too much ink on the rollers
and then have to remove it, which also necessitates a washup of the block.To print a large sheet



of paper without slurring or blurring of the edges of the image, you may need to hold the trailing
edge of the paper tight against the cylinder as it prints.Peter Kruty adjusts the tension on a
perforated tympan sheet on his Vandercook proofing press at Solo Letterpress workshop in New
York.RELIEF PRINTING WITH THE HAND PRESSThe use of the hand press, such as the
Columbian or Albion press, has dwindled in fine printmaking. It is suitable for small blocks,
however, and some wood engravers still prefer it. The block must be inked with a brayer.
Because the edges of the block usually print darker, makeready must be done with care, the
packing built up with thin sheets of paper pasted to the packing sheet with Sphinx paste. The
makeready paper must be torn or the edges sanded so there is a gradual transition in thickness.
The block is placed in the center of the bed of the press, and when the bed is rolled in and out
for alternate inking and printing, care must be taken not to cause bumping or jogging, which can
loosen the block and cause slurring or blurred prints.The pressure exerted by one of these old
platens is considerable and can easily damage a block if it is excessive. Therefore the pressure
should be built up gradually by increasing the number of pieces of paper or cardboard under the
block to raise it to proper printing level. Pressure can also be increased by adding to the packing
sheets placed under the tympan sheet, which covers the printing cylinder. A tiny speck of lint or
sand can cause pitting or denting of the block in any press, including cylinder and platen
presses, and great care must be taken to keep the inking slab and roller clean.A bookbinding
press can be used to print small woodcuts if the edition is limited. The pressure is usually good,
but the amount of manipulation is quite time-consuming. Hand rubbing is faster.PRINTING
FROM A LOW RELIEF SURFACEIt is possible to print from a surface where the relief is too low
to use normal methods, such as an underbitten relief etching. Since inking the plate directly with
a roller would almost certainly contact the lower areas, ink a piece of heavy oaktag paper
instead. (Or use a piece of heavy acetate or vinyl, which cleans easily and can be reused.) Then
place the inked surface on and facing the plate, put a piece of mat board or smooth cardboard
on top of that, and run it through the etching press with reduced pressure. Only the raised areas
will receive the ink. It is possible to use this process without the press by burnishing or spooning
the back of the oaktag carefully and firmly. This will ink the plate, which you can then print onto
your paper either by spooning or by using the etching press. William Blake’s relief etchings were
very shallow and were printed by a similar method.COLOR WOODCUTSColor should be used
in a relief print to develop a visual idea and express form. It should not be used merely as
decoration or as a “tint” on a black-and-white print. The artist who understands and exploits the
great potential of color can create a relief print of highly expressive power.The woodcut block
itself has a quality that makes colors take on vibrancy and intensity. It is easy to cut separate
blocks for each color and to print them in register to achieve a final impression of many colors in
one image. It is also possible to use a single block to print all the colors in a work. This method,
known as the reduction or subtractive method, was the one used so eloquently by Picasso in his
linoleum color prints.Developing the ImageThe procedures an artist uses in the color relief print
are extremely personal, dictated by his or her own esthetic direction. One of the attractions of



the color woodcut is its potential for printing transparent colors over each other to create a third
color. With this possibility in mind, you can work with a limited palette and still achieve multiple
colors and exploit the intrinsic nature of the color woodcut.KEY BLOCKSome artists cut a key
block containing most or all of the dominant design elements. It is proofed in a single color after
being cut, and the proofs used as trials for color relationships. The artist can paint directly on the
proofs, using poster color, watercolor, or ink, to develop the image through color and then follow
these sketches for cutting the other blocks. The drawback of the key-block method occurs when
too much emphasis is placed on the first block and the succeeding colors become only
incidental to the design rather than essential to it. The Japanese Ukiyo-e artists used a key block
with the major elements in black line and successive color blocks for the areas of mass and
pattern.COLOR ON BLOCKYou can also develop a color sketch directly on a block, painting the
image with poster or tempera paint that is thinned to keep the wood grain from filling with color.
After completing the design, make a careful tracing of it as a record, then cut the most important
color on the block. This first block serves as a master that can be proofed in register onto
successive blocks. The tracing you have made will enable you to cut the shapes of the next
colors. The drawback of this method is that you destroy your color sketch when you cut the first
block.DAVID SALLE Portrait with Scissors and Nightclub, 1987 Color woodblock print, 24¾″ ×
30″ Courtesy Crown Point Press, New York and San FranciscoRICHARD BOSMAN The Wave,
1987 10-color woodcut (cut by the artist), 30″ × 38″ Courtesy Experimental Workshop, San
FranciscoHowever, it eliminates one transfer and keeps the first block vigorous and fresh, which
is a very positive factor.SEPARATE COLOR SKETCHThe most complete control is obtained
when a carefully worked-out color drawing is completed on a separate sheet. This is an excellent
means for those who must have a completely realized solution before they start. The sketch
should be made in a medium that can reflect the transparencies possible in color overprinting.
Watercolor is good, colored inks are better, and poster color or tempera is suitable if used
properly.If you use poster colors for your sketch, it is a good idea to visualize the additional
colors that will be created as colors print over one another. You can do this by premixing the
colors for the sketch. As an example, you may decide to make a three-color woodcut in red,
yellow, and blue. Because poster colors are opaque, it is a good idea to place the three base
colors in small dishes. Then premix as closely as possible the four colors you would achieve by
overprinting and place them in small dishes. Yellow and red in overprinting will create orange;
yellow and blue will overprint as green; red and blue will overprint as purple; and red, yellow, and
blue will yield a brown. Use this palette of seven colors to paint your sketch as freely as you wish,
and you can achieve a good approximation of what you will realize in the finished print. If the
white of the paper is considered as a color in the sketch, eight colors could result in the final
print. The sequence of printing and whether you print wet over wet or wet over dry, as discussed
later in the chapter, will determine the intensities and dominance of the colors.Pastels can be
used in a similar fashion, as can colored pencils. Both are excellent for small-scale work if used
on tracing paper or transparent vellum. Colors can be applied over one another in a single



drawing to approximate the quality of overprinted inks. Felt pens using dyes are excellent,
although they tend to fade after a few months. You can even use colored paper to make a
collage sketch as a guide for a color relief print, again by selecting and extending the number of
colors with overprinting in mind.Whichever medium you choose, you will have to make a tracing
of the first key color. The completed sketch can serve as the master guide for all the blocks to be
cut. The results from this method are not likely to be as fresh and spontaneous as from other,
more direct approaches. However, the increase in control of color relationships has certain
advantages for those artists who desire complex color statements. The choice of method is
really determined by each artist’s personal direction.Color Register MethodsThere are many
ways to achieve accurate registration of colors. The choice will depend on your imagery and the
kind of control you wish to exercise. If your approach is loose, a freer system such as the
reduction method might be best. If your concept depends on great accuracy, the multiple block
system may be best. Study each procedure in relation to your needs or your sketch.MULTIPLE
BLOCKS AND REGISTER FRAMEAfter completing your color sketch, select the first block to be
cut. It may not be the color you will print first, but it should be the color that displays the largest
percentage of image so that subsequent color blocks can be registered and cut in relation to it.
After it is cut, you will need to place this first image on each successive block in proper register,
or juxtaposition, so that each color area will print in the correct relation to it.A register frame is
easy to construct. On a base of ¼-inch plywood, Presdwood, or composition board, nail or glue
two pieces of 1-by-2-inch wood as shown. These pieces are at right angles to each other and
hold the block in place. If you use cardboard, linoleum, or other thin blocks, you can construct
the frame from thin stripping, making sure it approximates the thickness of the block you are
printing. Along the edges of the frame, nail or glue two strips of thin ⅛-by-1-inch wood stripping
to serve as a paper guide. Take care to leave an open corner when you fasten the stripping so
that your thumb can comfortably adjust the paper. Wooden 12-inch rulers make excellent paper
guides.REGISTER FRAMEInk the first block fairly heavily and place it in the frame. Slide the
block against the long edge of the frame until it touches the other, perpendicular edge. Make
sure that the long side of the block is firmly fitted in the frame. This position must be duplicated
every time the block is printed. If the block is square, both sides will fit securely, but it is more
likely that the block will be slightly out of square, with one side fitting solidly and the other side
touching at one point only. When the block is in position, tape a piece of tracing paper to the
edge of the frame.OFFSETTING ONTO SUCCESSIVE BLOCKSTracing paper is preferred for
offsetting the cut image onto uncut blocks because it is not absorbent and will hold a great deal
of ink on its surface. Let the tracing paper drop down over the well-inked first block. Rub your
hand over the back of the paper to hold it firmly. Then rub the back of the tracing paper with a
rubbing tool to obtain a heavy deposit of ink on the paper. It is essential to have an amply inked
image because it must suffice for offsetting onto additional uncut blocks.Lift up the tracing paper
with the imprint of the block on it, being careful not to remove the paper from the frame. Slip out
the block that has just been printed. Turn the block over to its uncut side and slip it back into the



register frame carefully in the same position. (Both sides of the block can be used.)Drop the
tracing paper onto the block. Rub it with your hand to adhere it and then use a rubbing tool to
achieve a strong image on the uncut block. Lift up the tracing paper again, remove the block,
and slip in the next uncut block. Repeat the process until the first cut image has been
successfully transferred, in position, onto each uncut block.When printing color blocks, always
place the block, using the block guides, into the register frame in the same way for each printing
to achieve a consistent register.Let the offset images dry on the uncut color blocks. Wash off the
ink from the first cut block with odorless paint thinner so that the pores of the wood do not
become clogged. After the offset images are dry, you can indicate the second color in chalk or
trace it on the block from a drawing. Care must be taken to make the image of the second color
slightly larger so that the colors will overlap and no gaps of white paper will appear between
forms. This technique, called trapping, requires an overlap of 1/16 inch or so.After cutting the
second color block, you repeat the offset transfer, placing the image on tracing paper and then
on the third and succeeding blocks that are to be cut. This time, instead of using a dark ink, use
a light red or green ink so that the image from the second block can be seen clearly in relation to
the first one.The key to using this method effectively is to avoid cutting any of the blocks
completely. The composition can then develop organically, and changes can easily be made
after first proofing. When printing an edition from the register frame, trim the paper in advance to
have two straight sides at right angles to each other. These sides fit into the paper guides on the
frame and must always be placed in the same manner, from block to block, in order to maintain
color registration. The best way to hold the paper is by diagonally opposite corners, which gives
you the most control. Slide the paper along the long edge of the paper guide until it hits the short
side. Then lower the paper onto the inked block and print it by rubbing. Once the ink has
adhered the paper to the block, the block can be moved out of the guides for the printing
process. Inking should also be done with the block away from the frame edges in order to keep
the frame clean and to help keep paper margins clean. If the registration is a tight one, you may
want to tape the paper in position on the register frame and move only the blocks in and out of
the frame.To transfer a design cut into a block to another block in order to achieve color register,
ink the block, then place it in the register frame. Put a piece of nonabsorbent paper (tracing or
bond paper) in position with masking tape. Rub the paper with the spoon to print the inked
design.Now turn the block over or place a new, uncut block in the register frame, leaving the
taped tracing paper in position.Transfer the wet ink from the tracing paper to the uncut block by
rubbing with the spoon. The tape will keep the paper in the correct position.The design has been
transferred, in register, to the new block. This will enable you to see exactly where the first block
will fall in relation to the new block.JAPANESE REGISTER METHODThe Japanese register
method requires blocks somewhat larger than the printed area because the register guides are
cut into each block. The white margin around the print is established by the register guides.
Small right-angled key stops are cut into one corner and one side of the block. They do not have
to be cut very deeply, as they must hold only the edge of the paper; about three times the



thickness of the paper is enough (see drawing for details). The paper is fitted into the stops each
time an impression is to be pulled. The stops are cut into each block in succession, as the
blocks are cut. The previously cut block is transferred to the uncut blocks either by the Japanese
method of gluing the key proof to each block (see page 40) or by the Western method of
offsetting a proof inked on tracing paper onto the next blocks. Because the Japanese register
method restricts the size of the margins, most Western printmakers do not use it.PIN
REGISTERAn adequate method for registering small prints employs two long needles. Common
pins are usually too short for any but tiny prints. After cutting the first block, take a heavily inked
proof on strong, tough paper. While the paper is still on the block, punch two needles through
the paper into the block. The holes must be close to the outer edge of the paper and far enough
apart to ensure adequate control. Remove the needles, then the inked proof, and place the
proof, image down, on the next block. Transfer the image by rubbing the back, and punch holes
into the new block through the same holes in the paper. Now cut the second block, and continue
this process until all the blocks are cut. The pinholes in the paper are usually easy to burnish
closed when the print is dry.JAPANESE REGISTER METHODJohn Hutcheson and Jim
Lefkowitz register Frank Stella’s La penna di hu by center marks on each side of the sheet at
Tyler Graphics. Photo: Marabeth Cohen.The needle method has great disadvantages: only small
editions can be printed before the process becomes too tedious, and large prints are too difficult
to handle. Also, during printing you may need help to keep the paper taut and away from the
inked surface until the needles find the holes in the wood.SMALL BLOCKS OR PIECESYou may
need to register a small block or found object in a certain position on a color print. If the block is
of thin material, such as cardboard, engraving metal, cloth, or the like, it can simply be glued to a
base block of plywood, Masonite, or chipboard. If the block is of thicker material, such as ⅞-inch
wood or ¾-inch plywood, or cannot easily be glued in place, you can make a base board out of
heavy paper or cardboard. Cut this material to the size of the key block or the size of the print.
Mark the position of the small block on the base board so that you can return the block to the
correct position each time it is inked.When you are printing from very thick material such as
rough-sawn planks or log sections, machine parts, and the like, you have to make a special jig or
frame to hold these pieces in place.REGISTER FOR THICK RELIEF-PRINT OBJECTSJIGSAW
METHODAn interesting method of making a color print from one block should be mentioned
because it eliminates register problems yet enables the artist to use multiple colors. This
approach was used by Edvard Munch, the gifted Norwegian Expressionist painter and
printmaker, whose bold and symbolic use of color in prints was unique for his time. Although he
would employ four or five colors in one print, he often printed them from one block that was
sawed into separate pieces, very much like a jigsaw puzzle. After separately inking each piece,
he would fit the elements together again and print the complete image quite easily with one
rubbing.Two Beings was printed from one block carefully sawn into two separate pieces. The
two simple elements, the couple and ground and the sky, were cut along the edges of their
forms. A thin dividing line appears in the print where a slight space occurs between the forms.



This line becomes an integral part of the design and seems to preview the white separating lines
that appear so frequently in contemporary intaglio plates that are cut into separate pieces, inked,
and reassembled in printing. Mat board or cardboard can also produce this effect if it is cut into
segments, inked separately, then reassembled into correct position for printing. Of course, the
surface of the mat board should be sealed with lacquer, shellac, or polymer gesso before
inking.Antonio Frasconi places small blocks on a marked cardboard sheet in order to control
their register for a color print. It is not necessary to cut the same size blocks for each
color.PETER PAONEThe Garden, 1989 Reduction linocut, 20″ × 26″ Courtesy of the
artistREDUCTION METHODThe reduction method is best described by its name. One block is
reduced in stages to a multicolored print. It is an interesting and creative procedure for the
experienced artist, but the uninitiated should prepare a careful sketch to help clarify the
sequential cutting of areas.The first color is sometimes printed from the whole block. Sometimes
a minimal amount of the block is removed to designate the first color. The number of the edition
must be determined before printing the first color, as there is no possibility of reprinting. After
printing the first color, remove all the ink from the block, indicate the second color on the block,
and cut away all the unwanted wood. Ink the block with the second color and print it over the first
color. Repeat the cutting and inking until a satisfactory image develops. With this method the
area of the block is reduced with each cutting, and therefore the larger areas of color must be
cut first. The final block, of necessity, contains only a small percentage of the area of the original
block. It may be necessary to allow the first color to half dry or dry completely before the second
color is printed. This will depend on the colors chosen and how much the second color is
absorbed into the first color.Picasso completed a fine series of vibrant color linocuts between
1958 and 1963 that are reduction prints. They are interesting to study in preparation for using
this method.Inks for Color PrintingThe chemistry involved in the production of today’s printing ink
is so complex that a new profession has evolved, that of ink chemist or engineer. Some
manufacturers go to great lengths to keep their formulas secret, but the technology has become
so sophisticated that the artist and printmaker can purchase fine-quality inks. It is suggested that
you buy ink from a well-established commercial firm and conduct a few simple tests of the
permanence of some key colors. You will probably find that the great majority of colors are
relatively permanent and a small number fade quite rapidly and are unsuitable for use.In general,
the earth colors—the ochres, umbers, and siennas—are usually permanent. The cadmiums—
yellow, orange, and red—are also permanent in most cases. The addition of black, white,
transparent extender, and the phthalo blues and greens makes a fairly complete
palette.FRANCES MYERS Exotic Dangers, 1987 Color woodcut, 44″ × 32″ Courtesy of the
artistThe colors that tend to fade are the reds, magentas, purples, and certain blues. The
pigments used in the manufacture of the inks are responsible for the fading in almost every
instance. Usually, manufacturers do not specify which pigment has been used in the
composition of an ink, making it difficult to predict which color is not permanent. When in doubt,
roll a thin film of ink onto a few white mat cards. Place one in the sun, one in a shady spot, and



file another away inside a book or cabinet. After a month or two you will see the amount of fading
in each case. Very few colors will pass the sun test without some fading, but all should pass the
shade test. Use the best pigments you can get. We have used good-quality etching ink that is
adaptable for relief prints, etching, and collagraphs.Because printmakers have a prime interest
in the permanence of their colors, they must take proper care to guarantee that all their inks are
stable. Many artists mix their own colors by adding a good-quality oil paint (one without
excessive filler, binder, or extender) to a transparent white ink extender in order to get the proper
viscosity. Oil paint directly from the tube, although made of high-quality ground pigments, rarely
has enough stickiness to roll out properly for inking a relief print. The amount of transparent
extender (basically a varnish) will vary according to the viscosity required. In any case, add only
the minimum extender needed to achieve good rolling quality. A small amount of dry magnesium
can be added to the color to make it stiffer.It is more useful to purchase opaque than transparent
inks and mix them with transparent white, which is not a white pigment but a transparent varnish
of tannish color that does not alter the intensity of other colors. Mixing allows you to control the
amount of transparency and to add transparency to any color you choose. The primary colors,
called process colors by ink manufacturers, can produce a wide range of hues and, used with
black and white, can extend your palette to a very wide spectrum. However, such colors as
emerald green and intense magenta or purple may have to be purchased specially in order to
get the maximum brilliance and intensity.Unless you use up ink rapidly, you should buy it in tube
form. Many makers provide a good range of colors in large tubes (about 1 inch in diameter and 7
inches long). Although tube ink is slightly more expensive per pound than ink in cans, it is much
more convenient to use. We have some tubes of ink that are twenty years old and still in good
condition. Replace the caps carefully after cleaning them with a rag or palette knife.If you do use
canned ink, wipe the rims and lids and replace the circular wax paper by smoothing it over the
surface of the ink, eliminating any air bubbles. When ink skins over, the top must be scraped off
and discarded. Even a small piece of dried ink skin can be an annoyance when printing. To
retard drying out, you can cut a circle of heavy vinyl by tracing the bottom of the can for size and
tap it firmly on the ink surface. There are also spray cans of sealers for cans of ink, which are
available from ink manufacturers and are useful in preventing drying out. A thin film is sprayed
over the ink surface.Color PrintingSensitive printing is a vital step in the completion of the
colored image. A thorough knowledge of overprinting and color sequencing enables the
printmaker to exploit color with variation and inventiveness.Transparencies can be used in
overprinting to achieve a wide color range with just a few colors. Adding transparent white does
not appreciably alter the color quality of the inks; up to 80 percent can be added to an ink to
achieve the desired transparency. The transparent white should be added on the mixing slab
and mixed well with a palette knife. The amount of transparency is determined by the color. A
lemon yellow or bright orange needs little or no transparency because of the natural
transparency of the color itself.You will find that it is much easier to roll up a block with color inks
because they have a softer consistency. Less ink is required on the block and less rubbing in



printing. If delicate cutting is to be printed, you may find it desirable to add some powdered
magnesium to the ink in order to stiffen it. Experiment with different inks to find which are best
suited for your work.Generally speaking, dark colors are printed first and light ones last in order
to achieve the most effect from overprinting with transparent inks. However, there are times
when a dark or black block is a key block and it is necessary for the image to print it last.John
Hutcheson and Jim Lefkowitz use small brayers with different colors to ink La penna di hu by
Frank Stella at Tyler Graphics.The quality of a color print can be greatly changed if the sequence
in printing is reversed. Experiment to find the various possibilities that exist through sequential
printing. You can also use colored papers for a wide range of effects. Japanese moriki paper
comes in a fine range of colors. Light colors can be printed over black and off-black papers.
High-key colored papers and subtle colors can all be used with very surprising results.WET
AND DRY PRINTINGDifferent qualities in the print can be achieved by printing wet on wet or wet
on dry. Usually when transparency is used, the colors are printed wet over dry or semidry inks.
Sometimes when two colors are close in value, even with some transparency added to the
second color, they must be printed wet on wet for the best transparency results. It is difficult to
make firm suggestions because so much depends on color values. Experimentation with the
blocks is of prime importance; the best results come after a few possibilities are
tried.ACHIEVING TEXTUREOne of the important reasons for selecting the woodcut as a means
for color printing is that it is possible to achieve textural variations and surfaces that are
unattainable in other print media. Interesting color variations can be produced by overprinting a
combination of a smooth block and a textured block or two textured blocks. Flecks of pure color
will appear in whatever pattern the textures make, sometimes creating illusions of the formation
of a third color much the way colors are formed in pointillist or optical painting.PRINTING TWO
COLORS ON A BLOCKThere are other possibilities in the printing and the planning of color
blocks. Two or three colors can easily be printed on one block if the colors are in isolated areas.
Small rollers can be used very successfully to ink these areas. There are some small Hunt
rollers that come in sizes from 1 ½ to 6 inches. There are also smaller rollers 1 inch in length and
½ inch in diameter. All these rollers are quite soft and very good for nondetailed work. If a harder
roller is desired, it is best to make your own. Check for sources and methods in the section on
rollers (page 14).RAINBOW ROLLColors may be merged or blended on a roller and the blend
transferred to the block to print as graded tones. Place the colors on the inking slab, one after
the other, with a palette knife. Take a roller large enough to encompass all the colors and work it
back and forth over the slab with a minimum of side movement. The colors will merge together
and blend as the side-to-side motion is increased.CAROL SUMMERS Rainbow Glacier, 1970
Color woodcut, 36½″ × 37″ Courtesy Associated American Artists GalleryFor a graded or
rainbow roll, the colored ink is placed on the inking slab with a palette knife. Then a roller large
enough to cover the entire surface of the block is rolled over the patches of ink.Continuous
rolling in one direction will level out the ink film on the slab and on the roller. Some blending may
be accomplished by a slight sideways shifting of the roller on the slab to merge adjoining



colors.Once the roller is properly and evenly charged with the blended colors, the block can be
inked.When this procedure is done on a motorized press, the blending continues until eventually
the colors are so thoroughly merged that they become a single tone.SOLVENT TECHNIQUEThe
artist Carol Summers has developed a unique method of color printing from separate blocks that
is worth mentioning. Summers works with large, simple, stylized or abstracted forms, very often
of landscape or architecture. He cuts his blocks fairly deeply, usually of ¼-inch plywood. After
cutting the blocks, he places an uninked block in a register frame, lays a piece of woodcut paper
down on it, and rolls a thin film of oil-based ink right on the back of the paper with small rollers.
He inks separate blocks in registration in this manner, essentially inking and printing in one
operation. When all the blocks are printed and the ink is still wet, Summers sprays the whole
print with a thin film of odorless paint thinner, using a garden mister or a Pre-val spray bottle. The
colors run together slightly, giving a watercolor effect to the printed image. This spraying method
can be used only with adequate exhaust ventilation or outdoors.Sometimes Summers combines
the traditional method of rolling ink on the block with rolling ink on the paper. At times he prints
on the back of the print so that the image is diffused. The results are very handsome and quite
similar to rubbings.When the film of ink is even and blended, the roller is passed over the block.
The rainbow of colors has now been transferred to the raised surfaces.Japanese Woodcut
MethodGiven the rich history of Ukiyo-e, it is important to describe some of the basic methods
the Japanese used so eloquently in their prints. The Japanese approach to printing the color
woodcut is vastly different from our contemporary approach, which uses the wood grain as an
important element and relates the printing to overprinting colors. In Ukiyo-e the use of water-
based inks and the application and blending of watercolor washes directly on the blocks
resulted in amazing watercolor qualities and impressions that seem to us more like monotypes.
However, the application was so skilled that the printers were actually able to repeat the
complicated wash effects and make consistent multiple editions.The traditional approach of
Japanese artists to the use of their materials is quite ritualistic. Although mastering the manual
skill demanded of Ukiyo-e artisans is an impossibility in our culture, adapting some of the
methods is very possible for the contemporary artist. With this in mind, we will give some
rudimentary information on materials and procedure.MATERIALS AND TOOLSBasic woodcut
tools (page 9)Wood (cherry, poplar)Cutting knifeV gougeC gouges (2 sizes)Small chiselsLarge
chiselsWhetstones for sharpening toolsBaren for rubbingAnimal glue in stick formAlum (3 to 4
ounces)Library paste or rice pastePigmentBrushes (large and small horsehair) for applying
colorBrush for sizing (called a dosabake)Sumi inkGeneral equipment for stacking Paper, boards
for cutting, bowlsWood Cherry or yamazakura wood (a species of wild cherry) was almost the
only kind of wood used by the traditional Ukiyo-e artists. A very hard wood, cherry is difficult to
cut but was necessary for the fine lines and great detail so prevalent in Ukiyo-e prints, as well as
for the large editions that were common.Traditional Ukiyo-e blocks were always cut with the
grain, and a regular grain was preferred. Selecting the wood was a very important aspect of
preparing the block. The wood was most often cut from the central portion of a tree, between the



heart and the bark. The blocks were allowed to season for a few years to make them quite dry,
an important quality because the blocks needed to absorb some of the water-based pigments
during printing.Contemporary Japanese artists are very likely to use any wood that relates to
what they wish to say. Bass plywood, one of the woods most commonly used, is inexpensive
and easy to cut and comes in large sizes. Its unobtrusive grain also makes it desirable. American
plywoods such as birch and fir are available and can be successfully used. Birch plywood in ¼-
inch and ½-inch thicknesses, imported from Finland by Stewart Industries, is ideally suited for
the woodcut in general and for the Japanese method in particular and is quite inexpensive. In
addition to plywood, boards of pine, poplar, or fir can be used.Whetstones Tools are sharpened
on whetstones, called toishi, which are made of sedimentary natural stone or a ceramic material.
The ones of natural stone have a tendency to form uneven ruts from the sharpening process,
although ruts can be prevented by moving the tool around the stone. Ceramic whetstones are
available in a molded shape that aids in the sharpening of curves and angles, and small
slipstones are made especially to remove burrs from the inside of V gouges or curved scoops.
Whetstones are available in three surfaces: fine (shiageto), medium (chudo), and coarse (arato).
The fine stone will keep edges sharp during normal cutting if used regularly. The coarse stone
will remove nicks or bruises from the knife and is reserved for drastic changes in the angle or
deep sharpening.You should soak a whetstone in water, not oil, for a few minutes before using it.
When you start to sharpen, a creamy paste will form that helps the cutting action. Keep the angle
of the knife constant or you will round the cutting edge. Remove the burr from the tip by lightly
grinding the top side of the knife with a few strokes. You can protect the cutting edges of your
tools by keeping them in a canvas roll or carrier (to ire bukuro) or in a storage box.Mallet, chisels,
and gouges used by Ansei Uchima in cutting his blocks (frequently made of birch
plywood).Baren The baren is the pressing and rubbing tool used for printing. An ingenious,
simple tool, it is beautifully designed for use on porous Japanese paper. It consists of flat, coiled
strands of cord, strips of bamboo sheath, and a backing disk. The backing disk holds the coil of
cord. About 5 ½ inches in diameter, it is made of many layers of Japanese paper that are molded
on a form, covered with silk tissue, and lacquered. The bamboo sheath is used as a covering
and as a rubbing surface on one side and is twisted into a secure handle on the other side.The
baren comes in different weights depending on the thickness of the cord. The thicker the cord,
the stronger the pressure it can exert in printing. Only a few traditional printer-artisans can make
a proper baren, but all Japanese artists cover their own. The inside of the baren lasts for years
and can be recoiled. The bamboo sheath covering must be replaced often because of the
constant rubbing. For the Western artist who is not ready to cover or make a baren, adequate
ones are available in some art-supply stores, such as McClain’s Printmaking Supplies in King
City, Oregon. A professional baren can cost hundreds of dollars, but several inexpensive grades
are available. You can also buy the parts of a baren and put it together yourself, following the
directions that come with it.Pigments At the core, the difference between the Japanese method
and the Western method of printmaking is the use of water-based pigments by the Japanese



and oil-based inks by Western artists. Water-based pigments are usually mixed with rice paste,
which acts as a binder. It can be purchased in tubes or it can be prepared from rice flour and
water.You should experiment with a variety of water-soluble paints before deciding which will
best express your image. You an purchase powdered paint from several suppliers and mix it with
water to make a paste. By experimenting on paper, you will find, for example, quite a difference
in printing quality between sumi black, watercolor black, gouache black, and poster black. Sumi
ink is more of a dye and really penetrates the paper. Watercolor is a bit more uneven but
penetrates the paper too. Gouache penetrates less but prints strongly, and its colors are of
excellent quality and not fugitive. Poster color can print unevenly, with some of the color
penetrating and some lying on the surface. Library paste can be added as a binder to all these
pigments.ANDO HIROSHIGE Maisaka on the Tokaido Road Color woodcut, 13½″ × 8¾″
Collection of the authorsAny good quality brand of tempera or watercolor, such as Winsor &
Newton or Grumbacher, will work well.Brushes In Japanese printmaking, brushes instead of
rollers are used for applying pigment to the block, as well as for blending and grading color. Two
sizes are used, one for applying pigment over large areas and one for small areas. The brushes
are made of horsehair and wood or bamboo. Most Japanese artists soften the hairs of their
brushes by rubbing them against a piece of sharkskin with a little water for a half hour or longer
to soften the ends and split the hair tips.Two barens, the one on the right with a split in its
bamboo sheath cover, which will be replaced.Here the baren is taken apart. On the left is the
cover that is to be replaced, at the top center the coil bamboo card, and at the bottom center the
backing paper that gives the baren its circular shape. The piece of bamboo sheath on the right
will be shaped and trimmed to form a new cover for the baren.Paper The choice of paper is in
many ways more important in the Japanese method than in the Western method. The degree of
absorbency is important to the kind of effect desired in the image. Absorbency is affected by the
strength of the sizing used on the paper. Hosho, torinoko, and masa papers are all readily
available in this country and produce good results. They are absorbent, yet strong, and allow the
printer to rub extensively without tearing. Because they are so tough, they also seem immune to
shrinkage and expansion, a very useful characteristic in the Japanese method.Presized paper is
available with one or both sides sized from Nelson Whitehead, Aiko, or direct from Japan. Kizuki-
bosho, the paper used by Ansei Uchima, is sized on both sides and is made by a Tokyo
manufacturer whose family has been making paper for seven generations.These large
watercolor brushes (called enogu-bake) are used by Ansei Uchima for putting the color on the
block.The ends of the hairs on the brushes are split and softened by rubbing them against a
piece of sharkskin nailed to a board.These wide flat brushes, called mizubake, are used for
applying water or sizing to the sheets of paper.SIZING PAPERThe artist who wishes to exploit
the sensitivity of pigments to different kinds of sizing should have some knowledge of sizing
techniques. Sizing, or dosa, is prepared by boiling dry animal glue in water and adding alum
after the glue has dissolved. The relative amounts should be:1 gallon water8 ounces glue
(animal glue in stick form)3 to 4 ounces alumPreparation To prepare the mixture:1 Place the



water in a pan or double boiler large enough to accommodate the dipping of the 10-inch long
brush that is used for applying the sizing.2 Break the stick glue into pieces and place them in the
water.3 When the glue has softened a bit, place the pan over medium heat and stir constantly
with a wooden stick or spoon. Heat slowly until the glue has melted.4 Add the alum and mix very
well.5 Strain the sizing through a double thickness of cheesecloth to filter out extraneous
particles.Application Using a broad, flat brush called a dosabake, apply the sizing while it is
hot.1 Lay the paper flat on a large drawing board or wooden tabletop2 Dip the brush in the sizing
and drag it across the paper one stroke at a time. Start at one end and work quite vigorously,
then slow the movement toward the edge to allow uniform coverage.
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wiredweird, “Process, process, process!. This book is almost a catalog of every printmaking
process around. It covers all the basics: intaglio, relief, screen prints, litho, and monoprint. It
covers related technique, including embossed "dimensional" prints (aka "blind" prints), molded
paper, and more. It devotes special attention to collographs, prints from textured or collage
surface, and much too much more to describe.Best, the tools, materials, and how-to of every
process are described in a fair bit of detail. Because so many processes are listed, each one
gets just a short section, nowhere near what a printmaker would need in practice. Still, the
descriptions serve at least two purposes. First, they may entice an artist into learning more about
a process.Second, and more importantly for me, is that you don't have to be a printmaker to read
this book and benefit from it. I'm a fan of fine prints, even though I don't make prints myself. I like
to know what I'm looking at. I like to see a mark in a print and understand where it came from,
how the artist's hand created it. By explaining each process, this book helps me understand the
result of the process, and understand its effect on the finished product. Not everyone sees art
that way, but it makes me feel somehow closer to the creator.I recommend this to anyone who
loves fine prints. Perhaps it's helpful to the printmaker looking for new techniques to try. It is
certainly useful for the viewer, in understanding how the artist makes a vision come alive on
paper.//wiredweird”

Da Vinci, “Pretty nice book covering a multitude of printing processes. Pretty nice book covering
a multitude of printing processes. I feel as though this is more reference book than shop manual
because although there are fairly detailed explanations of the techniques....it is, by necessity,
superficial. If you are interested in a particular printing method you are better off to purchase a
book specific to your style.Still, a very good addition to any printing or graphic arts library.”

Jacques65, “This book is full of great advice and information. This book is full of great advice
and information. It's a very extensive explanation of all types of printmaking and it has very good
steps in how to produce prints. I bought the Kindle version, quite a savings compared to the
hard copy. My only complaint is all of the pictures are in black and white, I'm sure this is only for
the kindle version.  Also, it's a textbook but it still is an interesting read.”

cathy Eide, “Great book about printing. Wonderful book with so much in it”

jim hawkins, “Printing book. Good book”

D. B. S., “Probably one of the top five books on printmaking of the 20th century.. Have had this
for many years now, it's my printmaking bibleExcellent reference for an overall perspective of
technique, supplies and equipment for all forms of printmaking - should be on the shelf of any
amateur or professional print maker, and most likely is.”



Bobby, “Comprehensive. As a beginner in printmaking, I found this book to be basic and clear
about the different techniques. While no amount of writing can substitute for hands on
experience, this book contains enough to get any neophyte started in the craft of printing. I was
looking to expand on my oil painting medium with printmaking. This book has helped in that
regard. My first few prints were worthy enough to justify having bought this book.”

Ron Miller, “Get this book! Best survey of printing techniques available. This is a seminal review
of printmaking techniques. Clearly written, with photos to illustrate. This is a book that should be
in every printermaker’s library.”

mr. alexander c balmer, “Very comprehensive.. Heavy reading but full of information.”

Jose Velez, “An extremely complete book, covering with good detail all relevant pritmaking
techniques. This book provides all the practical information you will need to get into the different
printmaking techniques, while understanding well enough the strenghs and weaknesses of
each process. Looking back, I wish I had started my self learning through this book, as it would
have saved me time and money.”

minnie, “Wish I'd bought this years ago. Great book - very informative, it covers most techniques
in great depth; tells you everything you need to know about that type of printmaking, using
examples and photographs. Invaluable to anyone serious about knowing more about
printmaking.”

Livija, “Printamaking. The book met all my expectations, content vise. It truly is the book to have
if you're buying just one about this subject. And considering the price it was in great
condition.P.S. Another book one might consider is The Printmaking Bible..”

The book by Carla Mazzio has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 139 people have provided feedback.
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